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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
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The Murray Board of Educition has been named a Semifinalist in the 1971-72 National School Board Awards
Program, according to word received by Mrs. Don Jones,
president of the Murray Education Association, who submitted the nomination earlier this year.
The Murray Education Association nominated the Murray
Board for their outstanding work in securing the Vocational
School as part of the Murray system. This was a project in
the area of human relations.
Announcement of the winner will be in May. The board will
be frCeontention for one of the 12 national and regional
awards totalling $8,000.

A bonus for us this year, the
new Flowering Crab is
blooming. We did not expect
anything until nest year.
44

Neighbor Rainey Elkins put
up a Blue Bird box and it has
occupants. The 'male was out
early this morning perched on a
small Ash tree and his blue coat
shined.

Councilman Melvin Henley
...Poses Many Questions

Events Planned At Local library
744.'41s-et chanes
ring tiationattibraiWeeit-n-

Fellow says you can avoid
falling_ hair by pping onto'
the
The college professor was
trying to teach one of his
students to use the correct
grammar. The student wasn't
too eager to learn, however.
"What difference does it
make if I say 'bad' or 'badly'?"
He asked. "They both mean the
same thing."
The professor pointed to a
shapely girl who had just
passed by and said:
"My boy, look at that girl and
tell me, are you looking at her
stern or sternly?"
De(srabill altrblbernIntoVer
the city.
Drive by and see Mrs. Rule's
Azaleas, also T. Sledd's, Also
those in front of the former
Dublin home on Poplar.

•

National Library Week will be festivities this program will be
celebrated at the Calloway emphasized with displayes of
Public the week of April other lands and people.
PROMOTION—Bruce Thomas, left, vice-president and County
Special Proffer= will Ur
22, according to Mrs.
16
through
manager of Murray Federal Savings and Loan, Is promoted to
presented throughod the week
librarian.
Trevathan,
Margaret
chairman
Peterson,
Palmer
Col.
by
Reserve
Army
captain in the
The celebration has a duel with the days being designated
of the Murray State military science department. Captain
this year: "Books Bring as follows:
slogan
Thomas, a member of the reserve for 16 years, feels this 'Hs one
and Monday, April 17—Young
Together"
People
time
same
the
at
while
obligation
his
fulfill
way a young man can
Go People's Day.
the
World
Makes
"Reading
receiving invaluable experience in managing, supervising, and
Tuesday, April 18—Ladies'
(Photo by Craig D'Angelo) Round." National Library
leading men,"
Week is the time that libraries Day.
19—
April
try to Wednesday,
all over the nation
Day.
Children's
imits
promote reading and
portance to individuals of all Thursday, April 20—Men's Day.
Friday, April 21--Sentor
ages, the librarian said. I,
• -. Mrs. Trevathan
April '
at Saturday,
General
Conference
Day.
Everybody's
the
year
proclaimed
UNESCO
Mr. and Mrs. Stan HenThe honor roll for the fifth six Lee, Edith Litchfield +, Susan 1972 as
International Book
weeks at Calloway County High McCann, Vickie Mahan, Debbie Year. During the week's drickson will have on display a
collection of items from several
School has been released by Miller, Sherry Mitchell, Patty
foreign counties, and will also
Principal Howard Crittenden. Page, Debbie Peal, Lisa Perrin
Sholv the clothing worn by the
Students making all A's and-or +, Susan Pigg, Gary Potts,
people of Afghanistan. Mr. and
all B's are eligible for the honor Tarea Roach, Debbie Rogers +,

Fifth Six Weeks Honor
Roll Named For Calloway

Slave Day Planned -
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Rushing Start Fund
For His Expenses
Friends of Charles Rushing
who remains in critical condition at Vanderbilt Hospital,
Nashville, Tenn., have started a
drive to raise funds to help
defray his expenses.
Persons may make their
contributions at the Peoples
Bank and the Bank of Murray or
contact Mrs. Coffield (Frances)
Vance.
.1.1‘ •
third degree burns over-95 per
cent of his body in an explosionfire at his trailer home at Fox
Meadows, Murray, on Friday,
April 7, about.6:30 p.m. He was
given emergency treatment
the Murray-Calloway County
Hos eital and rushed b amintensive care
ance to,
unit at Vanderbilt Hospital.
He is the son of Franklin
Rushing of Murray Route Tow
and Mrs. Jacqueline Rushing of
203 Irvan Street, Murray.

Murray will display a part of
Is making all A's are Strode -P-Ctienda Stubblefield -flowering trees of one kind or designated by a +.
The young people of the First their collection from Ethiopia.
+, Patricia Tabers, Doris
another.
Everyone is invited to parSENIORS: Phyllis Beach +, Turner, Tommy Vance, Carla Baptist Church will have a
Vicki Bolen, Mike Burchett. Watkins, Sandra Hargrove, and -slave day" on Saturday, April ticipate in the week's activities
Freda Jeannie Parker.
Spring is here, the Hickory Carol
Burkeen,
15, according to Mrs. Treva which will be announced inbuds are opening fully to expose Carraway, -Rebecca Chaney,
youth director of the dividually, Mrs. Trevathan
Mathis,
Adams,
Stacy
JUNIORS:
the true leaves.
said.
Marsha Conley, Alice Crawford Date
Arnold, Tommie church.
+,Carla Elkins, Vicki Gamble, Barkhurst, Roger Brandon,
Persons having odd jobs for
New bele has developed on Randal Guthrie, Kathryn-the young peOple to do are asked
-ey,
GiEe Itroact, Sherry rk
Doran RMdàsfràithi
CM
7534146 or 753-1,151,-The
Astil
ecky
341----S
1
14
Freddie
Hardie +1
new school:thfliersan, Izetta Jon* Crowell, Marsha Ernstberger, moneY from this project will be
Katie Kemp, Doris ICimbro, Evie Erwin, Sherry Finney, used to help pay their expenses
We moved our Hibiscus, Patty Greer Winchester, Randy
Darrell Gibson, Vicki Hum- to Expo '72 at Dallas, Texas,
Ponciana Tree and Japanese
phreys, James Jarrett, Janey June 12-17.
Holly out of the flower bed to
Kelso, Rosemary Lamb, Vicki
give room for the bulb plants
Pat Lamb, Debbie Miller +,
and the Ho113111hocks. Left the
The Murray Fire Department
Jan Miller, Darlene Oliver +,
Specterbilis there.
two calls on Thursday
answered
Paulette Ross, Brenda Rule,
to extinguish flames on cars,
David Sims, Danny Thompson,
records of the
Ponciana Tree is Ponciana
Members of the Kiwanis Club Patty Underwood, Daniel
The Murray Art Guild will according to the
Gelishi and has pick blooms.
department.
Wayne
to
trip
the
were told of
Weatherbee, Linda Wetmore, sponsor a workshop in painting
At 9:45 a.m. the firemen were
State University in Detroit Barbara Williford, and Joyce under the direction of Miss
we
and
Blue Bell is open wide
to the Dairy Queen where
called
which was made by a group of Winchester.
beginnirlfg
Donna Phipps,
powder to exgot Violets galore.
ten Murray State students
SOPHOMORES: Robert Wednesday, April 19, for six they used dry
during spring break to help Allen, Rebecca Burkeen, Danny consecutive sessions. Classes tinguish the flames on the car
Raised the window wide open organize a Baptist Student
Paducah Deluxe
Chadwick, Kenneth Cleaver, will be held on Wednesday owned by the
last night to enjoy the night Union there. Miss Leticia
Cindy Coleman, Karen Crick, evenings beginning at seven Cleaning Service.
smells and sounds. Don Keller Walker, a freshman for
The booster was used by the
Jesse Darnell, Sharon Darnell, o'clock.
says what about that humidity. Louisville, said the group was a
to extinguish the car
firemen
The number enrolled will
Nancy Duncan, Lynn Erwin,
that
We say what humidity, and representative one from the
Quentin Fannin +,Laurel Guy, determine the individual fee, owned by Leon Harp
11th
and
South
anyway what did we do before Murray State Baptist Student Lamar Harrell +, Vera Hernat
fire
on
caught
who
according 60 guild officials
2:30 p.m.
we had air conditioners.
Union.
don, Amanda Hoke +. Warren said it is hoped twenty will Sycamore Streets at
Both cars had to be towed
Twenty-five students at Hopkins +, Suzette Hughes +, enroll for the class.
by wreckers after the
away
the
started
have
State
FOUND
Wayne
call
BICYCLE
Patricia Jones, Jennifer Lovett,
Those interested should
Cindy Mills, June Murdock, Mrs. Larry Doyle 753-8250 or fires, according to the firemen.
County organization there. She told the
Calloway
The
One unit with three firemen
Sheriff's Department recovered Kiwanians that a aduft Marion - Outland, Brenda- Mrs:-Crernwell Rouge 436-2432.
and
needed
was
(Continued on Page Eight)
The class is open to the public. answered both calls.
a bicycle reported missing by leadership
they
help
for
them
thanked
was
bicycle
The
Cutchin.
Bill
found on the College Farm might give anywhere.
Mrs. Don Keller also
Road.
peered on behalf a the annual
Charity Ball drive on June 3.
This seventh annual charity ball
hopes to raise $2500.00 to assist
in buying transportation for
dEy care patients at the
JACKSON PURCHASE
Calloway County Mental Health
Cloudy, windy and warm Agency here.
through Saturday with showers
Circle K members Don
and thundershowers likely. Low Clayton and Alex Peyton,
tonight in low to mid 60s. High guests of the club, announced
Saturday in low 80s. Sunday that Blake Hauge had won the
r
continued warm with showers election for lieutenant governor
and possible thundershowers.
and that Murray State won the
award as the most improved
Kentucky State Forecast
club for the Audobon Division
Generally cloudy and warm and also the outstanding
through Saturday with scat- secretary's award for the
tered showers and thunder- Kentucky-Tennessee District.
storms. more numerous lit the Slave-DIfyiy-Clfde K witI be'
afternoon and at night, possibly Saturday, April V.
a few severe. Highs today and
President Morgan Sisk
Saturday from the mid 701 Co presided at the meeting.
low 80s. Lows tonight in the up- SHRINE CLUB
per 50s and 643s.
The monthly social meeting of
\Outlook Sunday through TuesINSURANCE AGENCY SUPPORT FIRE UNIT--Representathres et Murray Insurance Agency
day: Chance of showers each the Murray-Calloway. County
presents check to Max Dowdy, center, chief of Calloway County Fire-Rescue in support of the unit's
day over most of Kentucky. Shrine Club will be held
work in county fire protection. Handing the $155 check to Chief Dowdy is Bob Hi/Wigton, one of the
Rising trend of temperatures Saturday, April 15, at the
A
Hall,
World
the
of
60s
Sun- Woodmen
owners of the agency, and looking on is an Shipley, head solicitor for the Murray firm. In making
"Tuesday. High in the
-day rising to the low Nis Tues- potluck supper will be served at the presentation, Billington cited the several times that the fire-rescue volunteers had saved homes
of their policyholders, and thanked the men for their efforts.
day, lows in the 40s and 50s.
6:30 p.m.
•
r.•
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Questions Raised By
Henley On Procedures

Murray Board Named
National Semi-Finalist

Seen&Heard
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Murray
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In Our 93rd Year

Largest Paid
Circulation
_ Both in City _
And In County

-

Damaged
Two
By Fire Thursday
In City Of Murray

Kiwanis Club
Hears Student

Murray Art Guild
Sponsors Workshop

The Weather
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Concert Will
Be Wednesday
For Children
Cildr

Court Of Honor

Opening flag ceremonies
were led by Gene Parker,
Sammy Chadpick araWiarry
Fannin.
Dr. Castle Parker Scoutmaster, presided at the awards
ceremony.
Tenderfoot badges were
awarded to Harry Fannin,
Michael Pitman, Brad Taylor,
Ricky Stalls, Terry Stalls, and
Sammy Chadwick.
Second Class badges were
given to Christ Parker and
Sammy Chadwick.
Tony Fares Is Patient
badges were
First Class
given to Bobby Hopkins, Randy
At The Duke Hospital
Orr, and Todd Harrison.
Gene Parker received the
Rev. Thomas E. Adams
Tony Forres, son of Mr. and Star badge, and Sammy Kelly
Mrs. Bill Forres of Hazel, is a and Gene Parker also received
patient at the Duke Hospital in the Life Rank.
Durham, N.C., where he is
Receiving Merit Badges were
undergoing special tests and Gee Parker, Personal Fitness,
treatment.
First Aid, Drafting, Safety, and
The young boy will be -Pinger-Printing; Sammy Kelly,
hospitalized from four -to nit Painting, Finger Printing, Life
Rev. Thomas E. Adams, weeks. Cards and letters may Saving, and Personal Fitness;
pastor of the First Baptist be sent to him at the following Jon Harrison, „Swimming:,
Church, Johnson City, Ill., and address: Tony Forres, Duke
Tarpley Jones, Swimming;
son of Mrs. Gassie Adams of Hospital, Root 2559, flankin Mark Kennedy, Fishing; Todd
Murray, has been named local Ward, Durham, N.C. 27706.
Harrison, Swimming, Life
"Rotarian of the Year" on the
Saving; Sammy Chadwick,
OMITFED
NAME
comthe
basis of service to
The name of Charles Bazzell Geology; Phillip Byrn, Finger
munity, profession, arid Rotary
es Panther patrol leader Printing; and Chris Parker,
elected
City.
Johnson
at
Club
Scout,Troop 77 was not Swimming.„.
Boy
for
The former Murray man has
Gene Parker also received a
list of-new ofbeen a member of the included in the
patch for the 1971 Fall Camof
report
the
in
publiches
ficers
,
the
and
Executive Board
POree.
Wednesday.
Eitecutive Committee of the the meeting on
State
Baptist
Illinois
Association, and also an officer
of the State Pastors Conference.
This is his ninth year as pastor
of the Johnson City church.
Rev. Adams conducts daily
religious radio broadcasts over
the radio station at West Frankfort, Ill., which is heard
throughout Southern Illinois. He
is also a member of the panel
on a weekly radio program on
Station WGGH, Marion Ill., on
"Religious and Moral Implications of the News." He has
written several articles which
have been published.
The honored minister" is
'Married to the former lionielia
.Filyilve scouts and parents were present for the Murray Boy
Hooks of Princeton and they
Troop 45's dinner and Court of Honor held Tuesday. April
have four children, Nevili, Sewn
FirttMettiodist Church.
at.the
1.1!
Allis.
and
-carey,
Nathan,

Rev. Adams Named
'Rotarian Of Year'
At Johnson City

•

4. He questioned the law snit
Mayor Holmes Ellis came
under attack last night from into which the city has entered
several sources at the regular against Howard Brandon
meeting of the Murray City seeking to bring an injunction to
keep lion from selling property
Council.
Councilman Melvin Henley - to Jerry Stallions for use as an
led the attack bringing up automobile car lot.
Howard Brandon was also
sev'eral points on which he
present at the meeting last
sought clarification.
Henley posed the following night and talked at length
concerning his rights as an
questions:
1. He questioned the legality individual and asked Mayor
of Mayor Ellis to serve on the Ellis "are we living in a
Murray Planning Commission. democracy or are we ruled by
2. He questioned the thinking bureaucracy."
A heated exchange took place
that recreational vehicles
1.$ uld oat be allowed.tapark on_i following-the regular business
•.f• tbrettrtgancv With a large
PrOL'ertY*110
3. He questioned the number ot citizens present—
Councilman Henley produced
philosophy of the Murray
Planning Comtnission "in • a letter from the State Attorney
trying to regulate business" General which indicated that
rather than being purely an the mayor of a third class city
may not be a member of the
advisory group.
planning commission of the
Mayor Ellis
community.
replied that most third class
cities had the mayor as a
member of the Planning
Commission and that as far as
he knew this was perfectly
legal.
Henley's reference .to the
h en in kindergarten and recreational vehicles is part of
in grades 1-8 in the Calloway the zoning ordinance which
uatyfamt Murray school prevehts ---Fiffieles with thing
systems will hear a concert by quarters being parked within
the SymphonicBand of Murray the city. He claimed that this
State University and get a could include campers, mobile
music homes and even large boats
special sample of
• catOri Owing a Prograhl 0r1 with sleeping quarters.. Mayor
the university campus April 19, ----1C010=11d'airPane meg)
Scheduled at 9:30 a.m.tn the
university auditorium, t e
I
'1 I
r n's
item ssion-,ree c
concert has been an annual
project of the Music Department of the Murray Woman's
Club for several years in
Boy Scout Troop 45 met at th.
cooperation with the School of
Church
Methodist
First
Fine Arts at Murray State.
Paul W. Shahan, director of Tueiday, Ana 11, for a dinner
bands at the university, will and a Court otElonor. Fifty_-fivi
concliet the Symphonic Band in scouts and parents were
age groups" from several
different periods, including
classical, romantic and contemporary. A feature • of the
hour-long concert will be some
of the music of the rock group
"Clap Hands, Here Comes
'Charlie."
Mrs. Betty Thompson is
serving as the children's concert chairman for the Music
Department of the Woman's
Club.
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The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TILIKKS FILM

Complete approVal of the Murray MuniCipal
Housing Projects_is erected within the next few
dips, according to information released at a
meeting of the Murray Housing Commission.
Ed Fenton and W.E. Clark were honored at a
dinner by the employees of the Murray Post Office
Department at the Triangle Inn; Fenton has
resigned after serving two years as acting postmaster. Clark recently returned after 41 years
service'as a rural carrier.
Army 2iid Lt. Charles H.Story completed.the eight
weeks field artillery officer orientation course at the
rt`-`1T7r.1"In

•
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.wer •••••‘.
,•••••••••-

•nit

T April 5.:1
Miss Cynthia Jetton left Friday to resume her
studies at the University of Kentucky, Lexington,
after spending her spring vacation with relatives
here.

ST. JOHN'S JOURNAL

Willard Ails
20 Years Ago Today is the work ethic Is Speaker
a '72 vote issue?

Pictured today is the artist's sketch of the new
Calloway County Health Center that is proposed to
be built on the vacant lot at Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Several hundred persons attended the annual
'sunrise service yesterdaffnorning at 5:31-at the
Kentucky Lake State Park. Rev. Paul T. Lyles of
Murray delivered the Easter sermon.
Officers elected for the Women's Society of
Christian Service of the Hazel Methodist Church are
Mrs. D.N. Mule-, Mrs. Claude White, Mrs. Robert
Taylor, and Mrs.,Claude Anderson.
_.
rma
, ••
Air Force Base, Belleville, Ill., and his wife were
weekend guests of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Dill.

-Bible Thoughtfor Today

_
The Endt of the Spirit islava, joy, paste, tongsufferlag, gemtoodiep, faltIkmeekiew temperance.-Ga
Oood-living always follows God-loving. It never =nu _
naturally until the heart is occupied by the Spirit of God

Isn't It The Truth!, ,
Jr.
Politics has come to a tiresome state with the
principal candidates ranting against the quality of
the competition instead of fighting the issues. It
follows, then, that most of them do not understand
the issues like, for example, shall the poverty level
be set at$10,000 of income for the year or at $833. per
month,-Whichever comes first'?
"Electioneering is one part
amibition and one part folly."
—Anonymous
by Carl Riblet

t

THE
FAMILY LAWYER*wr
Contesting the Contest
-Decisions of the judges shall
be final."
So said Rule Number Seven in
the dot-counting contest sponscired by a neighborhood store.
But when the judges rejected
Myrtle's entry on grounds of
neatness, she took the matter to
court.
"Their announcement didn't
say a word about neatness," she
cdmplained. "Not even the
peiges can make decisions that
are outside the rules of the contact."
.The court agreed with Myrtle,
and her entry went on to victory.

cre te a legal urin•
:Con
on the sponsering
tract
cqmpany and the contestants.
Accordingly, the basic principles
contract Jaw Will apply..Onee
the terms of the agreement are

''IllitriVrireffliFitfifel-310 rite changes..
.

However, it the contest judges
keep within the limits of the original contract, they generally do
have broad discretion.
In another case, contestants
were supposed to deposit-their
entries in person at the -showroom of a local automobile
dealer. One contestant, disqualified by the judges for having
mailed in his entry, insisted that
this was too Hinny a reason for
him to be barred.
But this time, the judges' ruling was upheld in court. The
court said they had acted within
the reasonable scope of their
authority.
What about a rule against participation by company employees
and their, families? Again, the
specific wording is crucial. In
one case, the father at a company salesman submitted an entry
in A football pool contest,.
According to the rules, "no
employee or member of his immediate famiry" could compete.
Was the father a member of his
son's "immediate,family"?
In a coOrt hearing,'he pointed
out that the son lived in his own
hcirne,+on his own income, with
his own sife and children. The
dourt concluded there was enough
separateness between the two men
He took.first.prite.

4

By JEFFREY ST. JOHN
Copley News Service .
—HEWN'
success was a force that drove
men on to build America," observes Richard Humber in his
book, "The American Idea of
Success." "... At the center
was the individtial. Self-confident in his God-given rights, he
en
a free world of expand-

with the Nixon administration
by the Republican conservatives soells real political trouble for the President, no matter
how well he did among GOP
voters in the early primaries.
Both political parties in the
months ahead will more and
more speak to such issues that
Wallace has articulated in an
effort to sidetrack the growing

Mr. Willard Ails, Pharmatist
at Murray Calloway County
Hospital and Chairman of the
Calloway Council on Drug
Education, spoke at the Nursing
Advisory Council of the MidSouth Kentucky-Tennessee
-Regional Medical Program at a
luncheon Wednesday, April
5th, at the Holiday Inn. The
Council is composed of
Directors of Nursing from
hospitals in Western Kentucky
and West Tennes:se
- e. Mr. Ails
spoke on "Professional Look at
Education." He was in0 Ce
y
turner, R.N., Director of
Nursing at Murray Calloway
County Hospital. In her introduction, Mrs. Turner praised
Mr. Ails for his professional
outlook in the comprehensive
health field as a hospital
rmatist who has
looked
yond the itigh
-of the Wapital
-directly
involved in work against drug
abuse.

The die hiioantintied in the
first months(311972, with an increase of 43 per cent over last
year's figures, when the industry brought in $155 million.
And the 1101119011 is just start*.
The steady climb in tourists
flooding into Israel contrasts
sharply with the generally dismal outlook for Western tourists in the Arab countries of the
Middle East.
Some 85 per cent of Israel's
visitors are from North America or Europe. And last year 45
per cent were non-Jewish figure particularly gratifying
to Tatielrofficials who since the
1967 war have tried to persuade
Christian pilgrims to return to
visit the holy sites in Jerusalem
and Bethlehem, though the
area is now administered by
Jewish government.
Yet the upsurge has caused

Hick,
Christ was
marriage of
Wyatt and
on Friday,
Brother
paternal gr
bride, perfo
ring
of the imm
close friends
The bride
of Mr. and

\THEIR

V 9-4-W -----T-swo youngsters admire a work

by a contemporary during visit to the Children's Art Camnt
val. a multimedia exhibit, in New York's Harlem section

E4C;ILIGIL L L

5930re-h-

Prog Into 753-3314
thru

TODAY

TUE.

ZIP-A-DEE-000-0AM!
Walt Disnoy's
-of flak
;

lob

il

a
1111‘11101Alia

--at-7-.-15 and 9:00-t4itety7
Matinees at 1:15 -Fri.-Sat. & Sun.
Plus 3:00 Sat. & Sun
m Adults 1.50, Child 75'
-

`51cIttl-f•

Ai Ends Tue.

T

E. A 1 tit

Nun,May 2nd
Nominated for
ACADEMY AWARDS
including
Besrptture

8

Winner of 2 Acadainy Awards *.

problems. In many respects,

A large segment of working who are fed uirwl
samecater satisfactorily to so manyAmericans still believes in this ness of the Democratic and Re7
tourists. Minister Kol said reuniquely American credo publican parties,and with what'
cently that more than 2,000
called "the work-success they believe is the pandering to
complaints were received by
ethic." And signs are beginning blacks, big business and other
his ministry last 'year.
to multiply as the results groups who don't appear to
emerge in various state pri- want to earn their own way as
Some visitors were left without beds for the night, though
maries that the idea of work is the workingman has.
they had already paid for them,
0* to become as powerful a
The movement of Hubert
due to heavy overbooking by
political issue as busing.
Humphrey to the rigfif on ecohotels and travel agents. Many
are roughly 50 milic and soeiat-iss
'paid a fairly goodprice f
-Ion working-class Americans the Florida primary is a clear
a package tour found them- called ethnic voters - who indication that the Democrats
selves sleeping three and four
are beginning to voice their hope to cut into Wallace's apto a room.
frustration and anger at both peal with workingmen and
Other complaints ranged
political parties for policies of women while also hoping that
from dirty rooms and inadesubsidies with their money to he will run a third-party race to
quate sanitary ,facilities to
minority groups.
drain off Nixon votes.
price gouging by surly cab'The mixed ethnic working
The time, however, when
drivers.
class," observes Msgr. Gene C. both parties could play
the
Baroni, director of the Center game of appeasement
And often tourists corn- ,
politics
p/ained of the "Why ask me?
for Urban Ethnic Affairs in with promises may be at
an
What can I do?" attitude of hoWashington, D.C., "feels end, especially since Lyndon
tel managers, tourist agents
trapped between the blacks on Johnson and now Richard
A schedule has been an- and guides.
one side and middle-class sub- Nixon have failed to keep their
urbia on the other. A lot -of political promises.
To alleviate the overbooking_
nounced for a series of four
votes are up for grabs in 1972.
lectures at Murray State problem, 1,000 hotel rooms are
Yilto gets them depends -di __This bad faith of both major University April 17-111-by -Dr-. being added. But this may
whoever is going to respond, parties may be the strongest Robert L. Nichols, in- be enough if the Tourist Ministry's visions of 750,000 visitors
whoever doesn't take them for argument Wallace can advance ternationally-known
granted, whoever is fair with if he runs a third-party cam- Distinguished Professor of are fulfilled.
paign. In fact, he could do what
them."
The rooms situation is parwas feared he would do in 1968: Geology at Eastern Kentucky ticularly
George Wallace demontight in Jerusalem,
University.
deadlock
the
presidential
elecwhich has become the counstrated in the Florida primary
Sponsored
American
the
by
tion
process
by throwing the
try's No. 1 attraction since the
that his apPeal went beyond his
Geologic Institute through its
Eastern ( Arab) sector was
tough antibusing stand. He suc- 1972 race into the House of RepVisiting Geological Scientist taken
from Jordan in 1967.
cessfully articulated issues resentatives.
When any objective analysis Program, the lecture series will
Few visitors seem to realize
that trouble working Ameris made of the issues that con- include two lectures an each they are in
occupied territory
icans: big government, high
cern a broad cross section of date, according to Dr. Peter as
they stroll the narrow, coltaxes, crime, and the progresthe working classes, one can Whaley, assistant professor of orful streets of
the shult (marsive running down of the nation
,discern the common uniting geology at Murray State.
ket) in the old walled city, minby liberals and militant leftists.
thread: the average American
Whaley gave the following gling with Jews and Arabs goWallace is, in a word, the works hard; pays his own way
schedule and topics:
ing about their daily business.
"'champion" of those values and his taxes and obeys the lecture
A bed for the
that workingmen and women' law. But he is fed up with both
April 17-2:30 p.m.,"Geology visitors' only night isn't the
problem, howstill cherish and which Msgr. the Democratic and the Repub- and Geologic History of the
ever. Another difficulty, espeBaroni defines as ''thrift, love lican politicipns who ask that Grand Canyon," and 7:30 p.m.
of country, respect for hard tw subsidize those who don't "Antarctic and Arctic Ex- cially for those on a budget, is
work and the law. ... There is a seem interested in -earning ploration," both Room,320 of the rapid rise in prices -- offiin
cially 10 per cent last year but
silent Majority out there," he their way.
the Blackburn Science Hall.
most housewives scoff at the
adds. "but they aren't silent
The long overdue public trial
18-9:30
April
a.m., official figures. '
willingly.
of the liberal welfare state may "Catastrophies and Geology,"
(Perhaps fittingly, the local
"Give themil candidate who have begun.
and 12:30 p.m.,"Philately and version of the popular Amerirecognizes them as a growing
Geology," both in Room 251 of can guidebook,"Europe on $5 a
and unified force, and he'll get
St. John is a CBS Radio Net- the Blackburn
Day'is titled "Israel on $5 and
Seience Hall.
the votes."
work "Spectrum" commenWhaley emphasized that the $10 a Day.")
Ironically, it has been the tator and is seen on the CBS-TV
Last fall's devaluation made
movement to the left of both the "Morning News" with John 'public is invited to attend the
the -dollar worth 4.2 Israeli
lectures.
Democrats and the Nixon ad- Hart.
Nichols, who has made four pounds (liras) instead of 3.5,
ministration that has permitted
George Wallace to move deciArctic and five Antarctic ex- but prices have risen more than
TRISTAR TRIVIA
enough to compensate.
sively and champion the cause
An estimated 14,900 com- peditions, was on the faculty at
Tourist hotel rates have
of working Americans. Be- panies alone are expected
University,
Tufts
Medford,
to
latedly, both parties and a lib- participate in the Lockheed I, Mass., for 40 years, and was 'climbed more than 10 per cent,
while service charges now add
eral-oriented labor leadership 1.011 program.
head of the department there in 13 per
cent to the bill instead of
are awakening to the political
1969 when he left to move to 40 per
cent. Beet-and-breakfast
reality that there is a broadEastern Kentucky University. can still be
SKYLAB
obtained for $5 if
based workers'. revolt.Skylab, a three-man orbiting
Author of more than 100
you're lucky, but the five-spot
In the wake of the Florida workshop, will operate in space
during
his teaching will cover little 1se.
papers
primary, moreover, a public for approximately eight career, Nichols has also
had a.
opinion poll taken by a leliding months. It is scheduled ,for
broad range of field work expolling organization . for the launch by IASA in 1973.
MOON ROCK
.
perience. He was chosen by his
New Yark Times disclosed that
"Anorthosite," a rock
colleagues
professional
in
1969'
if George Wallace ran as a
CROWDED SKIES
receive
the Neil Miner 'drought back from the Moon
third-party candidate, he would
On Mar 6, 1970, major air- to
during NASA's Apollo 15 misexceptional con.
Award
fir
•
e thaa..k.Aggisi,„ ports were snarled as the air
sion, is the oldest lunar rock yet
stimulation
trilatitiosut
to
.
the
of
0
•Tt?'affir ri-A-1Poller,' walkout
•
returned;449 billion years- old
interest in the earth sciences.' or older.
The growing disaffection

Schedule For
Four Lectures
Is Announced

The Hick

By JEA NNE KUMMER
Copk? News Service

JERUSALEM
Israel is'
tracing itself for a bumper
crop of its biggest foreign currency earners - tourists.
Young and old -from dollar- _
flush retired Jewish businessmen to earnest Christian pilgrims following Christ's path
on the Via Dolorosa to almost
penniless hippies who earn
enough by odd jobs to pay for
their daily fingers of hashish
and their. _Int_entufg_triPs back
home - the visitors are expected to come in droves.
Tourist Ministry officials expect a Minimum of 750,000 thisyear, almost twice the number
in 1966, the record year before
the 1967 Arab-Israeli war
transformed the country territorially, economically, and in
spirit.
„
Last year saw I7,000viitors
come, a boostof 49 per cent"
over 1970 and, in the words of
Tourism Minister Moshe Kol,
an increase "unique" in international tourism. That's one
tourist_ for gye 4 tohabt-
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Miss Vickie Lynn Wyatt Becomes Bride
Of Phillip Reed JonesineremonyAt
The 1-tickory Grove Church Of Christ
The Hickory-Grove Church of
Christ was the setting for the
marriage of Miss Vickie _Lynn
Wyatt and Phillip Reed Jones
on Friday, March 17, at seven
o'clock in the evening.
Brother Connie Wyatt,
paternal grandfather of the
bride, performed the double
ring ceremony in the presence
of the immediate family and
close friends.
The bride is the only daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Wyatt of
Alriio. The parehts of the grOonT
are Mr. and Mrs Wes Jones of
Dexter.
The church was beautifully
decorated with a large spring
arrangement of yellow snapdragons, tulips, daisies, and
baby's breath centered between
spiral candelabra holding white
cathedral
tapers
which
illtuninated the scene while the
wedding vows were being exchanged. Family pews were
marked with yellow satin bows.
The candles were
lighted
before the ceremony by Mike
Wyatt, brother of the bride, and
Joe Pat Jones, brother of the
groom.

Bride's Dress
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, was attired in a
lovely street leagth dress of
„yellow crepe fajnoned with a
T'
-rsnind
gathered sleeves featured lace
inserts. Her veil was also of
yellow. Her beautiful bridal
bouquet was French colonial
with white roses, tulips, daisies,
fresia, and baby's breath.
Mrs. Max Becky ) Gore was
the matron of honor and the
bride's only attendant. Her
dress of yellow crepe was

Officers Elected
At Faxon Mothers
Club Meeting
_
The officers for the 1972-73
school year for the Faxon
Mothers Club were elected at
the regular monthly meeting
held on Wednesday, April 5, at
one-forty-five o'clock in the
afternoon in the gym. .
Elected were Mrs. Jerry

MEDY
ENCE
TION

Odell(Roszella)Williams, vice-president;
Jerry
Mrs.
(Fanellis) Birdsong, treasurer;
Mrs. Mickey (Mildred) Cherry,
recording secretary; Mrs. Bob
(Ruth) Strode, publicity.
Mrs. Albert Cassity's first
grade gave the devotion and her
zoom also wan the room count.
The club voted to sponsor a
Tor'ft bit-Aft-al-boysand the cheerleaders. Details
will be announced later.

Pe4.4000.4),
Eugene Jaeger of Murray has
been dismissed from the
Western Baptist H-Ospital,
Paducah.
Mrs. David Duncan of
Monticello and Mr. and Mrs.
Alan McAlister and children of
Cincinnati,
Ohio
, were the recent guests of
their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Crawford, West Main
Street.
Debra Lee Ramsey of Alrno
Route One has been a patient at
the Community Hospital,
Mayfield.

Luncheon Por New
Providence Club e s I ues ay
The
New
Providence
Homemakers met for their
business meeting in the- Extension Office meeting room at
ten o'clock in the morning on
Tuesday, April 11. Mrs. James
Puckett presided . over the
meeting as Mrs. Larry Curd
was absent.
Mrs. John Dale gave the
devotion. Mrs. Jackie Rose
serving as club secretary and
treasurer read the minutes.
Mrs. Jackie Rose was in
charge of the lesson. It was an
enjoyable lesson on all roads
that lead to Louisville, Kentucky. She did a marv,elous job
in her discussion of the "All
American City" in the state.
Mrs. Puckett had a quiz and
the winner was Mrs. Terry
Housden.
I The meeting adjourned and
the following had a luncheon at
the
Colonial
House
Smorgasbord: Mrs. Eunice
Housden, Mrs. Hardiman
Miller, Mrs. Bill Hendon, Mrs.
George Shoerriaker, Mrs. Dale,
Mrs. Housden, Mrs. Rose, Mrs.
Puckett, and little Karen Dale,
a visitor.

Hazel Classes Are
Visitors At Banks

NEED To KNOW
SOMETHING ABOUT
YoUR NEW
COMMUNITY?
Gall Linda Adams

Phone 7534378
. Our hostess will bring gifts and
greetings, along with helpful
community information.

Ken Imes Speaker At Hazel PTC Meeting;
Parents 8th Gracie Students Recognized

Mst:c

designed with a ronad-neeldine and short puffed sleeves. Her
flowers were a modern hand
bouquet of open yellow tulips
and calemia foliage accented
with pearls.
Max Gore served as best man
for Mr. Jones.
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Wyatt chose to wear a
three-piece dress ensemble of
navy and white with navy and
white accessories. Her corsage
was white and navy carnations.
--Mrs. —Jones, mother of the:
groom, wore a one-piece double
knit dress of beige trimmed in
lime and navy with navy accessories. Her corsage was lime
carnations.
Reception
Following the wedding, a
reception was held
in the
cafeteria of the Hardin
Elementary School.
The bride's
table was
overlaid with a white cloth with
a full overskirt of yellow netting
and nosegays were used to
accent the table. These
decorations were loaned to the
bride by a friend, Mrs. Ed
Ruby)Cathey of Benton. In the
center of the table was a large
mixed spring arrangement of
yellow snapdragons, tulips,
daisies, and baby's breath with
two tall yellow tapers being
ziedi Ala, -4: ale:centerpiece.
The three tiered, wedding
cake: was decorated with
flowers in the bride's color, pale
yellow. A miniature bride and
groom statuette topped the
wedding cake. Pale yellow
punch was served.
The reception hostesses, Mrs.
Mike Linda) Wyatt, sister-inlaw of the bride, Mrs. Prentice
Wilma 1 Travis, and Mrs.
Willie Robert Linda) Young,
sisters of the groom, were
presented with corsages of
yellow daisies.
The guest register table was
covered with a white linen clothoverlaid with a white lace cloth
loaned to the bride by a friend
Min. Lee Virginia) Bolen of
Alino. Mrs. Joe .Pat (Maxine)
Jones, sister-in-law of.. the
groom, kept the register. She
was presented with a corsage
i dentical to that of the
The new Mrs. -Jones is
presently a student at-C-alloway
County High School. Mr. Jones
is employed at Caldwell Used
Cars in Murray.

FRIDAY—APRIL 14, 1972

ft•
Friday, April 14
Sunday, April 16
The Lynn Grove PTA will
The Murray Art,Guild will be
The regular monthly meeting present were introduced.
sponsor Intramural basketball open from one to four- p.m.
of the Hazel Parent-Teacher
Mrs. Henry Hutson, chairman -•
games at the school at#:31.11tnr-.Club was held—en—Thursday,
--the nominating committee,-Admission is 25 and 50 cents. The Vacation Church School April 6, at seven
o'clock in the
ted the new slate of of-- - Institute of the United evening
with the executive ficers for the coming year
The seventh and eighth
Methodist Churches of the Paris
-.414111.111."
ting at six-forty-five
"grades of Hazel School will
was approv ed
_
Diitrict will be held at the First o"rdclockinee.
present four plays at the school
stallation
of these officers wilLUnited Methodist Church,
Mrs. James
starting at 7:30 p.m.
Phillips, be at the May meeting.
Murray, from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. president,
presided. The inRefreshments were served by:',
A
nursery
will
provided.
be
vocation was given by Edward the seventh and eighth grade
Saturday, April 15
_ The H.C. Society will meet at
Curd, supervisor for the mothers in the school cafeteria.
The Methodist Men of the
the home of Mrs. George Hart,
The door prize, a box of candy,.,,
Calloway County Schvis.
1313 Payne Street, at 6:30 p.m. Kirksey United Methodist
Speaker for -the evening Was was won by Mrs. Mary Mar!
Church
will
have
monthly
their
for a pot luck supper.
breakfast at the church at seven Ken Imes, state representative, Comer, seventh grade student
By Abigail Van,Buren
who told the group how a bill teacher.
. The Murray-Calloway County
becomes law and also spoke on
_ __DEAR ABBY: My Avitemother became_ widowed last Country Club will have a closed
Monday, April 17
education legislation citing
dance at the club from nine p.m.
year and came to make her home with us as my wife is her
—the
Music
15epartiiiiiiird the soine orfFie
to
one
a.m. The charge is seven
only child. At first we treated Grandma like a guest, but
Woman's Club will have been discussed. A question
dollars per couple. Mr. and Mrs. Murray
she soon started to take over, criticizing my wife's handling
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club and answer period followed.
Wells
Purdom,
managing
our
Jr.,
extravaganc
the
the
of
are
children and her
overe in
house. Note change in date.
The room count was taken by
all chairmen.
house. Then she started in on the children. She found fault
Hostesses will be Mesdames Mrs. J.B. Dover who announced
with their friends, their clothes, their habits and the noise
The Senior Class at Calloway Robert E. Johnson, David that the
winner was the eighth
they made.
County High will have a slave Gowans, James
Carlin, grade, Mrs. George Lowe,
The old lady even told me that I should give up golf as
day starting at eight a.m. Charles
Clark, Maurice teacher. Mrs. James D. Erwin
FAMILYDINNER
it was a "silly" game, and took too much of my time away . Persons having any odd
jobs Humphrey, and Vernon Nance. gave the secretary's report Chicken Mayo
Potato:tag
from my family. She also told me that I subscribed to. more such as window washing, yard
followed by the ti easurer's Green Salad
magazines than any one person could possibly read.
cleaning, painting, or any
Tuesday, April 18
report by Mrs. Charles Tidwell, Cheese Pie
Beveragd •
The kids'and my wife have been very patient and rehauling, call 753-5479 or 753-8141
The Coldwater Homemakers
Walter Byars brought a
spectfully silent thus far, but I know they resent Grandma.' before.
CHICKEN MAYO
Saturday or any time Club will meet at the home of
statement from the budget and
Cooking chicken with sauHow can I put this old busybody in her place without .a
during the day Saturday.
Mrs. Homer Bazzell at one p.m. finance committee and made a erkraut, onion and .apple
major flare-up? Or should I keep quiet and wait until my
motion that a committee be good flavor.
wife also has a bellyful and handles it her way?
Chapter M of the P.E.O.
The Good Shepherd United formed
consider
to
Sisterhood will meet at 12 noon
a 3-pound frying chicken, cut up
BELLYFUL IN S. F.
at the home of Mrs. John Methodist Church WSCS will blacktopping project for a 2 tablespoons butter
DEAR BELLYFUL: Let your wife handle it her way.
meet at the church at two p.m. portion of the playground. Roy Salt and pepper
Quertermous.
I can i 1 pound, 11 ounces) sauYou probably won't have to wait long.
Cothran was elected chairman
erkraut, undrained
The Russell's Chapel United of this committee and asked to
The Murray State Home
1 medium onion, quartered-and
DEAR ABBY: Why do basically honest people cheat at
Economics Club will have a Methodist Church WSCS will select the other members of the
cut into thin strips
bridge?
rummage sale from eight a.m. meet at the church at one gni. group to work with him.
1 medium red apple, unpeeled,
We are members of a bridge club, and one of the
to four p.m. in front of the
and sliced
•
Mrs. Phillips gave special
women in our-foursome- always keeps score,- and almost all •Iermeit-Belk's store on-the -west
Circle-I and thA Fait4 Dorali
-reoognitiew
--te
--those.and.-Arythe firife-ffie wins the -Mei- acifire pilte: At 50011 -as the-gameA. et.
fiffe--COtirt'.,teinieth-heat the-iniAtes.
-virriet
is over, this woman makes a pretense of clearing off the
United Methodist Church Will
downtown Murray. .
add chicken and brown on botik,
table and she immediately destroys the score sheets.
meet in the social hall at-two graduate from the eighth grade sides, remove
and sprinkle •
this spring. They were Dr. and
Sunday, April 16
This annoys all of us who have noticed it, and if she did
p.m.
Mrs. J.B. Dover, Mr. and Mrs. with salt and pepper, if chicken
Men's
and
Women's
not have otherwise lovable qualities we would drop her
does not give off fat you may
Bob Cook, Mr. and
Scramble golf will be held at the
Mrs.
from the foursome.
Murray Assembly No. 19
have to add a little more butter
Oaks Country Club with tee_ofi Order of the Rainbow for Girls Richard Nesbitt, Mr. and Mrs.
Can you please give us some ideas on how we can
James Brandon, Mr. and Mrs. Arrange chicken in a heavy
time at one p.m. If planning,to will meet at the Masonic Hall
straighten her out without offending her or causing her
at Sylvester
Paschall, Mr. and 4-quart casserole or Dutch
play, please call pro shop as seven p.m.
embarrassment?
SUCH GOOD FRIENDS
Mrs. Rob Erwin, Mr. and Mrs. oven Remove all but 2 tableprevious list was misplaced.
DEAR FRIENDS: Basically honest people do not cheat
J.T. Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Al spoons of fat from skillet: mix
at anything. Either keep this lady with the "otherwise lovaChristian
The
Women's Scull, and Mr. and Mrs. Billy in sauerkraut, onion and apple;
Open house will be held at
ble qualities" honest by relieving her of the score keeping
Fellowship of the First Raspberry. She also reminded place kraut mixture on top of
Regents Hall Dormitory,
job or drop her.
Christian Church will meet in the group that this class was the chicken. Cover tightly and bake-)
in a prebeated 325-degree oveti.d
Murray State University, from the
church library.at ten a.m. first to graduate since _Mrs. until
chicken is tender — about'.
two to four:p.m. Refreshments
DEAR ABBY: Someone svFOI"e'in asking what to do with
Eupal Underwood
began 1 hour. There should be plenty-6
will be served in the lobby.
The Baptist Women of the teaching the first grade in the of juice in casserole during bakunsolicited stuff that tomes in the mail. Some organizations
Dress is "Sunday Best."' and the
First Baplist Church will meet fall of 1963.
send out personalized key chains, packets of Christmas
ing, if not add a little broth or te,
public invited.
‘.41
at. fle_a.ni, at the church.
cards, name stickers and a lot of other items, hoping the
The new student. teachers water Makes 4 servings
•4
recipients will send them a dollar or two.
4
I wish I could afford to help all these missions,
churches, vetei ans. handiLapped people, etc., but I am on
social security and I can't. Also, why should I have to pay
postage to return stuff I never sent for in the first place?
--"Pilmometweies
Well, here's the answer: MY mailman told me that if I
ever get anything in the mail I did not order and do not
want, I shouldn't even open it. Iltut if I do open it,%I can
A
•
Pe
•
aiiitemorae_
Return To Sender."
The sender will have to pay the postage for its return so
you won't have to worry about hearing from them again
because after a while, they'll get the message.
NO MORE JUNK

- • He'd- like to `muzzle'
grandma Iracefully

"LPN

=

- Toyota Carina

'2262"

DEAR ABBY: Mark Evans, Ph. D., who says he is a
grown man who enjoys living at home with his mother
and father, -and is probably considered an oddball by -society
use—tw-respeetaAsie—parents and sharea-taltink__
,
did not disclose the subject of his degree.
If it's psychology. I will kill myself!
J. H. F., ICA [IGNORAMUS CUM AWARNUSl

FBIRTFISj Mrs. Jerry Wells
CLAYTON GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E.
Clayton of Murray Route Three
are the parents of a baby girl,
Michelle Lee, weighing nine
pounds six ounces, born on
Tuesday, April 11, at 4:10 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They
have
one
son,
Christopher, age five. The
father is employed as a
mechanic -at the Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Charles W. Clayton of
Hardin Route One and Mr. and
Mrs. Robert L Hamilton_ of
Romeo, Mich.

Shrine Club Has
Monthly Breakfast
At The Holiday Inn

• The monthly fellowship
breakfast was held by the
Murray Shrine Club on Sunday,
The Seventh and Eighth' April 9, at nine o'clock in the
grades of Hazel Elementary morning at the Holiday Inn.
School visited the Bank of
Present were Major and Mrs.
Murray, Peoples Bank, and the Charles Barlett and daughter,
new Dees Bank of Hazel, on a Jennifer, Mr. and Mrs. Milton
recent field trip.
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Wallace
While in the banks, the Ford and daughters, Kelley and
students visited the vaults, saw Kim,Mr. and Mrs. Jack Jones
samples of large denominations and son, Jerry, Mr. and Mrs.
of money, and the safe deposit Ron Jones and son, William
boxes. The students were in- Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. R.C.
terested in the computers, the Jones and daughter, Laura, Mr.
television equipment, the alarm and Mrs. John I.. Williams, Mr.
systems, and the processing of and Mrs. William Moffett, Mr.
checks.
and Mrs. Norman Klapp, Rob
In one of the banks the Kinney and children, Ricky and
students examined a collection Pixie, Jack Persall, Carl Stout,
of guns and gold coins. The and Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey
students were pleased with
Hatcher, the latter two being
refreshments and samples • of guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ron
Jones.
money from the banks.

Honored At Shower
At The Wade Home
Mrs. Jerry ( Diane Vaughan)
Wells, was the honoree at a
delightfully planned stork
shower held April 6, at seventhirty o'clock in the evening at
the home of Mrs. Larry Wade.
The hostesses for the special
occasion were Mrs. Larry
Wade, Mrs. Kelly G. Woods, and
Mrs. Sherrill Hicks.
For the occasion the honoree
chose to wear a black and white
pant outfit and was presented a
corsage consisting of a single
white carnation surrOunded
with pink and blue rattlers,
pacifier, and diaper pins.
A game was played with the
winner being Mrs. Eugene
presented
her pifze to the honoree..Each
guest was then asked to guess a
weight,sex and
name for the
new
baby, which were
presented to the honoree.
After the opening of the many
lovely gifts, refreshments of
tiny cakes, decorated with pink
and blue booties and cokes were
served.
Those present for the occasion were Mesdames: Roy
Vaughan,the honoree's mother',
Russell Wells, the honorees
mother-in-law, Paul Black, Ed
Glover, Eugene Diamont, Jerry
Vaughan, Joe Johnston, John
Hopkins, Bobby Wilson, Jimmy
Riclunan, Joe Arnold, Mike
Manning, M. Kirkland, and
„Miss Susie Crabtree, the
honoree and the hostes.ses.

Budget proteins
For low cost and varroly
in. meals, use eggs, dry
beans, dry peas and peanut
butter in place of meat
some of the time.

Test price
a Toyota at
Hatcher Auto Sales
A good price is only good if you get something for it. And we have lots of good prices.
Like this Carina Price. It includes power assisted front disc brakes, rear window defroster...nylon carpets, reclining bucket

seats, tinted windows, whitewalls, wheel
covers, chrome trim, bumper guards, tool
- kit. touch-up paint and more.
How much do you think all that good
stuff would cost you at some- other dealers?

See how much car your money can buy at

HATCHER AUTO
SALES, Inc.
515 So. 12th Street

119
flYIPTAI

Phone 753-4961
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Reds Practice Under.Lights;
Open With Dodgers Saturday
By JOHN W. Chace
Associated Press Writer
• CINCINNATI i AP i-The lights
at Riverfront Stadium were
burning Thursday night and the
----kzack of Cincinnati Reds bats
echoed throughout the park.
The strike by the Major
League Baseball Players Association had ended and the Reds
_staged a two-hour practice in
preparatte-in for their opening
game here Saturday afternoon
against the Los Angeles Dodgers.
Fifteen players, including
Bobby Tolan, John Bench, Don
Gullett and Jack Billingham,
----took partin the practice. Pete
Rose and Gary Nolan were
among those who did not make
the workout, as they have been
in Florida.
Manager Sparky Airson,
saying; -Anytime y& play
baseball it's good news," scheduled a double practice session
for the Reds today.
"I would say they are in pretty good shape, but we'll have to
wait and see," Anderson said of
the physical condition . of the
team members.
Anderson said he will start
slam
• • ..gainst
flaiittrday-ta,as.,,t,hat -will
be preceded by the traditional
opening day pageantry originally scheduled for the April 5
opener against the Houston Astros that never came off,
The only difference is that
the Reds will not be playing the
first game of the year in the
National League as they traditionally have done because-Cincinnati had the first professional baseball team. All the
other major league clubs will
also start their seasons Saturday.
-- -The Reds said that only tickets marked -Opening Day"
would behonored for the game:
Tickets dated for April 15 and
for April 11, 12, 13 and 14 may
be exchanged for any future
dates this year.
After hearing about the strike
settlement Thursday evening,
-Reds general manager Robert
m said, "Naturally I'm
y
o et a
go about our business of
playing baseball games.
Howsain said-be_tvas SurPrised the players agreed to
play less than the 162-game
schedule.
'The games not to be played
have a great bearing on
otikOine-OfThelink-division
—0
.
racesi---tot-we--illan.4---viaot to
. ,dienate our fans any more
plan we have had to by the
litrike of the players," he said.
catcher
John
..<•"" Cincinnati
nch said he and many of the
layers haiie been eager to
"*art the season, especially in
111e last few days. He said he
:hoped any resentment by fans
:would be quickly forgotten.
-There has been a lot of mud
:slinging on both sides and a lot
:of propaganda," Bench said.
"It is unfortunate it had to happen, and I hope- something like
.this never happens again."
•

lir

I

. Fan reaction to the end of the
"This Weilltbe- money filterstcike was mixed here.
ing into the community through
Roger Ruehl, a graduate stufood sales in and out of the stadent at the University of Cindium, lodging, shopping, recinnati, said, "I'm not irate at
freshments at the park and at
the players or the dwners, t'rn
bars, and other expenditures of
just glad it's over. I question
fans while they are in town,"
whether either side won more
he said.
than it lost.
James Flick, city finance di"I play baseball i amateur )
rector, said each canceled
and it's part of my life," he
game would cost the City about
Continued
just' a shame
the Reds can't open the Nation- $12,500 plus sense $4,000 in
parking charges for each conal League season. I'm kind of a
test. The city owns Riverfront
bug on tradition."
Stadium.
George Ratliff of Greenup,
"It looks like we wind up
Ky., was less charitable. "I
being the only losers," Flick
think the fans should go on
said. "While the baseball playstrike for awhile. I don't think
ers and club owners are getting
they-should attend for about a
rich, the poor taxpayer has to
week," he said.
pick up the tab."
Charles Kramer, director of
- The stadium deficit, which
economic research for the Cinbefore the strike had been esticinnati Chamber of Commerce,
:mated at $1.8 million for 1972,
estimated that the fire missed
-.has to be paid -out of the city's
games here resulted tn a loss to
general fund.
the city of about $500,000.
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bTC Baseball Season.Opener
Scheduled for Saturday _
Murray Park Tennis
Lessons Scheduled

By KEN ItAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer
The only kind of strike will
be thrown by pitchers as the
1972 baseball season finally
get; underway Saturday.
Beginner-, -74-1PTI• TtlesdaY—'`Ever3r-leofst-41-- scheduledand Thursday- Pam TanneVand atutious-to play hall in the
Timbs, Sherry Cage!, Trey
American and National leagues
Grogan, Mrs. Don Henry, Joyce
after settlement of the first
Mohan, Susan Foreign, ICathy
general walkout in the sport's
teloriefyLeona Mm-dock, Kay
century-old history..._ _
Peebles...
The 10-day delayed season
Beginner, 8-9 p.m. Tuesday
will at last present a new franand Thursda.i-Linda Ter- chise in Texas, four new manwilliger, Linda Caydill, Glenda
agers and some old faces - in
Newsome, Brenda Long, C.K. new uniforms.
Jones, Pat Nesbitt, Kay Redman, Joe Ann Woods, Susan
Moody, Caroline Bogard.

The spanking-new Texas
Rangers, who moved from
Washington, D.C., to Arlington
this winter, won't have the benefit of a home crowd at refurbished Turnpike Stadium. They
open the shortened season 08u_
the road at California.
The Pittsburgh Pirates will
a
be
germi:s
hoing
led Da
tizy:
thue_ta
r wuogrio
h
their popular and savvy man-

Hank Aaron of the Atlanta
Braves continues his assault on
Babe Ruth's career record of
714 home runs and Willie Mays,
the ageless star of the San
Francisco Giants, will celebrate
lila 41stbirthday this May.
Although the Braves possess
one of the game's most feared
hitters, they don't appear to
have the all-around strength to
make a show in the West race,
The GiatitS, despite the age of
Mays and other veteran players, are in a different position,
however.
The addition of McDowell
gives San Francisco a starting
left-hander to go along with
right-handed Juan Marichal-a
one-two punch to possibly help
the Giants repeat as division
champions,
Los Angeles seems -to be in
an even more enviable position
with the acquisition of Robinson
and Tommy John, onetime ace
of the Chicago White Sox pitching staff. The Dodgers and Astros, who acquired May in one
deal and San Diego pitcher
Dave Roberts in another, appear to be among the most improved teams in baseball.
The loss of Murtaugh probably shouldn't change the Pitts-

a
.
The following names and
times have been announced by
the
Murray
Park
and
ecreation Department for
Tennis Lessons_to
_given;
Advanced, 9-10 a.m. Monday
and Wednesday-Charlotte
championship last year. MurGregory, Janice Austin, Shirley
taugh retired and gave way to
Boone, Shirley Homra, Jo
Bill Virdon, the onetime Pirate
Crass, Ginny Boone, Mrs.
star.
Landolt, Betty Wagar, Joe
Yogi Berra, another former
Gardone.
major league standout, is the
Beginner, 10-11 a.m. Monday
National League's other new piand
Wednesday-Shirley
lot. He was given the job with
Doran, Sue McCort, Emile
the New York Mets after Gil
Green,--Glenda Hill, Mrs. Carl
Hodges died unexpectedly on
Oakley, Joanna Adams, Carol
April 2, the day after the preceMcCarthy, Paulette Reed,
The Hardin Bowhunters Club
dent-setting strike began.
Jennie Smock, Polly Garland,
will hold a rough fish shoot
The other two new field bosAdvance, 6-7 p.m. Monday
Saturday April 15.
—
and Wednesday-Mrs. Cal
The starting place for the ses this season are in the
Luther, Francis Moss, Wanda
shoot will be the Barnett American League. Del Rice
Hendon, Lilly Johnson, Ellen
Cemetery Road, next to the takes over at California and
Ken Aspromonte will guide
Harold, Ginni Hopkins, Kay
water's edge.
IVIurray State's golf team,
Cleveland.
Outland, Glenda Boone, Kay
v.hich, won the first Kentucky
Three trophies will be given
Frank Robinson, the takeRay.
Intercollegiate championship away; most poundage of fish, charge player who led BaltiBeginner, 7-8 p.m. Monday
and _Wednesday -Freda Monday, will play a dual match largest fish arid largest number more to the American League
,
„,....IN.1i with Southern Illinois Saturday. of fish.
pennant last year, is one of the
"
--x—r
ASSOCIATER-laggra.
AA 4,„,
argi:__` ``
1 1 „,,, _ _ M.,..
'"Y,/ ai ranOtialellIT.
'
Hardin Bowhunters Were most glittering names with a
-Coach Bob Leonard
tbe4+511g
4"Hilett ----e
'illY'
`-uw°1' c'aYLe ITIVIL
Bianchi.
-7.---trte- Itacer
-- -T,Wi--ara 31111517-!lletr- tr'Pet:neer7
_I"---slewtelm,-He was-acquiceitillg,-.
- ,'
Indiana Pacers can relax now
prISSur-Oe_ Piratc,
"We made up our minds that Emmadene Lawson, Genise, defending champions of the
have 28 active members. They the Los Angeles Dodgefi-Th'Im
Morgan, Kathy Alexander,
for all of two days. Then all we had to do it together,"
hivi-irtnixtare - of ssid and
said
Ohio Valley Conference, edged meet the 'first Sunday of each off-season deal.
Ruth Blackwood, Lucille At
they have to do is play the Bianchi.
young players, led by World
Morehead 770-771 for the month at 2 p.m. at the Hardin
Utah Stars in the American
Richie Allen, baseball's fiery Series hero Roberto Clemente.
Erving scored 26 points to nold, Sharlet Stuam.
Kentucky Intercollegiate title. Conservation Building.
Beginner, 8-9 p.m. Monday
Basketball Association's West lead the attack for the Squires,
vagabond, will be playing with Pitching might be their only
Steve
Vernon -Marcoullier led the
Bennett,
Club
and
Wednesday
Division final series.
weakness, but that's what they
-Donnie
who moved to a 62-35 halftime
Racers to victory with a score of Secretary, noted that Fredtkan his fourth team in as many sea"This series has been awful lead. The Nets' low totals of 35 Wilburn, Carol Wilburn, Pat
said about the Pirates before
• 151 for 36 holes. Johnny called archery a -sport within sons. Now with the Chicago
tough," Leonard said after the half points and 13 second-quar- Paitish, Shirley Curd, Peggy
White Sox after a winter trade the 1971 World Series,
Quartermous shot 153, Chris itself."
Packers whipped the Denver ter points were ABA playoff Allgood, Sandra Carmen,
New York, which also acwith Los Angeles, he has also
Pigott 154, Mike Reitz 155, andBennett states that interested been in Philadelphia and St. quired Jim Fregosi from CaliRockets 91-89 Thursday night in records.
Debbie
Landolt,
Susan Mike Hoyle and Paul Celano
persons should not hang up their Louis in the past four years.
the West Division semifinal
fornia, has its best hitting team
George Irvine scored 25, Adr- Emerson, Brucille Owens.
playoffs. -It's been tough both ian Smith 23 and Bernie WilOne of the biggest trading in history and will give PittsBeginner, 9-10 a.m. Tuesday
The tournament was played is out. Archery is a
growing sprees in baseball history this burgh plenty of trouble in the
physically and mentally and I hams 20 for the Squires while
and Thursday-Mrs. William on the par 72 Spring Valley
year-round sport, he said.
can't look ahead to Utah yet. John Roche hit 26 points. The
year also placed a lot of other NL East along with St. Louis,
Porter, Mrs. Phillip Rogers, Country Club Course in
On Easter Sunday, the household names into other which has the league's Most
Any time you play a seven- Nets' Rick Barry was held to Linda Driver, Shawn
Bunker, Lexington.
bowhunters met to ,deaw the households.
game series like this you've got just 12 points.
Valuable Player in Joe Torre.
Kathy Burchfield, Judith
The Racer golfers played in
winner of a Rear Grizzly bow.
to reii-littIt"
— -The ThileU ol)ened 11p1U-21V---- Nall,
Despite losing Robinson, the
Sam McDowell now is pitchRaehell Or-r-r----studY- the Mid-South Classic at. The winner _.
Indiana turned back a Den- point lead on ,the Celtics in the Muehleman, Janet Wilinan.
WaS SQ'tleal ing for the San Francisco Gi- Orioles are still an odds-mak. Sestarree, Tenn., Friday bu the Burgess. Local
people donated ants after several years as a ers' delight in the Arneeican
ver rally late in the game and second quarter. Boston manAdvance, 10-11 a.m. Tuesday 36-hole tourney was halted after a dollar
for the bow in order to Cleveland Indian; Lee May, the
got a stellar performance from aged to pull within
ague East, while Detroit,
nine points and Thursday-Della Bogess-, 9 holes because of rain and cold help
the young club get off to a former Cincinnati fence-break- Boston and the New York YanFreddie Lewis with 20 points in the third quarter but
the Edwina Simmons, Ann Burke, weather,
good start, according to Ben- er, now is doing his slugging kees battle for second place. In
and great defense including two game was all New York as
Patsy Oakley, Lynn Stout, Judy
Following the dual with SIU, nett.
blocked shots in the final 14 Walt Frazier scored 36 points
for the Houston Astros; and the American League West, it
Carroll, Lois Keller, Marilyn the Racers will play in the Chris
For additional information, Rusty Staub, the favorite son in no doubt will be Oakland-deseconds.. for a giine-high total.
Davenport, Phyllis Diamont. Schenkle Intercollegiate in interested
persons may call 437- Montreal for three years, is the spite the current absence of
Pacers' ft1..1
s o d ootin in the
.-.
6-7 m. Tuesda Statesboro, Ga..
4254 or 437-446.
6.
nal field goal with 1;24 et o first half gave New York a so
Vida Blue4
new right-tielder of the Meta.
and Thursday-Don raw or.,
giVe-the winners a 90-87 lead. id 53-36 lead at the half.
Phil Bernice Crawford, Barbara
Denver's Ralph Simpson made Jackson added 19 points
for the Cooper, Judy 'Tuchen, Morris
it 90-89 with 25 seconds on the Knicks and
Jerry Lucas 16. Baucum, Mrs. Morris Baucum,
clock, then Lewis blocked his JoJo White
was high for the Martha Latham, Paul Latham,
two shots, and Billy Keller Celtics with
19 points.
Donna Keller, Glenda Echrist.
added a free throw for Indiana
Roger Brown tied Lewis for
Learn honors with 20 points and
Simpson was game-high with 30

Murray State
Golf Team To
Play Saturday

Indiana Holds Off
Denver Wins Fourth
and the

I

.1se

Royal Owl Looking
For Will Rogers Win

The Virginia Squires soundly
thumped the New York Nets
138-91 in the opening game of
their best-of-seven ABA East
Royal Owl, changing everyDivision finals.
In the National Basketball thing except his racing colors,
Association, the New York holds the Kentucky Derby
Knicks took a 1-0 lead with a spotlight Saturday as most all
116-94 victory in the seven- other hopefuls for the great
game series with the Boston American Classic awtit final
prep races later.
Celtics.
The California-bred son of
The Squires' demolition of the
Nets was the result of Charlie Crazy Kid probably will head a
Scott leaving for Phoenix of the nine-horse field in the $50,000NBA and Julius Erving's an- added Will Rogers Stakes, hopnounced signing with Atlanta of ing to make up for being made
an Aprils Fool in the Santa
Anita Derby two weeks ago.
This time, Royal Owl's regular rider, Bill Shoemaker, will
be aboard the major opposition,
Bwamazon Farm's Quack, for
the mile race on turf instead of
dirt.
1q72Buick RiVeria,full power and air, like new.
Quack, not eligible • for the
Kentucky -Derbe,--finished
1970 Cadillac Coupe Deville, full power and air, blue with
-ROyal Owl for
blue vinyl top. Slick as a hounds tooth.
the place spot in the Santa Anita Derby behind the winning
1970 Cadillac Coupe Deville, full power and air, blue with a
Solar Salute.
white vinyl top, clean as new.
With that advantage, plus
'nine pounds less weight and the
1970 Cadillac Sedan Deville, full power and factory air,
blood of his sire, the great turf
Sharp.
runner T.V. Lark, Quack could
be sent off the betting favorite.
1968 Oldsmobile, 98 Holiday Sedan, full power and factory
Royal Owl lost only one race
air, Ky. car, Sharp.
last year, however, and won his
debut this season in the San Ja1961POldsmobile 98, Holiday Sedan, full power and factory
cinto before refusing to run
air, Tennessee Car, Clean as a whip.
April 1. Trainer John Canty
said that race merely proved
1968 Oldsmobile 88, 4 door Sedan, power and air, Nice.
he's "human."
Meantime, on the opposite
1967 Pontiac Catalina, 4 door Sedan, power and air, Nice.
end of the nation in New York,
Sigmund Sonuner's Autobiogra1967 Chevrolet Caprice, 2 doer hard top; power and air,
phy will tote 1/3 pounds as the
bucket seats with console, one owner, Kentucky car,
likely favprite in the 64th runClean as a whip.
ning of the ExCelsior Handicap
at 1 1-6 miles.
1965 Oldsmobile, 98. 4 door hard top, power and air,-Nice.
The winner of the Westchester Handicap likely will be
1965 Chevrolet Station Wagon, 9 passenger, power and
challenged by a field including
air, Nice
Urgent Message, Harbor,11-lis
Majesty, Loud, Will Hays,
064 Oldsmobile, Nice.
Farewell Party and Autobiography's stableinate, Paraje.
1964 Chevrolet, power and air, Sharp..
Alma North, flying the colors
of East Acres Stable, will be
out to become the sixth filly or
mare to sweep the Black Helen
and Columbiana Handicaps
when she .carries top, weightsof

Sanders-Purdom
. Main Street

Hardin Bowhunters
To Hold Fish Shoot

123 in the Columbiana at Hialeah.
•
Twelve starters are expected
and if all start, the Cl 3-16-mile
turf race will gross $68,100.
Challengers include Mrs. Taylor Hardin's Kittiwake, R.P.
Gasparri's Irish Party and
Steve Alaimo's Toter Back.
They're cloud gazing at Pimlico, where bad weather could
force the $25,000-added Riggs
Handicap off the 1 1-16-mile
grass courlJe and onto the dirt.
As many as 20 starters, including top weighted North
Flight, could split the 97th running of the Riggs if itti on turf,
but a move to the dirt probably
would reduce the field considerably.
Eight sophomore fillies,
topped by Barely Even -and
Hempeps Song, are expected in
the $30,000-added
Ashland
Stakes at Keeneland over a sixfuglong course.
The Ashland is a major prep
race far the Kentucky Oaks,
the counterpart of the derby for
distaff runners that is held the
day before the $125,000-added
classic.
The $10,000-added Valedictorian Stakes at Thistledown will
be run in two divisions with 17
likely starters. A.J. Polk's Central is the probable favorite.
Still to come in the Kentucky
Derby trail are next week's
Wood Memorial in the east and
California Derby in the west
and the Blue Grass Stakes at
Keeneland the following Thursday.
The derby, as usual, is the
first Saturday in May-the 6th
this year.
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You Are Cordially invited
to the

Bank of Murray's
Showing of the

New University Branch
Sunday. April 23 1972
2-6 p.m.
University Branch
North 12th Street
Murray. Kentucky
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Rader Optiond'SAN, FRANCISCO AP) The San Francisco Giants optioned catcher Dave Rader to
Phoenix of the Pacific Coast
League Thursday, cutting their
roster to 25 players for the
start of the National League
;
baseball sewn.,
a
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Racers Take Twinbill Over
Austin Peay Here Thursday
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• •
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By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
There's still room at the top
for the little man in sports. And
• if you don't think so then just
aske Steve Barrett.
The sophomore second
baseman for the Murray State
Thoroughbreds uncorked a two
run shot with two out in the
ninth inning yesterday to boost
the Racers to a doubleheader
sweep over Austin Peay. The
blast came Dna twe strike pitch_
and with the homer Barret
accomplisheif two feats. The
first was that the Racers won
the nightcap 4-3 after taking the
opener 7-3. The second was that
the homer was his sixth of the
season and that ties the school
record.
Austin Peay scored three
runs in the third inning and took
the early lead. Murray got on
the board in the bottom half of
the frame when Rick Bleterman
blasted a solo shot to left.
In the fourth frame a single
by first baseman Mike Bono
produced the second Murray

MurrayTennis
Team To Host
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FURCHES JEWELRY
113 South 4th Street
Factory Approved Accutron Service
adtust to thts tolerance, it nec:alary. Guarantee is for one year

•

MSU Track Team
To Run Saturday
The Murray State Track
team, 2-0 in dual meets this
season, Will run in the Dogwood
-Relays-at-Knoxville, Tennesspe
Saturday.
Coach Bill Cornell has entered Racers in 14 events in the
meet. In individual track
events, Pat Veery will run in the
high hurdles; Dennis Stuart the
3,000 meter steeple chase; and
Jim Kreici, Gregg Fullarton,
and Sonny Fennel the 5,000
meter run.

9 073.
st
ern
voo1,10

I/

-- 11111,-who has been in and out
of hot water with the Professional Golf Association and the
Tournament Players Division
because of conduct, hasn't won
since the 1970 Memphis Open,
He lost to Archer in a playoff
for the Glen Campbell-Los Anele 0 ••n earlier this year.

shortened baseball season That wiped
out the last four interest surplus built up by the claim victory even though our felt before, I think they'll be
will finally get under way 11 days of
spring training and the pension fund. The players'low- objectives were achieved."_._._
glad to see the players run onto
days late Saturday, but before walkout
continued into the ered their demand from 17 per
Meanwhile, it remained to be the field Saturday," said Wes
the first pitch is thrown the regular
season, scheduled to cent—approximately $918,000— seen how the players would be Parker of the Los Angeles
sport has two losers and a start
April 5. Today would have to $600,000 and the two sides fi- received by the fans.
Dodgers.
count of one strike.
been the 10th day of the cam- nally compromised on $500,000.
"Regardless of how the fans
Play ball!
The first general walkout in paign.
That left pay for made-up
the history of the so-called naThe owners, whose annual games as the only issuk. AL
tional pastime ended Thursday
contribution
to the plan came first, the owners wanted to reon two fronts—in Chicago,
to
$5.4
million,
offered an in- schedule alt lostgames with no
where major league club ownsalary. The players offered to
ers voted to pick up the season crease of $490,000 earmarked
give up one day's pay. The
solely
for
the
health'
care
segbeginning Saturday and cancel
owners proposed to pay the
all games called off by the Mint of the-pension plan. The
players for games made up on
players-were
seeking
a
17
per
strike, and in New York, where
open dates or as part of a sepa- By THE ASSOCIATED
cent
cost-of-living
rise
in
retirePRESS night watchman at the Associthe player representatives
rate admission doubleheader,
ment benefits.
"Everyone is glad that the ated Press Building in New
agreed.
but
not for those rescheduled as baseball strike is over," said
The first break came early
a York. "I've been a baseball fan
The pennant races thus will
part of one-admission twin spokesman for the Philadelphia
since I was a boy, and I really
be decided on a percentage this week -when the owners,
bills.
••
Phillies.
missed it. Forget hockey and
basis, since not all teams will who had not offered a penny
Finally, the owners decided
And that literally means just basketball."
play the same number of for retirement benefits, offered
to start the season Saturday. about everyone—pla
yers, man- . Johnny Bench, the Cincinnati
games. Technieally, the races to allocate $400,000 from a huge
Since the players are paid on agement and the man on
the catcher, said he's eager to start
always are decided on perthe basis of a 182-day campaign street_
the season Saturday and hopes
centage, but 'games affecting
'rather than a 162-game season,
People of the baseball world that there won't be any resentthe final standings usually are
they will each lose 10-182nds of and the fans who love the sport
ment from the fans.
made up.
their salary. For those earning reacted with high
enthusiasm
In the Anierican League
-There has been a lot of mud
the
$13,500
minimum,
it
will and relief after settlement slinging on both sides
WINSTON-SALEM, N.C.
East, Baltimore has 154 games
and a lot
amount to $740. For those at Thursday of the arduous,
13-, of propaganda," said Bench.
remaining, Boston and New (AP) — Carl Tacy of Marshall
the
major
league
average
University
of
has
been named
day strike.
"It is unfortunate it had to hapYork 155 and Cleveland, Detroit
head coach at Wake Forest $32,500, it's $1,780. For Hank
"I'm relieved ... I really pen and I hope something like
and Milwaukee 156. In the 4L
Aaron, who pulls down a record feel good. I justowant to
play this never happens again."
West, Chicago, Kansas City, University of the.Atlantic Coast
$200,000 a year, it comes to a ball," said Chuck Dobson,
the
Minnesota and Texas will play Conference.
Outfielder Rico Carty Of Atloss
of $10,980.
Tacy, who in his first year as
Oakland A's pitcher.
154 games, California and Oaklanta found out the strike was
The owners were losers, too.
a college head coach directed
"I really feel good," said Joe over while watching television.
land 155.
Some estimates place the loss Torre, the St. Louis Cardinal
Marshall
to
12th
ranking
naChicago and Pittsburgh in the
"I was like the fellow in that
at $5 million, including gate star.
commercial—I couldn't believe
NaAjenal , a ue Eat show 155 tionally last season, was named
recipts, parking concessions
"I can't explain how I feel in the whole thing," said the Atwakiexkl.4.411e
games left while Mt11NW
—"O 211rtin-e-e“-neelefl 7/ati(Pnat tele- - one word,but happy wilt do for- lanta outtiaider.-::11Ve were aut
York, Philadelphia and St. succeeds ;Jac McCloskey,'wh
vision game.
now," said Rusty Staub, the too long. But we -just had toLouis have 156. In the NL West, has become coach of the Port"Nobody won," said corrunis- New York Mets' right4ielder.
stick together and do our best."
Houston and San Diego have land Trail Blazers of the Nasioner Bowie Kuhn, who called
Happiness was spread liber153. Atlanta and Cincinnati 159 tional Basketball Association.
Knuckleballer Phil Niekro,
Marshall lost only four of 27 the owners' meeting in Chi- ally throughout the nation and who will pitch the
and Los Angeles and San Franopener for
cago.
"The
players
suffered, brought smiles all around. Atlanta,
games this year, and gained a
cisco 155.
heard the news when a
the owners suffered, baseball People are waiting for the
cry, neighbor told him.
All 24 teams will lose at least spot in the NCAA playoffs.
.
The 39-year-old Tacy played suffered. I hope we've all 'Play Ball."
"Congratulations," said the
one home game.
learned
a lesson. I will Work
"I'm ready ta go," said man- neighbor. "You're employed
The only dispute still remain- four seasons for Davis and Elwith people in baseball for ager Ted Williams of the Texas
again."
ing—until the year-end negotia- kins, and was a basketball
procedures to prevent this sort Rangers. "I'm ready to
do
tions between players and own- coach in high school and for
Torre, Staub and Dobson all
of thing in the future. Nobody some moving."
agreed that their might be
ers on a new basic agreement— three years at Ferrum Junior
wants it again."
"We've ,been working at the some alienated fans among the
involves Kansas City and Chi- College in Virginia before be-I think it's fair to say no- wrong things ... we're ready
coming
an
assistant
at
Marcrowd when the season starts.
cago in the AL West. Ewing
body ever wins in a strike situ- to play baseball," added Texas
"There probably will be some
Kauffman, owner of the Royals, shall during the 1970-71 season.
ation,"
said
Marvin
Miller,
In
1970
exhis
Ferrurn
team had a
General Manager Joe Burke. cat-calls from the stands when
says he will protest any games
ecutive
director of the Major "Everybody is glad to be getwe start to play ball," said
his club has to play against 25-2 season and was runnerup
_League Baseball Players Asso- ting back to work."
Torre, "but I think most of the
Chicago this weekend because -to-Vineenses,. Indy, 4a:-the
ciation.
"This
tine—
ik
ex"Boy, am-I gladilds thln1s' 'ftinS will bejust happy that
the White Sox disregarded a tional junior college tournaception. We're not going to over," said a coffee-carrying
they're there."
league directive and allowed ment.
their players to work out in
White Sox Park during the
strike.
Saturday's opening day
schedule looks like this:

'Everyone Is Glad
The Strike Is Over'

Dave Hill Leading
Monsanto Tournament

Murray State's tennis team,
8-1 for the season, going into a
match with Memphis State, will
be host to Eastern Kentucky
and Morehead Friday and
Saturday.
The Racers, who had wan
their first eight matches of,the
season, were tripped by Austin
Peay 6-3 last weekend. Winners
for Murray in the 'match were
011i Karviala at pit). 1 singles,
Peter Hay at No. 4, singles, and
Juha Nittyvirte and Hay at No.
dotible_s_."L.
Karviala ancriray "are—bolh
undefeated in singles this
While Hill was shaking his
season. Mike Horsma at No. 2 head in amazement at his low
and Nittyvirta at No. 3, are 8-1, score, weary Lee Trevino was
Ross Boling at No. 5, is 7-2, and merely shaking the dust of the
Buddy Carob° at No. 6 is 3-2.
long, long tour from his shoes.
The No. 2 doubles team is
Trevino, pleading exhaustion,
undefeated. The No. 1 team of withdrew after posting a firstround 74.
•
the No. 3 team of Boling
--$
a.sOueV i
Carollo is 5-3.
said Trevino, who has missed
Next week, the Racers will be only one tournament in 15
on the road to play Tennessee, weeks this season, "I'm sure I
East Tennessee, and Tennessee can't play winning golf again
Tech.
until I get some rest."

/1
' 1‘

Baseball Walkout Finally Over; Games
Lost Due To Strike Won't Be Made Up

run. Then Barrett's four baggef 'Mound and went four innings
in the seventh pulled the game before a sore arm forced an
out of the fire:early departure.Pryor,a native
Russell Peach started on the of McLeansboro, Illinois,
mound and went the distance allowed only four hits in his
for the win. Peach yielded only stint. Righthander
Allan
five hits while fanning four and Grogan hurled the last three
issuing five passes.
innings and preserved the win.
No Racer. was able to produce
Barrett paced the attack with
more than one base hit. Rud- three hits while Coulson and
nick, Barrett, Coulson, Seltzer, Bradford banged two safeties
Bono, Bieterman and Weisman each. Pryor, Rudnick, Howland
all picked up safeties.
and Weisman also added base
-.-1a-the opener ofthe__ZwinbillEIL
solo homer in the third inning
Today the Thoroughbred
by Steve Coulson snapped a 3-3 visitSoutheast Missouri and
deadlock and put the Racers in tomorrow they will entertain
front for the rest of the contest. the University of Louisville in a
Rod Pryor started on the single game beginning at 3 p.m.

By BOB GREEN
He/said he would return
Associated Press Golf Writer
h9rtie to El Paso, Tex, and rest
PENSACOLA, Fla. (AP? — or the tournament of Cham"If I can hang on to the club pions next week.
and get real lucky, I might
even make the cut."
Hill, meanwhile, had a single
"I thought I'd pro fy go stroke lead over husky Bob
out and shoot. abou 76, and Smith, who spiced his round of
that's about what I ould have 65 with an eagle three on the
sixth hole. He reached
'All I'm try‘t-o do.is ire-etc*It with lout Wc;4d 44"41 Ih°t
and ran in a 30-foot putt.
from whiffidg."
Kermit Zarler had a 66, while
It was Dave Hill at his laconic best, describing his seven-un- Chris Blocker and Jim Colbert
der-jr 64 that gave tiim the matched 67s. All the leaders
firSt round lead Thursday in played in the morning on the
the $150,000 Monsanto Open 6,679-yard Pensacola Country
Club course, which turned
Golf Tournament.
"I was absolutely pathetic," tougher for the afternoon playsaid Hill. who was in the woods ers with bumpier, slower
three times, found a trap or greens.
two, once missed a fairway by
Ray Fiord and Bob Goalby
100 yards, but saved it all with had 68s and the group at 69
ina magic putter. He used only 22 cluded George Archer,
Lou
strokes on the greens and can- Graham, Deane Semen
and
ned putts totaling 64 yards in Harry Toscano.
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Carl Tacy Is Named
Coach, Wake Forest

at Oakland, Texas at California
night), Chicago at Kansas
City, Boston at Detroit, Milwaukee at Cleveland, New
York at Baltimore.
National League—Pittsburgh
at New York, Montreal at St.
Louis, Philadelphia at Chicage
Los- Angeles at Cincinnati, San
Francisco_ at Houston inigni.),
Atlanta at San Diego (night).
The players went on strike
April 1 in a dispute with the
owners over the amount of
money owners would contribute
to the players' pension plan.

0404
'
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RED RIBBON

Major League
Baseball Games

Racers in field events will be
Americao League
Jay Waddle in the discus,
Saturday's Games
Granville Buckley and Tom
(Regular season opens)
Williams in the long and triple
New York ( Stottlemyre 16-12
jumps, Herman deMunnik in
the javelin, Don Bibbie and or Peterson 15-131 at Baltitnore
Steve Ford in the shot, Mark ) Palmer 20-9)
Boston ( Pattin 14-14 or Culp
Michael in the pole vault, and
Mark and John Heistand in the 14-16) at Detroit I Lolich 25-141
Minnesota ( Blyleven 16-15) at
high jump.
Oakland ( Holtzman 9-151
Relay entries will include
Texas ) Bosman 12-16? at CaliDarnell Adell, Cuthbert Jacobs, fornia I Messersmith 20-131, N
Fred Sowerby, and Randy
Chicago( Wood 22-13) at KanStnithin the 440; Jacobs, Smith, sas City I Drago 17-11)
Sowerby and Ashman Samuels
Milwaukee (Parsons 33-11 or
in the MO; Samuels, Jacobs, Lockwood 10-15) at Cleveland
Smith, and Pat Francis in the (G. Perry 16-121
sprint medley; Jacobs, Francis
Sunday's Games
Samuels, and Sowerby in the
New York at Baltimore, 2
mile; and Sowerby, Francis.
Milwaukee at Cleveland, 2
Fennell, and Krejci in the
Chicago at Kansas City, 2
distance medley.
Boston at Detroit
Minnesota at Oakland
The Racers will run Middle
Texas at California
Tennseess in a dual meet at
National League
Murfreesboro next Tuesday and
Saturday's Games
Austin Peay, Middle Tennessee,
(Regular season opens(
and Western Kentucky in a
Los Angeles I Sutton 17-12( at
quadrangular at Bowling Green
Cincinnati ( Billingharn 1(.15 ,
next Saturday.
Atlanta (Niekro 15-14) at San
A dual with Memphis State Diego ( Kirb)' 15-13), N
last Saturday was cancelled
Pittsburgh Ellis 19-9) at New
because of bad weather.
York (Seaver 20-10)
Philadelphia (Carlton 20-9 at
Chicago (Jenkins 24-13)
New Grid Coach
Montreal (Stoneman 17-16, at
St. Louis (Gibson 16-13 or Wise
NEW ORLEANS ( AP( -The 17-14)
New Orleans Saints of the NaSan Francisco ( Marichal 18tional Football League an- 11 ) at Houston ( Dierker 12-6).
nounced today that two draft
choices have been signed to
Sunday's Games
1972 contracts—Kent BranstetPittsburgh at New York
ter, a tackle from ijouston,.
Philadelphia at Chicago
picked in the ninth round, and
Los Angeles at Cincinnati
Paul Dongieux, a linebacker
Montreal at St.-1"AL- from Ole Miss, picked in the
San Francisco at Houston
11th round.
Atlanta at San Diego. 2
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SALE
SAVE
sit 0

Be_pre season smart be ouranty smart sage bto on 13.p coottng, takehome today an cormtmerners oesp.te The cooltrig power they us really
trtrn and t onsoar t :only 23% ..,de .vou can take one 110.1e III 0010 Calf
tr.x1ay
even Install ,1 you•seit ,1 has 0,11-out sades that tnterlock ar,th
the yytrulow frame, He ore seallon smart and buy your Fedders bed
conmtfoner now And Count your blesstngs and The 4av.ngs
R.Oban
when the 1,511,01 day romei

IF YOU BUY BEFORE MAY 1, 1972
• 1 astOUS 50050 BARRIER DESIGN
• te0 COMING Serf05
C.
,,n4
• AOluSiABLE At1106111f1C tHERMOStlit
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• /INC CLAD Stilt CABBIE(

• Amon"aw-novi

11.000 BTU'S
$21995

p

met $259 95

15.000 BTU'S
$229
"
let fat 95

115 15111, 12 amps

Nitrates ea bet%
230 rad NI salts

54000 ACT 11F2EYA
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FEDDERS —World's largest selling air conditioners

MUR
RAY HOME & AUT
O
Chestnut Street
Phone 753-2571
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When is

Hospital Report
April 12, 1972
URSER 5
adults let

y

dead?

Mattingly To Be In Race With The Stork
-SPACE CENTER, Houston
WrY---e- Thomas K. Mattingly
II, command module pilot on
Apollo 16, will be in a race with
-the stork during his mission to
the moon and back.
Missile launch is scheduled
for Sunday and splashdown for
April 28.
Friends say the wife of the
36-yearealii astronaut is expecting a baby very soon and
Mattingly hopell to get home
before the _baby does.
WO*, blizuget,7Is wit
taXigg Alrut it. which Is typical of the slightly balding, blueeyed Navy lieutenant commander.
The astronaut will talk freely
for hours about his job and
about the space program; but
he carefully shields his personal life from public view.
Mattingly and his wife have
been married only two years.
Mrs. -Mattingly .is the former
Elizabeth Dailey of Hollywood,
Calif., a schoolteacher Mattingly met seven years ago and
married after' five-year court,es;

grew up in Hialeah, Fla., and
boyhood friends remember him
as a very. active youth, full of
5(4 p
e NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
imagination and drive.
DISMISSALS
One friend remembers the as• giVFK
tronaut's relationship with his
father was special.
Mrs. Nancy Elderidge, Rt. 1,
Alm°, Miss Sheile Gail Morris,
-1 don't think arty of us had
Rt. 1, Kirksey, Master Shannon
this kind of thing going with
our fathers," says the friend.
Rae Parrish, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
"Fen ; a nickname the astroFrank-Parrish, Rt:01; Paris, Tenn., Aida Clay
naut still uses) approached
Barrow, Rt. 7, Murray, Emile
model airplanes on a scientific
, Nell Morris, Rt. 4, Dexter,
basis and his father knew how
Janet Brown; Rt. 5;to explain it"
13ileideflletierlrettle-Bekre
"When I wps a little kid," reMurray, Jimmie Wilson Lewis,
Calls-Ifilthigri,--"the thing I
Po1 Or Hardin
, Mrs. Jeep Futrell
wanted to do was to be a test
Lewis, 612 Broad, Murray,
pilot."
,
Larry Gene McCarty, 220 N.
He _started building , model
13th, Murray, _Gary Wayne
airplanes seriously at an early
Peger, Coach-Ct., Murray, Mrs.
age and -once set a world speed
Lillie Mae Russell, Rt. .6,
record at model competition in
Murray, Mrs. Lucinda Rae
Detroit.
Hart, Box, 1244, Murray, Mrs.
In 'school, Mattingly made
Ruby Pauline Bucy, Rt.: 2,
consistently high grades and let
Murrai,Mrs. Janet l3reeitie 409
jiisintereet spill_over
N. Washington, Clinton, Mrs.
sic and student politics.
Damn Jones Cases and, Baby
He was elected student govBoy, 301_ College Ct., Murray,
ernment president in junior
Mrs. Janice Ann Campbell and
high school and he took up the
Baby Boy, 901 Sunny Lane drums in high school. He was
' lbe astronaut is known as once kicked out of an
Murra,-Brent .0elese
orchestra
dedicateZ--of reheattiileftee sairuig a model
terworth, Rt. 1. Murray. Mrs., one of the mostMaggie Newberry, Rt. 2, the pilots in the space-corps. airplane over the musicians.
Murray, Mee. Verna Clayton,-- lie is lee only son (sloe air7
Mattingly turned down a MuRt. 1, Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs. lines maintenance supervisor sic scholarship
to attend AuSusan Bell, Rt. 1, Kirksey, who taught the astronaut a love burn under the Navy
officer's
for
flying
at
an
early
age.
William Hugh Shipley, Cony.
training program. He was a
Born in Chicago, Mattingly dean's
list honor student and

Dear Father Lester:
Heart transplaet surgeons
can't afford to wait for rigor
mortis to set in before they take
the heart of the _donor. They
have to get it as soon as the
donor dies. The problem comes
in determining the moment of
death.
Dr. Christiaan Barnard, the
heart -transplant sptecialLetesays the brain is the critical organ."If it has been extensively':
•
and irreversibly damaged to
such a degree that the patient
will never again be able to
breathe, let alone regain any
measure of consciousness, then
Coc<150R4
the patient is dead," he argues
5000P
, -That naturally-fits his purposes. But is he'correct?
• • - J.S.
Dear J.S.:
Brain death seems to be the
death of the human. However,
Dr. Barnard's description of
brain death,as quoted, appears
inadequate unless the extensive and irreversible cerebral
damage forever precludes any
intellectual activity whatever
even though not manifested exteriorly.
The definition of death, like
the definition of life, basically
belongs to the philosopher.
onnhig the- lattereriewe 4 would argue that death takes
over when the soul no longer
can vivify the body. But the
By JOHN PINKERMAN
port four destroyers and three
soul no longer can vivley the
Copley News Service
submarines for one year withpody when it no longer can
out resort to dry docking. In
have an activity peculiar to itCANBERRA - There is a
pelf, which in the case of a ra- beautiful six-mile-long un- addition to wharves, there will
tonal soul is the intellectual spoiled island on Australia's be service areas, workshops, activity of knoiring, reasoning, Indian Ocean coast just 25 engineering facilities, an arthinking. In other words, intel- miles south of the western city mament depot, jetty, barracks
and on the mainland, housing
lectual activity is the reason for of Perth.
for military dependents.
existence of theetational soul.
Most of the island, known for
Construction, dredging and
Now the body is for the good exotic birds and rare flora, will
the soul. It must be properly remain unspoiled. However, other work will result in conglisposed for the soul's use, oth- the south end of the island has verting Cockburn -Sound, the
-*wise its union with the soul been connected to the Austra- waters around Garden Island,
.ceases. But the rational soul for lian mainland by a 13,800-foot into one of the world's best
its intellecteal activity needs causeway and 1,000-foot trestle man-made harbors. Situated in
the use of the material brain. bridge e- and by,497e will take a deep coastal embayrnent, it is
So when the brain is irrevers- shape as a new navel base de- protected on its western bouneley useless the body is no signed to assist free nations of dary by chains of shoaling reefs
kinger disposed for union with the world in countering in- and islands of which Garden
the rational soul, the union creasing Soviet penetration of Island is the largest. About nine
miles long, the sound tapers
ceases and the man is dead.
the Indian Ocean.
Dear Father Lester:
Some of the Australian na- hem a width of six miles at its
How far can doctors go in ex- ture lovers and coneervation- widest point to two miles. It has
ists have protested even the virtually no significant tidal
doctor in the
chan e
try
• neur. .gy
mint of Tulane University in Island, as the base location is
What makes it of special
rfew Orleans attached a device called. The island has re- maritime and naval interest is
to .the brain of a homosexual mained pretty mai as it was its unique central basin, with
which enabled the doctor to when discovered by Capt. depths of 60 to 70 feet covering
electrically stimulate a part of James Stirling in June, 1829. an area of more than 20 square
:the brain that eventually
However,as the wharves and miles, with the deepest waters
roused the homosexual to other facilities of the base take running close to the eastern
dx relations with a young shape, other nations and na- shore of Garden Island. During
.prostit
i
ute hired for the expel- tional leaders around the free the summer months Decempent. Does science excuse world are hailing Australis's ber-February in the Southern
What's inuriOraT TO-r - anyofie contributiew __water flow
free world military pasture.
:dm?
patterns are from north to
U.S. Defense Secretary Mel- south. During the winter, the
Paul F.
:pear Paul:
vin Laird recently cabled his flow is reversed.
ee Scientists are bound hy the appreciation to Australian Dee rules of morality as fense Minister David Fairbairn
eryone else. They are not here. Britain has voiced gratiee to use immoral means of fication at the availability of a
:achieving their goals, regard- new port for its warships now
less of how good the goals may that Singapore has faded from
be
empire consideration. We
From the evidence you pre- welccime your intention," said
Di. deli T. Peterson,
sented, Tulane, which also is British Defense Minister Lord
professor of English at Murray
bound by the moral laws, prob- Carrington.
ably should fire the experiThe present budget for the State University, attended a
menter for the grave breach of new base is $58 million U.S. but regional conference of Alpha
•ethical standards, If the uni- this likely will increase as new Chi national honor society last
:yersity fails to see the gravity expansion emoves are con- weekend and is planning to
4( the breach, it is not ccenpe- sidered. The original figure attehd a national meeting. in
`lent to guide students through was $38 million.
Dallas May 5-6.
easeir education to full, correct
The base; in its present conPeterson, sponsor of the
:pitman living.
cept will have facilities to sup- Murray State chapter of
Alpha'
Chi and secretary-treasurer of
the ,Region V Council, was
among sponsors and students
from seven chapters in Revlon
-a
V to attend the Region V Conference at_ eederson College.
Anderson, hid., Friday . and
Saturday. .
He. is also a menther of The
National Council of Alpha .Chi..
The _meeting_ irt_Dillliel,.0e10 e
month is a meeting of that body.
Founded to recognize outstanding scholarship , and
character, Alpha Chi is unique
among the three outstanding
honor societies on American
campuses, Peterson declared.
"Chapters of Alpha Chi strive
The people we lend money to
always to play an active role in
the intellectual life of the
tell us what to do.
'
campus, recogizing that outWe lend money to farmers and ranchers.
sternding ability without comNobody else. And the people who borrow
mittnent to desirable goals
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell us
representi a serious loss to our
what to do. They decide who is really going
society," he added.
to run our operation.
It's a great arrangement. We end up
He said the objective of Alpha
being owned and operajed by the people
Chi was
formulated in the
who need -and use-our service. So we
theme of the Region V meeting,
know all about their special money needs
which was "Truth-Virtue as
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
Possibilities: The Alpha Chi
help, medical bills, educational expenses.
Vision."
And we know how to tailor repayment programs to their production and income.
The Kentucky Alpha chapter.
Talk over you money needs-any seaof Alpha Chi at Murray State
son of the year.- with,a seasoned money
was installed in the spring of
pro: rho man at PC%
1965:te
ch year the two per cent
Jackson Purchate Production
of the junior class with the
Credit Association
highest Scholastic- ranking and
Keys Keel, Office Mviarter
the highest ranking three per
'
4
305North 9th Steed
Phone 753 5602
cent of. the senior class are
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Australia base
counters Soviets

stuclent body president.
After gradution in 1958 with a
aeronautical engineering degree, Mattingly was commissioned as an ensign and wrote:
"I've found a 'horns , in theNaey."
He earned his wings, spent
five years flying fighters from
carrier decks and then attended
the Mr Form test pilot school
at Echeards Air
Force Base,
Calif. He was the top student in
his class and was selected an
astronaut a month before graduation.
Mattingly was the first of his
astronaut class selected to fly,
but he missed out on a space
mission because of a disease he
never caught.
He was the assigned command module pilot on Apollo 13
in April 1970 when one of the
backup crewmen came down
with german measles.
-Blood tests showed Mattingly
had never had the disease and
doctors feared he might get
sick wile in space. He was
grounded 72 hours before
launch and another astronaut,
John L. Swigert Jr., went in his
place. •
_
Apollo 13, it turned out, was a
good Iniaston to - miss. An oxygen tank on the craft exploded
halfway to the moon, imperiling the lives of the crew.

Mattingly never - did .get
measles.
On Apollie-16, belies a much
more demanding job than the
planned Apollo 13 assignment.
He will walk in space on the
way home from the moon, and
In lunar orbit he will operate a
complex package of remote scientific sensors.
His crewrnates on the flight
Include Charles M. Duke Jr.,
the Apollo 13 backup crewman
who exposed Mattingly to the
measles.
Astronaut John W. Young will
command the missiorr.
----Young and Duke will spend
three days on the moon while
Mattingly remains in lunar orbit aboard the command ship.
Mrs. Mattingly plans to stay
home and watch the mission on
television. Her brother and wife
are staying with her.
Friends say *Inn* is expected around the first week in
May.

Be An Early Bird
The American Cancer Society
wants to spread'theewordethat
early- detection and prbmpt
treatment can save many lives
frierrietiencee Help -the- American Cancer Society fight cancer
with your check and have a
checkup yourself.
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Clell Peterson
Attends Meeting
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We Stock A Complete
Line of Farm and
Truck Tires•*.

OUR BEST4-PLYTIRE

SILVERTOWN HT
.

•Polyester cord for a smooth ride gi 4 full
ply strong • Modern "78" series styling

*

---AS LOW AS-- -

We Specialize in
Farm Tire Service!!

75

S,e D.1 21 13 1,1,010,,1
plus federal rinse las .
.1St SI per Pre
• and trade

Regular
Trade In
F',,,,'
I
$26 35 .,
2h 45 .
05 ,
‘
29 05 , .,
il t15 ..
34 ,c)
:
44 29 110 .
_
.-1.2 65 4

Federal
Exci.se
Sale
Tax
Price
$1.97
$1111.75
2 08
23.71
2.24
24.70
F 78.14
27.14
2.39
G/8 14
28.66
2 56
31.41 ,
2 75
.(11E3 14
F 18 15
243
26.82.
Gni 1'5
2 63
29.38
781
32.22
,,r1 t..1.1, i...N.ili..;aHlewalls %lightly high"
Of 1,
Sizo
018 1 I
r; /8 14

Check With Us
Before You Buy!

4_

4 WAYS TO CHARGE (REVOLVING CHARGE

1
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Offers as shown at BF GoodrIch Stores.
competitively

AMERICAN EXPRESS

al r ee"Je
Dealrsg
ec Dealers
SANKAMERICARD

PflC.e

(MASTER CHARGE

Master Tire Service, Inc.
Coldwater Road at Five Points

...,

._

Murray, Kentucky

Phone 753-3164
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Auditions To
Be Herd for
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get
a much
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ote sci-

Safari in Baja carries the mail
By ED THOMAS
Copley News Service

spook you.
This isn't the historic safari
involving tons of equipment,
TTJUANA:; -Mexico --- 'How pris, porters, etc. You can
would youlike Whelp deliver make this onecomfortably with
the mail to remote villages of two small suitcases, a camera
Baja California On, "1'04101%
scuba gear.
it" rations that include a maxiSafaris are limitedVT2 permum of nine bottles of beer sons and no hunting is allowed.
daily?
They call them safaris beThat is part of the unique va- cause that is part of the name
cation package now being of- of the only government-authofered to travelers who bike a rized company offering the
tett:day satart-throughtours - Baja Safari.
..
beautiful Baja California.
The tours leave Tijuana for
Don't let the word safari La Paz onthe first Saturday of

Kenlake Amphitheatre,
Kenlake State Resort Pad,
Aurora, will hold auditions on
Saturday and Sunday, April 22
and April 23 at 10:00 a.m. at the
Amphitheatre for the summer
presentation of "Rameses," the
Story of Moses.

flight
e Jr.,
ewman
to the

Vivian Parks, the director,
said "there are some 40 parts
that need to be cast in the play.
We need various talents and
everyone is invited to attend the
auditions. "Rameses"
represents a summers' work for
acting hopefuls and will be
staged beginning June 13 and
will run through Labor Day. We
are especially looking for good
high school and.ssillege talent,
however, others who would like,
should also come to auditions."

oung will
ill spend
oon while
lunar ornd ship.
to stay
ion on
and wife
hy is exweek in

Crossword Puz-zle.ACROSS-

Murray Middle School Seventh Grade Science Fair Winners
ltilftped
losvii°10,n
lever •
112 Fav
H
reo:laccd
rin high
14 Three-toed
sloth
15 C t)daI
appendage
17 In addition

"Rameses", the Story of
Moses abounds with beautiful
sets, magnificent costumes and
a cast of 40 people. The story
covers that part of Moses life as
a young Egyptian prince to the
receiving of the Ten - ornmandments on Mt. Sinai. The
production is staged la a
beautiful Amphitheatre on the
shores of Kentucky Lake in
Kenlake State Resort Park.
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htr-Arnert-ght cancer
41 have a
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20 Smallest
18 °
!
:I
sT
2!
"
23 Yellow ocher
24 Repetition 5- i
26 Retail
2928 epstrytnabinglotOsiment

31 Stricter
—33- Landed -35 Heroic story
36 One who lures

4'rirroorfter
mammal

Si Attempts
.6 Hearse;letter
7 Rupees (ebb')
8 Negrito
9 lampreys
10 Hope for
11 Couples

•
•
34 Fixed period
time
of
.2
2
1s
t9 Pe
Pertaining
MuWea
rtiairin
igct sel
Greece 36 Go in
37.01 neither sex
27.oaiPlerienlynttia.
" 32_
38 Inlets
40 Stroked
30 Size of
41 Country of
yoe (pi) •
Europe
44
_ . Conse te
T7 3 4 5
6 7
22 Handle

51 Geeentand
• settlement
53 Appear
55 Note of scale
56 Synopsis

Murray Middle Schopl Eighth Grade Science Fair Winners
•

--59-Oseco, t Power
61 Nerve networks

'Middle- School-Students Hold Annual Science Fair

14

47
49
52
54
57
58

Foundation
Latvian
Shack
Girl's name,
Note of scale
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3

35
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.YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU —
TRADE WITH

PARKER FORD, Inc.
753-5273
Murray, Ky.
LARGE VOLUME --LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US OKA -.—
NEW OR USED CAR

49 14
rJr•C-S0

-

ssi•
French.artide

to San Felipe, on the coast of
the Gulf of California, the first
day, passing through Tecate
and Mexicali,Then it continues • •
through Puertecitos, crosses-rugged mountains to El Hues.-fanito, and thence to Bahia San
Gonzaga, Bah* de -Les
Angeles, Punta San Francisquite, El Arco, San Ignacio,
Santa liosalia and Mulege, Loreto and La Paz.
Age apparently is no problem
in qualifying for the trip as long
as yourbasic health is OK. Recently, Heriot says, in a touring
group of 12, the oldest member
was 77 and the youngest 58.
-One thing it isn't.7 says Heriot. it isn't a honeymoon trip,
as we had to tell an eager young
couple recently."
Baja Safari also offets two
other safaris of lesser duration
and cost. They begin and end in
Tijuana and cover ports, missions,fishing villages and other
points of interest in the state of
Baja CilikieFilia,They-1.
the
"
2
traveler about halfway down
the,peninsula.

He said carrying the mail
Christmas in the Southern
was a volunteer project that
Hemisphere is one of the
evolved quite naturally in this
hottest times in the year
Babylonian
wild frontier.
deity
because the seasons are
60 Pronoun
"People ask us to take letters reviewed. '
tofriends elsewhere on the penI 9 10
'X*
.
.!.•
insula because they know we ' Cartagena, once completely
12
_
13
travel routes that nobody else
wilted and- a gathering point- -*/- ikiii" Iferiot explained. "We Aor Spank& treasure,
16 :•"2:
founded in Colombia by Pedni —
do it free of charge."
14
.
:' 20
de Het'edia in 1533. 2223
The
safari
goes
from
Tijuana
i:•:••••
'26
25
27 T`N228
• 'I.

42 Compass point
14
43 Central
American ,
indian
18
45 Jump
46/at
24
411V IA maw
29
50 M,isic. as

, Tboae wishg..W-.0454
P°P
should have prepared an
audition piece two to five
minutes in length of their own
choosing. If further information
is desired; write to Vivian
Parks, director, Kenlake State
Resort Park, Aurora, KY. 42048.

•

13 Tooth
16 Units ot
Latvian
currency

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
0300 GOU 0300
MilwOmukargwMMV
0002101 000
BM MMMG BO MO
1510000 OMMOG
MOM 1000 MG@
MMOO MMEI MMOU
GMG GUM MMOMO
OMMU OMMO
GO MO OMMO UM
OMO OMOMO BOU
SOMOMODUOUDOM
=dB U00 CMG

the month and make the return
trip on the third Saturday. You
may fly to La Paz and return on
the safari or take the safari vehicles between Tijuana an
Paz and return on an -Aerom
ice DC-9 jet.
Either -way it costs 8376 for
everything, including meals,
beer, jet flight and first-class
overnight accommodations in
La Paz.
It is an eight-day journey on
_the ground between Tijuana
ind.La Paz andlinTY -iiie hour
and 20 minutes return trip by
jet on the ninth day.
Ground travel is by specially
- equipped Volkswagen mini-buses which carry four passer,
gets and a bilingual driver. A
motorized "chuck wagon" and
cook accompany,the travelers.
-The beer ration of nine bottles a day has been determined
by experience," says Reynolds
Heriot, Baja Safari president.
We take a break every two
hours for refreshments. - Some people prefer soft
drinks and we provide those aj--
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Approximately 250 Middle
First place winners in the
School
students participated divisions of fifth and sixth
in the Science Fair held at the grade were: by Donna Burkeesi
school Friday, April 7. —
and Gaye" Orr_;---#ittlogy•Students competed in lour Wormery by Kathryn Miller
divisions and were judged by and Patricia Tucker; Earth
professors arid graduate Science-The Many Many
students in the Science
Faces of Quartz by Keith
Department from Murray State Cartwright.
Itnii,-ersity. Winners of the Fair
In Biology, _ the. runners-np
will compete in the Regional were: Martin Kline, Chip
c...-•iwnr. Fair
.
Q. kr... hel4 at Furches, and Chad Boyd-2nd
Murray State on April 22.
Jerome Tligginnoznarn-JrtvParents and friends were Robert Whitmer-4th. • .
invited Friday night to view
-Bruce Horning won second
projects and for the presen- place in Chemistry. Lane
tations of awards.
Bridwell,won 2nd, and Kevin
Geuring 3rd place for their work
****************************************** in Physics. Earth Science
runners-up were: Ind place*Hours:
Jon
3rd placeMon. thrw-Sat—le5.— (Maykt44A444.)
share Toon, Gina—Series, and

ATTENTION
On Hwy. 121

*
*
*
*

de -Phone i

Sunday - 1-5

A

* The Most
* Complete
*Stock Of Plant
* Materials and
* Yard and
Garden
* Supplies in
* This Area!

Murray
Nursery

* v

v Roses
v Bedding Plants
v Spring Bulbs
v Seed
A". Fertilizers
A., Herbicides

Company

Shade Trees
* v Ornamental Trees
• v Fruit Trees
**

v Evergreen Shrubbery
v Flowering Shrubs

v Hand Tools
Chemical Applicators

v Insecticides
v Mulch Material

Stepping
Stones

*
*

NEW SPRING SPECIALS EACH WEEK a

AZALEAS 69' each (B.R.)
2. Standard ROSES '1.69 each (C.N.)
$2 each (B & B)
3
' White DOGWOOD
1.

.

4c(.-

Hin°
Red

ATTENTION BUILDERS AND OWNERS!

.*

Our Free Landscape Design
Estimate Service applies to commercial
property as well as residential property.

4

"*
**

itogowswwwww.
,

*
*

ORTHO

*
*
*

'

LAWN FOOD
22% Nitrogen

*
*
*
*

6,000 Sq. Ft. Bag

$3.95

*
$6,95.
12,000 Sq. Ft. Bag
• *
*
****** **3k*2K******************************

:

_

tt

.

•••

Tammy Rice.
Seventh and eighth grade
winners in the Biology division
were: Anne Gregory-lst place
for a project titled The Effect of
Light on Plants. Runners-up
were: Jan Outiand-2nd Terri_
McConnell-3rd;• and a 4th
place tie betweeq Charles
-Bazzell, Matt Bartholomy,
Leslie Homra, Kirk Johnson,
Diane Martin,Kim Suiter, Kelly
Seale,Greg Fox,Christ Parker,
and Tyler Seale.
Susan Valentine won first
place for-her project in
Chemistry. Brett Harcourt was
second,
Kelly Robinson and
Sheryl Nall took 3rd place
honors, and Barry Wells won
fourth.
Physics division winners
were:'Deanna McMillan for her
work of Polarization-1st;
David Cathey-2nd; Emily
Birrn-3rd;-air-4!h- place tle
between Kevin nay, Lisa
McCaniel, and Torn Shupe.
Mark Vinson and Larry
Watkins wini first place honors
inthe Earth.Science.division for
Clouds and Their Making. Other
winners in this division were:
Susan Rogers-2nd; Marsha
Robertson, Danny Spencer, and
Gary Sullivan-3rd; and Becky
Gould-4th.

YOU'LL FIND ANYWHERE

SEE US

TODAY!

Remember Yourself
April is Dancer Clinti ,i1
Month. The American Call,
Si wiety reminds you to kip
yourself•=with a Checkup and
others with a ..grobercins chick
when the ACS volunteer ails
on you.
One out of every fon'
n
cans may eventually de\ cl.,1)
cancer. The American (;incur
Society urges you to support
cancer research with s nil (lollars and help to wipe out cancer
it) your lifetime.
Sally eo-stais
HOLLYW(X11) it.1111 Sally Struthers. Gloria Bunker
in teleitkn's "All In The
Family" hit, will co-star with
Steve McQu'ren and 11i
NiarGraw.in "The iietatsa•••

Ph. 753-7921

-et •
•

"..7•1•

• -•
!."

•"/.7- , •

•••• • -

Mira.ilbeeers.!

•-•
v: ,ystetti-s

ea.

• .-

•

i
South Vietnam Troops Sa d To
Have -Recaptured Most Of Town

PA(lE EIGHT
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Mrs. Phelps Now
At Covington Home

City Council

a

a

a

Imes Iklalker
Now Minters
eral Home

Music Department
Meets on Monday

Sister Local
Residents Dies

Last Night -

Planned On Sunday

Breakfast Planned

Kentucky Roundup

Middle School
Has Classes On
Drug Education

Watershed Taxes
Removed By Boards

Purchase Area
Hog Market

„.•

•

Published List

NINE

Call
753-19

-

Honor Roll...

Elke in stock
HOLLYWOO
Elke Sommer
Chicago's Dem
in July and Aug
stock "N inotch
-

New variety sh
HOLLY-WO(
George Seh la
producer. of
Marlin's Lau
produce a lie
variety how In
season.
MEMEL
On Mar.
annexed Mem

7:00 Jerry-Lewi
7:30 Rd-gunner
1:00 Phantom
8:30 Jackson-5
9:00 Bewitched
9:30 Ltdsville
10:00 Curiousit

:oo Quest
11:30 Lancelot
12:00 Basketbal
1:00 Basketball
3:00 Education.
4:00 Sports
5:30 Roller-Der
.:30 Welk
7:30 Movie
•:00 6th Sense
10:00 News
10:15 Movie

Pi %St TS

1 NEAR TNE
FLAPPING OF

BLONDIE
SLONIC>IE,
FOLLOWED
To wOrin<
1147$ •104:2•1

Two Car Collision
Occurs On Thursday 'Baseball-Sized'
Hai) Hitslentucky

Vacation Church

Mrs. Novella Hurt ,
Rites Are Saturday

Names Of Dexter
WOmen Left From

(Ceatfiteed frem Page 1)
- •
Fllts indicated that a review of regulations.
are more:
_this part of the ordinance will be severe anctillit:Strleter Nur
held.
those provided in the Murray
Henley said that the city regulations.
The names of the women from
should not engage in a law suit
Attorney Harold Hurt alleged
Kenneth C. Imes and Tommy the Dexter Homemakers Club
with someone over land out side that under the Statutes
the
the city when so many city Brandon deed to Stations is Lee Walker are now equal making the educational tour to
partners and have assumed the fslashville, Tenn., on Monday,
residents needed aid.
"void by law".
positions
of manager and April 10, were inadvertently
He referred to a law suit
Brandon insisted that the
assistant
manager, respec- omitted from the list submitted
which has been filed in Circuit Planning Commission does
Court against Howard Baendon -not have the right to sue him tively, at the J. H. Churchill for publication in the account of
seeking to bring an injunction over anything and that it must Funeral game here,: accifirding the trip published in the.Ledger-,--,-against him to prevent him come from the Murray City to an announcement made at Times on Wednesday, April '
12.
today.
from selling about five acres of Council. He
asked several
Making the trip from the
The two Murray funeral
land to Jerry Stallons just south
times that the council "vote
of the Brandon home on the tonight" on whether to sue him directors are great-grandsons Dexter Club, which had the: ,
of the late
James Horace second largestrielegation on,the.
Hazel Highway. The transfer of or not.
Churchill,
who
founded the tour, Were Mesdames Elvis
the land has been accomplished
City Attorney Wells Overbey,
funeral home here in 1886, and Overby, James Pritchett,
and the deed recorded. questioned by Mayor Ellis,
Bulldozer work has been started replied that the council was grandsonk of Mr. and Mrs. Hayes Pritchett, Clarence
Ronald W.
Churchill, who Pritchett, Lenord Pritchett,
to clear the land for the
under no compunction to vote
owned
and
operated
the funeral Calvert Colson, Cart Butts,
erection of a used car lot by Mr. .'es or no. He said if the council
home
from
September
29, 1941, Garvin Cleaver, and Gladys
Stations.
did not want to enter suit
until
September
year. Garland.
last
30
of
Nat Ryan Hughes has been
against Brandon, it merely had
Mrs. Barletta Wrather, home
hired to pursue the case. Henley to refuse to pay for the filing fee Thus, Imes and Walker
represent a fourth generation agent in home economics, said
pointed out that the city will of the suit.
error in
of family tradition in -Murray she regretted the
have to pay the bill for the
Under
questioning
by with
the J. H. Churchill Funeral leaving the names out of the
lawyer as well as having to touncilman Henley, City
Atoriginal list of those attending.
defray the costs of the suit, and torney Overbey said that he Home.
Imes and Walker and their She said the Dexter Club was i;
that he would vote against using would not have filed the suit.
one of the most ,active
city funds for such use.
In other word exchanges, familes reside at the funeral
homemakers club in Murray
The suit alleges that the sale Hilton Hale of Hale's Trailer home.
Imes, State Representative and Calloway County.
of the land is in violation of the Court appeared before
the for
Kentucky's Fifth House
Murray Sub -division council to protest a letter
he had
District (Calloway and Trigg
Regulations. These regulations received from the
Murray
Counties), is the son of Mr. and
state that land must be sub- Planning Commission
which
Mrs. John R. Imes of Almo. A
divided and a plat submitted to indicated that he would
have to
(Continued from Page 1)
Calloway County High School
the Murray Planning Com- make some changes
in his
graduate, he attended Murray
mission for approval, even. trailer court located
Overcast, Cathy Pigg, Richard
on the State
University and graduated
though the land is outside the Mayfield Highway
Scott, David Smith, Meleia
west of Five
with Jaunots ft
ettyltmits. tine:fertile Kentucky Points. Hale
I-- Juana - ct.kdie
pointed outthathe
School of Mortuary -Scient* in
Statutes, a third class city may "had been
Malinda Taylor +, Tina Todd,
moved away from
Louisville. He also holds Tommy
have jurisdiction over sub- Main Street"
West, and Pam Wilson.
several years ago
Funeral Directors and Emdivision regulations within a completely
FRESHMEN: Sharon Beach,
outside the city and
balmers License in both Kenfour mile radius of the city . A now the
Shirley
same situation had
Brandon,
Patsy
tucky and Tennessee. Imes is
portion of land of a t least five arisen again.
Burkeen, Vicky Butterworth 4-,
The city limits
married to the former Mary
acres may be sold without have been
Janet Byerly, Norita Cassity +,
extended now to
Beth Beale of Almo and they are
Planning Commission approval include Hale's
Anita Chaney, Craig Dowdy +,
Trailer Court.
parents
of two children.
if the land is to be used for Mr. Hale was
Cindy Garrison, Larry Geib,
formerly located
Walker, son of Mr. and Mrs.
agricultural purposes. No lots across from
Margaret
the Dairy Queen on
Greer, Kenny
Thomas 0. Walker of Nashville,
may be sold from land outside Main
street.
Hargrove, Robert Hargrove,
Tenn., is married to the former
the city unless the plat is apJames Harris, Cheryl Jackson,
As the council meeting Marilyn
proved by the Commission
Wilson of Murray and
Jimmy
progressed, with more citizens
Jarrett,
Sherri
they
are
the parents of a
according to State Statutes.
McKinney Mohler, Mark Miller.
expressing their opinions, and
daughter. Walker
Mayor Ellis explained to the
attended Sharon Mohler,
Mr. Brandon at the Mayor's Murray
Denise Morton,
State University and is
council and the visitors that the
Dee Osborn, Brenda Outland.
desk, displaying the papers
a
graduate
of Kentucky School Martha
basic purpose of this Statute is which
Outland, Rita Paschall,
had been served on him, of
Mortuary Science
so that all_third class cities_can a
at Caron Phelps, Glenda Roberts,
near chaotic situaticamose.
Louisville. He currently holda
have sub-division regulations
'Pam Robertson, tialph Rogers,
At this point Councilman Buel both
Funeral Director and Julia
to require the developer to bulld
Saylors-,-- Bobby- Scott,
Stalls moved that the council
Embalmers License in Kenstreets which are wide enough.
Renee Sledd, Danna Tucker,
meeting be adjourned, and it
tucky.
He pointed out that most third
Janet Usrey, Anthony Webb,
was.
class cities have sub-division
Alison Wilferd, and Deborah
In other action Mayor Ellis
Garrett.
reported that the new fire truck
will arrive about June 1 and
asked that a committee corn-

Mrs. ft.*. —tHebei—MEW
returned home Thursday after
_
being with her daughter, Mrs.
were reported fighting small Dak To airfield but were Russell Clara
Jane) Phelps,
groups of North Vietnamese on caught and three were killed,
who is now at her home at 1307
the eastern edges of the town.
Two South Vietnamese Sky- Walters Street, Covington,
Antiaircraft fire was said to raiders were shot down Thurs- Tenn.,
after being hospitalized
have decreased sharply. The day while supporting govern- at
the Baptist . Memorial
weather was clear, and scores ment troops at Fire. Base
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.,
of U.S. fighter-bombers were in Charlie. One pilot was
killed, since September 11, 1971.
action.
the other was rescued.
The former Murray woman,
The
Saigon
command
Charlie was reported still Mrs. Phelps, will be confined to
claimed 369 North Vietnamese holding out after seven days of her
bed at home after being
killed Thursday and today, 200 siege, but South Vietnainiese ofdismissed from the hospital on
of them by air strikes...An offi- /leers- acknowledg
ed the -On: Wednesday. She, along with her
cial spokesman, Col. Le Trung ation there was critical. Be- husband,
Russell,
and
Hien, said 33 North Vietnamese cause of heavy antiaircraft fire, daughter,
Jan,
were
tanks were destroyed, including no helicopters have been able hospitalize
d from injuries
18 inside An Loc by South Viet- to get in with supplies or carry
received in an
automobile
namese tanks and other anti- out scores of wounded.
accident two miles out of
tank weapons.
In southern Cambodia across Covington on the CovingtonOther reports said 37 enemy the border from the. southwest Brownsville
Road on September
• armored vehicles were knocked- -part of the Mekong Delta -the 11. •
Mr. Phelps who is band
out, including seven T54 me- second major fight this week
director at the Covington High
dium tanks, the biggest the, was reported at Kompong
School and their daughter, Jan,
North Vietnamese have.
Trach. The Saigon command are now back at work and
One B52 raid by chance claimed 127 North Vietnamese school.
knocked out a North Vietnam- troops were killed in a nineMrs. Miller said her daughter
ese tank attack before it devel- hour battle a mile south of the was
doing much better. Acoped, field reports said.
town. Thirteen South Vietnam- companying Mrs. Miller to
The tanks appeared out of the ese were reported killed and 77 Memphis
and Covington was
sunset Thursday, and a U.S. wounded.
her sister, Mrs. Lola Moore of
ground observer hurried to call
The South Vietnamese forces Paducah.
in air and artillery strikes. Just are trying to block the North
at that moment a flight of B52.s Vietnamese 1st Division from
arrived high overhead, and the crossing into the delta, the only
tanks were in the target area.
region where regular North
The reportA, said at least, Vietnamese troops have not
three, .
.
tt.e1339.10Yed in force
stroyed.
• -- the'Cuir
- entr offensive.
The Music Department of the
During the nightmemy gunMurray Woman's Club will
ners slammed 50 rockets and
eet Monday, April 17, at 7:30
mortar rounds into the provinp.m. in the clubhouse. The
cial headquarters in the southmeeting day is being changed
ern part of the town, killing or
for the April meeting only.
wounding about 10 Vietnamese,'
The theme of the program
field reports said.
places an emphasis on comThere was no word of progpetent concern for youth in
ress from the 20,000-man govmusic, and the Music Departernment relief column which
Thursday night was reported
Mrs. Genie Hargrove Neeble ment member-, will be given the
stalled by enemy fire 15 miles of Cadiz, sister of local special opportunity to hear
south of An Loc.
residents, died Thursday at 8:45 some local high school
On the northern front below p.m. at the Trigg County musicdans perform.
Mrs. Joe Prince, Chairman,
the DMZ, field reports said the Hospital. She was 66 years of
preside during the business
will
age
and
her
death followed, a
South Vietnamese were still
session. Officers for the coming
long illness.
bolding
on
to
Fire
Base
BasRadio Hanoi claimed six U&
The deceased was a member year will-W-elected, and riancei
jets were shot down during Ite togne, 12 miles southwest of
for prospective new members
raids, it said at least four Hue, but apparently were run- of the Siloam United Methodist will be tabled.
Church.
She
was
ning
born
short
in
Trigg
of
water.
The
base
North Vietnamese provinces
The Music Department
were attacked, giving some stands in the way of long-range County on January 20, 1906, and Chorus will rehearse
at 6:30
was
the
daughter
artillery
of
the
attacks
late
and
ground
idea of the scope, of the aerial
p.m. in the clubhouse prior to
_Jack
Hargrove
thrusts
and
Bertie.
against
Hue.
It
has
offensive.
Hargrove.
been surrounded and under Bullock
Her the meeting.
Hostesses for the April 17
The ei ht-et B52s dro
hea
essure for four days, husband, Joe Neeble, died in
about 1,
•
•r
o
rs. Robert E.
m
on and supplying it as
Ome a
North Vietnamese troop con- major problem.
Mrs. Neeble is survived by Johnson, rs. Savid Gowans,
heads of several committees be
centrations a mile west and a
Also in the northern sector, three daughters, Mrs. Bill Mrs. James Carlin, Mrs
Officers of the Murray Police
named as a committee to study Department
mile northeast of An Loc.
enemy gunners shelled Hoi An, Denton of Paducah, Mrs. James Charles Clark, Mrs. Mairiee
investigated a two
what
to do about lowering ,the car accident on Industrial
Waves of helicopters landed a provincial capital 15
Road
miles Mart of Cadiz, and Mrs. James Humphrey, and Mrs. Vernon
the paratroopers to the south- south of Da Nang, killing
The Vacation Church Schoel floor of downtown fire station to on Thursday at 9:01 a.m. No
five Bush of Elkton; two sons, Roy Nance.
accomodate
the
east. Field reports said they Vietnamese and wounding
new
fire truck injuries were listed on
Institute for the United
Neeble of Cadiz and Bill Neeble
14.
were engaged in light contact
Methodist Churches of the Paris which is too high to get into the report.
In the central highlands, ene- of Orlando, Fla.; three sisters,
with the enemy.
District will be held
First present station. The committee
Cars involved were a 1966
my uppers tried to slip Mrs. Peachie Harris and Mrs.
will study the situation and Pontiac four
- South Vietnamese ringers through the perimeter of
United
Methodi4
Church,
Opal
Jones,
troth
of
Mw
say,
door sedan driven
and
the
Murray, on Ssov
frommiu
undanyu.
April 16, -reporrback to the council. - by Gerald Hayes Dtincan of
,*iitessr
Mrs. Euple
Bush-hog u.sed by the Street Murray liontp Su,
Route One; two brothers,
and a.
Department will be traded in on Chevrolet two
will be provided.
Henry Hargrove of Murray and
door hardtop
The Kirksey United Methodist
Teachers for the Institute a Stump Jumper for $300 and driven by Ronnie Kale Hughes
Homer Hargrove of Dover,
Men will have their regular include': Nursery, Mrs.
Chris trading in the present Bush-hog. of Mayfield Ratite Two.
Tenn.; eight grandchildren;
monthly meeting on Sunday,
LOUISVILLE, Ky.( AP i—The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers two great grandchildren.
Sioetim of Martin, Tenn.; Vinson Tractor Company sells
Police 'said Hughes, going
April 15, at 7:00 a.m.
has changed its estimate of the amount of liquid chlorine
ergarten, Mrs. John Jones the Stump Jumper. Stokes east an Chestnut Street, was
Funeral services will be held
Max B. Hurt, president, will
Tractor
and
remaining aboard the barge jammed in the gates of the McAlpine Saturday
Implement turning at the curve onto Inat 2:30 p.m. at the presid at the business meeti, of Kirksey ; Elementary I-II,
Company made a bid of 8.380 ekistrial Road
Dam on the Ohio River.
Mrs.
Don
Brock
of
Murray;
when his car
chapel of the Goodwin Funeral following the breakfast serafed
Chuck Shumann, assistant director of public affairs, said Home,
Elementary
Mrs. Jerry with trade on a new Bush-hog.,:collided with the Duncan car
Cadiz, with Rev. R.D. by the men of the grow:
Mr.
Bolen
Thursday that 38 tons of the poisonous chlorine rernaine on the
who has been a long going north on Industrial Road.
Hassell, Dresden, Tenn.;
Humphrey and Rev.
Albert
Wayne Perrin will la‘d in the Elementary V-VI,
barge, and won't be all chemically neutralized and washed down
Mrs. Mary time employee with the Street The Duncan car, damaged on
Kraus officiating.
devotional momepts of the
Department has retired due to the left side,
the river until Saturday. The corps earlier estimated only 20 tons
was knocked into a
Burial will be in the Siloam meeting and Ronald Pace will Bennett, Dresden, Tenn., and
illness. He was replaced last ditch after
remained.
Mrs.
Vigil
Ann
Paris,
of
Tenn.
the collision, the
Cemetery
with
the
lead
in
the,
group singing.
Shumann said if weather and river conditions are good atThe District Director of night when Wayne Johnson was police report said. Damage to
arrangements by the Goodwin Randy Megaton will also offer
tempts may be Made Sunday or early Monday to pull the barge
Children's Ministries is Mrs. employed.
the Hughes car was on the front
Funeral Home, Cadiz, where some thoughts.
out of the gates of the dam.
Councilman Willis reported
B.F. Cate of Martin, Tenn.
end.
friends may call.
that the city could lease forty
MOREHEAD, KY. ( AP)—A vending truck operator received
acres of the landfill site with no
burns over 70 per cent of his body Thursday when a propane gas
detriment to the operations
tank in his truck exploded.
there. Morgan Cunningham and
After the explosion at the Morehead State University campus,
Son will lease the land with the
students with fire extinguishers rushed to the truck and an
city to receive one-third of the
unidentified student helped Aubra Ferguson, Jr., 30, from the
profits from the soy beans
vehicle.
which are to be planted.
The funeral for Mrs/Novella
His condition was described as "very critical," and he was Hurt will be held Zaturday at
The City Fire Department is
All taxes have been removed
slated to be transferred to a Lexington hospital.
planning a project which will
two 'p.m. at mØtazet Baptist
the
•West
Fork
District.
The Calloway County Drug
The
re,
against real estate withinthe
duction came after a squabble result in their calling a number' Council has recognized the
Church with ev. B. R. Win- East
Fork
and
West
Fork Clark's
FRANKFORT,Ky.( AP i—The state has awarded a contract for chester an
Billy Grey Hurt River Watershed Conservancy between the watershed -airectors. of elderly citizens once a day to efforts of the Murray Middle
final construction at the Minor Clark Fish Hatchery near officiatiai
Soil Conservation Dis- check on their welfare and School in teaching drug
Districts, according to W. Pel- and the
Morehead.
trict Board of Supervisors which general well being. Fire Chief education to its students.
Pallbearers will be Jack ham McMurry, attorney for
the must apprive the watershed Jackie Cooper said
The 8690,000 contract will include construction of a number of Newport,
that
Joe Adams, Ray two districts.
The Middle School has had
building sand residences and a display pool for public exhibition Lassiter, It
budget, before the tax rate is probably these calls will be
M. Vance, Noble
drug education in the Seventh
McMurry -stated appropriate
irktath
the
et
-counties
Of
of the four species of fish grown at the hatchery.
four
restritted to elderly persons and Eighth grades
'Wilson, and Frank Turner.
action by the separate boards rit covered by the watershed.
as an exTwin Cities Construction Co. of Olive Hill received the contract,
who live alone in a single family ploratory
Burial will be in the Murray directors had been taken to recourse for the entire
Bernard Carter,nssistant commissioner of the Fish and Wildlife Cemetery
watershed board' contend- dwelling. A bout severity-five
The
with
the move the taxes in Graves, Marschool year. This exploratory
landowners derive few bene- names have already
Department, said.
been course rotates on a nine weeks
arrangements by the Miller shall, McCracken and Calloway ed
fits from the watershed program submitted in a preliminary
Funeral Home of Hazel where counties for watershed purposes
basis in order that all students
despite the high taxation_ They survey. This is a
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP—The head of the University of Ken- friends
for 1972.
humanitarian may learn of drug problems.
may call.
lower
the
tax
rate
said
was
adetucky's Medical Center has taken a year's leave of absence from
project which city firemen have
The tax rates of the two disMrs. -Hurt, age 74, died
To better inform students in
quate to continue present proj- agreed
the university to serve as dean of the school of health sciences at Thursday
to perform.
at 8:30 a.m. at the tricts became the center of a ects.,
grades five through eight, teal-,
the University of Alabama.
heated
campaign during the elecMurray-Calloway County
assembly programs have been
Dr. William Willard'sJeave begins July 1, and he says, "I'm Hospital.
tion of district directors in 1969.
Thq reduced tax rates resultHer
husband,
scheduled. A program entitled
ed
Opposition
just going down to help them out."
in
the
collection
slates,
of
f7.694.93
pledging
to
Coleman Hurt, died March 2,
"Smoking Sam" was presented
reduce the
in watershed taxes for 1970, the
The University of Alabama, which has a medical facility at 1972. She
was a member of the swept to watershed tax rates. board reported.
Wednesday April 12. Anothe.
victory and gained conBirmingham, plans a new one at Tuscaloosa.
Hazel Baptist Church and was trol of
program is set for Thursday
both the East and Wet
In May of 1971, the board of
Federal State Market News_ April 20 in the Middle
born October 12, 1897. Her Fork district boards
School
in Novein- directors, which continually
FRANKFORT, Ky, API—In an opinion requested by Graves parents were the late N. P. ber, 1969 Al that time,
gym. The program is for the
pledged themselves to lower tax- Service April 14, 1972
the tax
Hendricks and Betty Alexander rate was 9.6 cents per $100
County Atty. Benjamin Lookofsky, the attorney general's office
ation, said they would favor a Kentucky Purchase Area Hog seventh and eighth grade
ashas said a county judge does not have complete authority to Hendricks.
Report Includes 9 students of the Middle School
sessed property value in the
proposed project for snagging Market
Survivors are one brother, West Fork District and 8.9 cents
remove members he has appointed to local boards.
and dragging the Clark's River -Buying Stations
and also the county schools,
only if it was independently fi- Receipts: Act. 652 Est. 2150 according to a school
Asst. Atty. Gen. Charles Runyan said the power of removal was Leon Hendricks of Hazel one for the East Fork Distrtct.
official.
In the beginning, the ler;
nanced by landowners ,seeking Barrows and Gilts 50 cents
brother-in-law, Bill Hurt of
not incident to the power of appointment and that the specific
The program scheduled for
project.
cents
for
50
was
the
The
each'
S100
project
of
Murray,
higher
never
statute governing each appointment must be consulted in regard
one niece, Mrs. Harold
Sows steady.
the 20th will be presented by the
was carried through
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 23.25-23.50 Calloway County
McReynolds of Murray, and two property valuation. The adjustto removal before the normal expiration of a term.
Drug Council
nephews, Dr. Billy Grey Hurt of ment came in the wake of the
in addition to the removal of US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 22.75-23.25 and a group of ex-addicts from
cent
per
100
tax
assessment
rulwatershed
taxes for 1972. Mc• US 24 240-2611 lbs., 22.25-22.75 Lexington. On the
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( API—Citing health reasons, Assistant Paducah and Larry Hurt of
evening of the
ing by the Court of Appeals.
Murry said every effort is be- US 34 260-280 lbs., 21.75-22.25 20th, a
Fayette County Police Chief Joe Nichols submitted his Murray.
program' will be
The present board of direr
ine made to get the district Ii- Sows
_
resignation Thursday
presented bY the Council a,nd
tors, m 1970, lowered the
minces in a position where the US 1-2 2'70-350 lbs., 19.50-20.00
FERDINAND EOCH
Nichols joined the force in 1964 and was appointed assistant
the ex-addicts for interested
8.9
cents
to
1
cent
supervisors
pei
i
.
f
r
o
n
will
soil
be required US 1-3 300-500 lbs., 19.00-19.50
On Mar 26, 1918, Gen rercti- chief in 1969. That same year he suffered a heart attack.. He has
parents. The program will
to submit the question oe('ontin- US 1-3
nand Foch wa's made supreme $100 tak assessment in the East
500-650 lbs., 19.0020 00 begin at 8 .
beeh under a physician's care for several months.
• .
Fork
bistrict,
and from 9.6
A school
the Dwell), owners at US•
uarice
to
commande
of
r
the
allied
2-3 450-650 lbs: 18.00-19.00 spokesman
His resivation woulcl be effective May 1.
cents W ..5, cePts: POS. POD 41
invited all in,refercnduart.,
_
Boars .16,00'.17.50
••
- tereetetpersons teatten

SAIGON --(AP- — Counterattacking South Vietnamese
troops were reported tonight to
have recaptured virtually all of
the provincial capital of An
Loc.
Enemy rockets exPlodeclin
Saigon suburb, killing 15 Vietnamese civilians and wounding
6, bringing the war to the capital for the first time in the current O1fen-41W
Battlefield reports from An
Loc, 60 miles north of Saigon,
said government troops were
reinforced with 400 paratroops
and aided by heavy U.S. B52
strikes - in the counterattack
that latest reports said had
—retaken- 211_hut turn hli,
cks of
city...
Earlier, the Vietnamese high
command said the enemy had
been forced back outside the
city limits after seizing the
northern part of the provincial
capital in a tank-led assault
Thursday.
An unknown number of 100
pound rockets slammed into
northern Saigon around Tan
Son - Nhat airbase. All but one
fell off the base into civilian
housing. It was here the 15 persons died and at least'six .oths were .wotinded.. Therewas
"-----7V0 reported damage or casualties from the lone rocket that
hit inside the big air base.
The skies over North Vietnam suddenly cleared today
and waves of U.S. jets streaked
in for heavy attacks north of
the demilitarized zone.
The bombing has been --s--er
riously hampered by heavy
monsoon clouds restricting attempts to hit enemy troops,
tanks and supply columns heading south toward the DMZ. The
weather was termed the best
yet for American pilots who
had resumed bombing the north

l'AG

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Central and eastern Kentucky
were plagued by flooding, high
winds and hail, as showers and
thundershowers
continued
Thursday -night and early-thia—
morning_in a broad band from
west central Kentudy to the
southern part of the state.
Early reports showed no injuries during the night, but
flooding occurred in Floyd and
Pike counties, and the National
Weather Service said baseball
sized hail was reported from
Pikeville. A small tornado was
reported in Garrett, windows
were broken at Lebanon and
numerous reports of Varying
sized hail were received from
other locations.
First reports of flooding
came from state police in Pikeville. They reported several instances of flooding in Floyd and
Pike Counties.
—Police said Robinson Creek
at Bear Fork had flooded, and
there were four feet of water
over the road in that area. .
—Island Creek, six miles east
of Pikeville, wag reported flooding and threatening hod-Ses* and
trailers.
—Little Robinson Creek 18
miles north of Pikeville topped
its banks and washeil out a
bridge.
—Residents 16 miles north of
Pikeville said slides near Little
Creek were . threatening their
homes.
—At ford's Branch, eight
miles north of Pikeville, police
said residents reported several
.cars in the water and at least
one house surrounded by water.
--Flooding was also reported
in Collins, eight miles south of
Pikeville.
State police at Morehead said
routes 32 and 60 had been-,
closed early Thursday night by
water and rocks and debris
washed onto the roads, but
were cleared by 11 p.m.
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FOUR CITED
Four persons were cited by
the Murray Police Departnient
on Thursday. They were one for
drivinrWhile intoxicated, one
for eeckless driving, one for
public drunkenness, and one for
shoplifting a 12 ounce bag of M
& M candy and fourteen ounce
bag of chocolate cookies from
Storey's, according to the
citation reports. ..
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Call
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Eike in stock FOR SALE
FOR SALE
HOLLYWOOD IUPII Eike Sommer will head for ROYAL SAFARI portable GE ELECTRIC stove. Good SINGER SEWING madUne with4971 YAMAHA 90 street bike.
Chicago's Drury Lane theater typewriter with case,
Al7C
script condition. Price reasonable. round bobbin. See at 309 irvan Phone 7534809.
in July and August to summer print, like
A17C Street. Phone 753-4392. J• &
new.
$75.00.
Phone
753- Phone 753-4285.
stock "Ninotchka."
5693.
McClure.
Al5P AKC REGISTERED brown male
Al7C
miniature Poodle. Five months
EAR CORN_See or call 361in C.
Neervartety show Stee1e,.753-2875.
•
old: Has had all shots, and
HOLLYWOOD 11.1141 MOBIL -- ROME:- ITX110*, air
urniect Good
George Sch latter, former
conditioned, fully furnished and phone 753_9263. with `72(
1
producer. of "Rowan and
FULL SIZE bed with 6 drawer carpeted with underpenning and
Marlin's Laugh-In," will
dresser to match. Dresser has electric Pine. Phone Farmington
produce a new Rill Cosby
pacyrucruAN MOBILE home,
large plate glass mirror. Good as )46-25611°4454157.i7itriefy AhoWliiNew'Yortileitt
10'x52'. Good condition.
season.
new.Phciie753-1385:-*Price& reasonable:- fibene
PAYMASTER CHECKWRITEH 5601 or 4154805,
A17C'
JOHN DEERE Pri H.P. riding machine, priced reasonable.
MEMEL ANNEXED
lawn mower. New last August, Used less than 10 hours.
On Mar. 22, 1939, Hitler
Ph°ne THREE REGISTERED black
A17C 753-5426.
annexed Memel.
$265.00. Phone 753-7832.
A15C Angus
bulls ready for service.
Phone James E. Mitchuson, 4374395, next to Brooks Chapel
Methodist Church.
A17P
7:00 Bugs
Bunny 7:00 RFD
7:00 Jerry-Lewis 6:25 Agriculture
:go stooges
6:00•Sunrise ,
0:00 Bible Steel,
7:30 Scooby
7:30 Rd-Runner
Do° 7:30 Fence-Post
6:55 Digest
:00 Phantom
6:30 News
ARC GERMAN Shepherd pup10:30 Adv. Theatre
0:00 Globetrotters 7:55
1:00 Phantom
7:00 Dolittle
:30 Jackson S
News
7:00 Bugs
Bunny 12:00 Death Valley
8:30 -Jackson-5
7:30 Deputy-Dawg 0:30 Hair Bear
pies,
champion bloodlines.
8:00 Woodpecker
:00
7
:
30
.
Scooby
Doe
Beritishad
2:30 Ultra
9:00 Pebbles
Man
9:00 Bewitched
8:00 Woodpecker
8:30 Pnk Panther
8:00 Globetrotters 12:57 News
Wormed and ready- to go. Also
Lidsville
9:30 Archie
9:30 Lidsville
8:10 Panther
9:00 Jetson
8:30
Hair Bear
10:00 Curiosity
1:00 Horse
10:00 Josie
Opry
Poodle clipping and grooming.
10:00 Curiousity
9:00 Jetsons
9:30 Barrier Reef 11:00 Soul-Train 9:00 Pebbles
:30 Monroes
11:00 Quest
9:10 Barrier-Reef 11:00 Monkees
10:00 Giant
Archie
9:30
Also summer vacation boarding
Step
2:00
Wrestling
3:30 3 Lives 11:30 Are-There
11:30 Lancelot
10:00 Giant Step
11:00 Mr. Wizard 1:00 Basketball
10:00 Sabrina
4:00 S.F. Theater
with loving care. Wards Kennels,
12:00 Community
12:00 Basketball
11:00 Auditions
11:30 Bugaloos
10:30
Josie
:00 Water-World
:30 Wrestling
12:30 Pitstop
1:00 Basketball
Piaryear, Tennessee, phone 24711:30 Gidget
12:30 Close-up •
3:30 Auto-Racing 11:00 Monkees
5:30 Suspense
1:00 Basketball
3:00 Educational
11:30 You-There
12:00 Tarzan
1:00 Baseball
4:00
Sports
5502.
Al7P
Theat.
:00
Golf
4:00 Sports
1:00 Baseball
12:00 Film
4:00

Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Saturday

:30 Golf
4:00 Del-Reeves
4:30 Wilburn-Bros. • :30 Truth-Cons.
:00 Hee-Haw
5:00 Wagoner
:00 The-Family
5:30 Nash.-Music
:30
Mary-Moore
:00 News
:00 Van-Dyke
:30 Superman
:30
Arnie
7:00 Emergency
:00 Mission-Imp.
:00 Movie
0:00 News
0:30 Movie
1:30 Movie
12:00 Avengers

5:30 Roller-Derby
6:30 Welk
:30 Movie
9:00 6th Sense
10:00 News
10:15 Movie

Physicians
4:15 File-6
4:30 Golf
5:30 News
6:00 News
6:30 Accent
7:00 Emergency
8:00 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Movie

5:30 Lassie
6:30 Music:
6:00 Welk Show 1:00 Basketball
7:00 Star Trek
7:00 Bewitched 3:00 Golf
7:57 News
:00 Golf
7:30 Movie
11:00
Movie
S:00 News
9:00 6th-Sense
9:35 Weather
10:00 Chaparral 5:30 News
9:40 News
4:00 Hee Haw
11:00 News
10:00 News
7:00 The
Family
11:30 Movie
Wrestling
7:30 Mary Moore 10:30
17 Sports0Creat. Feat
8:00 Van Dyke
11
12
8:30 Arnie
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FLO AV
FlP
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aLONTIIE
HAVE TO PVT HER

Ahl

BLOHDIE, DAISY'

rou_owED

A TAxic.A8 AND PAY THE
proven, TO TAKE

OFF

Friday - Saturday - Sunday Only!!

iss & Crappie--.3 Places in Each Class

IIERO AND JOOMEIA
THE 'if_,,
,K4N7ARE ifF7
A
CORRAL, AffeitiCIED
jr/CATEENA

rh,-

300 CASE TRACTOR, plow,
cultivator and wagon. Phone 4928816.
Al4C
BALDWIN GRAND piano, used,
superb condition. Wurlitzer
grand piano, used. Two
repossessed Baldwin pianos. New
Baldwin organs and piauos.
Practice pianos. Rent-ToPurchase plan. Lonardo Piano
Company, across from Post
Office,Paris, Tennessee. A14C

BEATLE BAILEY
I wA6
READIN6 A L157
OF St366S5110N5
FOR PROGRAMS
FILOM THE
HAPLAINS
BOARD

PEOPLE'S litO0e MASS.„
pORNooRATh4YANO.
A:71J.16 REWLOTION VIABLE....
&OD VA PRUE.A...
ELJTHANAfiA, PRO
AND CON -- 16 ABORTION
-THE AN6vVER.„

I'M GLAD
WINTER IS
OVER --- NO
MORE SNOW-"-,
NO MORE
SLEET ---/

1959 CHEVROLET PICKUP,
runs good, 4 speed transmission,
cattle racks, 8200.00. Two burner
camping stove, never used,
116.00. Tow bar, almost new,
$30.00. 8' Trailer, $75.00. Phone
A15C
753-4874.

_
APR -

1-1-405E. POOR MILKS SPOLJI_Dt4sT BE

!
f
EXPOSED TO HIS-UGt-4?-vOLGARiTY.
IT'S FOR THE GOOD OF
HONUWITY-

44,•^4 St,*

Parts, Tenn.

12'1(50' TWO BEDROOM 1968
trailer, new washer, new air
conditioner, underpenning.
13,400. Will sell for $3,000 without
air conditioner and „washer.
Phune,753-8667.
Al4C

I.

LIL' ABNER

t...007

16' GLASSPAR pleasure boat
with 75 H.P. Johnson with
electric start. Phone 753-6227
after 4:00p.m.
A14C'

NANCY

ne.b. eight
ille, police
ted several
nd at least
by water.
so reported
S south of

5000 REEL & PFLUGER TROLLING MOTOR are two of the prizes!!
Must come by and sign up
by April 30, 1972. Contest ends May 31, 1972. Also..,Bring this ad with you and get your choice of 3 dozen -Shines; for,or... ny on ure

BABY-CLOTHES, all kinds,
ladigs4pats, dresses, skirts, etc.
Also hand painted pictures
2 Miles East of Murray on Hwy 94
dishes, lamps and other items.
Across from Bunny Bread on
TRAILER PARK with 17 spaces.
1971 MEDALLION MOBILE
Con-Co-Hit-owl
AI8C East of Murray
on Hwy. 94. Wilt MAKE BEATEN down carpe borne, 12'x55', located-on Highnap
at
doorways
bright
and
fluffy
native
$135.00 ai
Will include air
again with Blue Lustre. Big K,
month. Call 753-6202 or 753conditioner
and
TV antenna.
Belaire
Shopping
Center. A15C
3648.
TFC
Phone 4924232.
A19P

THE PHANTOM

es north of
near Little
ning their

LARGEST VARIETY of pistols'
in Kentucky. No- increase in
prices. Country Boy Stores,
Army Surplus, 9 miles from
Hopkinzville, Junction Kentucky.
117 and 164. Open Sunday until
4:00p.m.
A14C

FISHING CONTEST

HERE'S: N'OLOR
PASSENIGF-12

HEP. HOsAE

TO WORK
TieS HORNING'
WHAT'LL

nson Creek
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ere one for
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33%

Reg.
Price

Monday-Saturday 9-5 Friday Nights til 8:00 p.m. Sunday 1-6
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rehead said
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ay night by
and debris
roads, but

All Sizes ... Good SeleCtion in large Sizes

1968 VICEROY MOBILE home,1
12':64', Excellent condition. Two l
large bedrooms, unfurnished,1
NEW X-11 Reducing Plan, 42
except for built-in gas range. Set' FENCE SALE at Sears. Call tablets $3.00. Money Back
up on large private lot in city.' Sears for all your fencing needs. Guarantee. Safe-T Discount
Carport, front and back porchil Chain link-Redwood and Farm Pharmacy. _
•
Alkc
built on. Phone 435-4981 or 753-" Fences. Now on sale. Expert
8109 after 4:00 p.m.
A14C installation available. Call Larry 21't TV SET, cabinet model, like
Lyles for free estimate,753new. A bargain. Phone 753-1277
May 1 days or 753-5175 nights.
18 FOOT travel trailer. (Winston 2310.
Al5C
Traveler). Completely selfcontained, sleeps six, used only
3400 miles. Has Coleman fur_ nance, bathroom with shower,
three burnerstoè,gprift tire antr
jacks. Call 753-3858 for further
informatiorn
A17C

LAYING HENS, 50 cents' each

Creek 18
We topped
e6 out a

One and Two Piece.

1962 FRONTIER MOBILE home,
10'x50', two full,sized bedrooms,
Trailer number 66, She Oaks.
•$2,000.00. Phone 753-2359Ni A14C

NEW SET of cattle racks for long
wheel base Dodge truck. Phone
_ 4.92-8616_
_
A14C
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rted from
mid° was
windows
non and
f Ararying
ived from

Special Purchase from Famous Manufacturers!! 1st Quality ...

SUS

"elf

CH. 3
WS1L

CH. 4
WSM

ROOM-SIZE COLONIAL DESIGN OVAL RUGS
Usually 39.99

Ledger & Times TV Schedule
_ forCH,Sunday
CH. 5
CH. 8
8
WLAC

` WPSD

7:15 Digest
7:15 The Life
7:00 ZOOra FT0
9730 Truth
7:30 Cathedral
7:45 Story
10:00 Close-up
7:10 Jubilee
8-71.3 Phelps Bros. 8:30 Discovery
11:00 Tipton
10:30 Gospel
8:30 Oral Roberts 9:00 Truth
8:30 Goolies
10:10 Gospel
Hr.
9:30 The-Life
9:00 Gospel
9:00 Theatre
11:00 Doolittle
10:00 Worship
10:00 Bullwinkle
9:30 0. Roberts
tl :30 Deputy10:30 Make-Wish
.10:30 Written
10:00 Faith
Davie
11:0 Dragon •
11:0 Apollo-16
12:90 Meet-Press
10:30 Services
11:30 Doubled
12:30 Star-Trek
11:30 Apollo-16
12:30 Ky.-Afield
eCkers
1:30 •Fisnin9-64
- -Me 12:30 Outdoors
1:00 Lou-Moore
12:00 Directions
'2:00 Bowline .
1:00 Golf
1:30 Movie
12:30 Iss. & Ans7 1:30 Gidget"
3:30 Fishing
3:15 Physicians
1:00-Basketball
1:0 Apollo-16
4:00 Golf
3:30 Golf
3:30 Auto-Racing 3:30 Baseball
500 60-Minutes
5:00 Comment
4:00 Wrestling
6:00 News
6:00 News
5:30 NewS
5:00 Educationnl
6:30 Disney
6:30 Movie
6:00 News
7:30 Stewart
5:30 Educational
8:30 Cade's-Co.
6730 Disney ,
6:30 Your-Life
8:00 Bonanza
9:30 Big-Valley
7:30 J.-Stewart
9:00 Bold-Ones
7:00 FBI
10:30 News
8:00 Bonanza
8:00 Movie
10:00 News
10:45 Movie
9:00 Bold-Ones
10:11 News
10:30 Tonight 10:00 News
l030 Movie
'
• 10:30 Movie
is
'
Awimmommgmegguggr

WSIX
6:30 Worship
7:00 Gospel
7:30 Tomorrow
8:00 Bible-Class
8:30 Stooges
9:3000ubiedeckers
10:00 Bullwinitle
1101::0030
Quest
11:30 Apollo-16
1:00 Basketball
3:30 Auto Racing
4:00 Basketball
6:00 Wild Kingdom
6:30 Movie
8:00 Movie
10:30 Persuaders
11:30 News
12:00 Gosp .14r
.,

CH. 12
KFVS

700 Answer
7;30 Truth
8:00 Tom -Jerry
8 - 30 Goalies
9:00 Special
10- 00 EasterService
11:00 Children
11:30 Nation
17
.:00
00 p4RHeLviva
Hloc
12:30 Special
key
3:30 NFL-Action
4 00 Kid-Talk
4 - 30 Animal.Wrld.
5-00 60-Minutes
6:00 Lassie •
630 Movie
0:30 Forum
10:00 News
•
10:30 Virginian •
',Os

.

CH, 29
WDXR

7:30 Film
8:00 Gospel Music
8:30 Bible Baptist
9:00 Temple
10:00 Consultation
10:30 Gospel Music
11:30 Molie
1:00 Outer Limits
2:00 Rodeo
3:00 Sea Hunt
3:30 Victory at Sea
4:00 High & Wile
4'30 Untamed
World
5:
"
News
557 Saint
6:00 W. C
Field
7:27 News
7130 paovie
9:35 Weather
9:40 News
9:50 Sports
liLtitt Movie
\
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FOR THEAcnom
YOU mow
FOR SALE

HELP WANTED
•
ONE J.NSIDE door; and •two GRADUATE
MECHANICAL
lavatoeies,se. atthe Ledger
--- engineer --Interested in and orTones office,'. Ito -North 4th
TFNe experience in automation. To
Street.
work in engineering department
H&B GOLF CLUBS for sale, of a firm designing and building
Irons only. Three irons through brickmakizig equipment and
and
-pitehing wedget-$35.80:A14c fabrication knowledge an
753-9263.
coordination. Northwest Tennessee area resident preferred.
SMALL WORLD
Salary open. Send resume to
ELECTRONICS
Sales and Service
Lingl Corporation, P.O. Box 106,
Dresden, Tennessee 38226 AtBig Jack Antenna with pole
INSTALL40 tention: Engineering Departarid lead n
$59 95
Al4C
ment.
307 N. 4th

;slue)

painter, body
NNIS SS & XB Restaurant WANTED -GOOD
and
guest checks, sold at cost, $10.00 man and mechanic. Top pay
per case (100 books). Sold in case benefits for right Men. Phone 753A14F
lots only. Ledger & Times Office 2927 after g:00p.m.
Supply,103 North 4th Street. TFWANTED ORGANIST to play 10
NC
to 12. hours weekly. Prefer one
with dining room experience. No
phone calls. Apply Colonial
A15(
House Smorgasbord.

ALUMINUM
PLATES

23-1/16x35"
.009 Thick
vieterore
for siding or Wing
barns, for placing
around bottom of
mobile homes to keep
out the wind and snow,
and for many other
uses such as
"building out'
mice or rats.

25' each
Call at

Ledger & Times

WANTED RELIABLE lady-to
stay with small child in my home
1:00-5:00 p.m., Monday through
Friday. Must have own tran-,
spor
on - references. Phone 753-8045 after
6:00 p.m.

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

REAL ESTATE FOR SALI. REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Non

Spiders
Ace_poiten

Termites
Eat Your Home

ILl
°'-111°°111101
•-.A
Roaches
jilirk\ Carry Germs

Shap
OPENIN
15 on both

(.11.T RID 04

PESTS

_Frotect_Your Home!
Do not be deceived! Termites work.24 hours a
day the year round... Winter.ried.Summer. _

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"

-

Kelley's Termite
- Pest Control

100 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
Y. 2
tuck
mber
oifirtierce

PIANO tuning-repair-rebuilding. FURNITURE REFINISHING,
WANTED CLEAN up_ boy, ex- Prompt expert service. 15 years all work guaranteed. Free
pick
perience preferred, See _Paul experience. Ben W. Dyer, in and delivery. Free estimate.
plant
arland, located in old ice
Mayfield, ICentucky, phone 247- Antique or natural finish. Jerry
building on South 4th Street, 8072.
ApriLISC McCoy,753-3045. "
April 20C
••
A
across from Hih-Burger.
ANTED BODY repair man.
Good salary. 5 paid holidays per
year. One week paid vacation
after 1st year. Plenty equipment
to work with. Phone Rudy's Body
Shop, 753-1277 days or 753-5175
MW

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

'AGE ELEVEN

ORTEN'S TV
- SALES and SERVICE
YOUR AUTHORIZED SYLVANIA DEALER
For fast and efficient service on TV's and Antenna work- Phone 753-2385
- and
Cecil and Dorothy-invite their many friends to stopby
see the Sylvania Color TV's and stereos
Financing available.

JUST LISTED THIS BEAUTIFUL 4 BEDROOM tri level
located in Kings-wood Subdivision. On the first level has large
den opening to covered patio, bedroom utility and bath. On
second level is nice living room,kitchen and dining area has
range, dishwasher and disposal. On third level has 3 nice size
bedrooms, full bath and balcony from master bedroom. Has
central heat and air, large finished outside storage room,
carport with paved drive to street. This house is priced at
only $32,000.

THIS LARGE HOUSE ON MAIN STREET has been riRloced,owner is very anxious to sell it is rented at present for $150
per month. This house has 6 rooms and bath on ground floor
and 4 rooms upstairs. Has large lot, has central heat, carpet
and air conditioner. This is a lot of house for less than $20,000.
EXTRA NICE 2 BEDROOM HOUSE ON LARGE lot in
DEXTER has electric heat, nice bath, fireplace, several
outbuildings, large garden , small stock barn and pony lot
and is priced at $7850.

EXTRA NICE 3 BEDROOM BRICK ON SHA WA CIRCLE
WE HAVE TWO HOUSES IN MURRAY priced at $8500, both
has new carpet in living room and hall with custom made
are well located, one has large lot.
drapes to match, has extra large closets, two baths, range
washer and dryer, patio with new gas grill, gas yard light, ON NORTH 7TH STREET WE HAVE A 3 bedroom brick with
arage, concrete drive to street.
.
/
2 baths, new carpet in living room and one
• fullbasement,.11
ON FATRLANE DRIVE WE HAVE A 3 BEDROOM brick
only 3 years old. It has central heat and air, carpet, 1½ baths,
large family room, utility and carport, a well built house
priced right.
ON WELLS BLVD. WE HAVE AN EXTRA NICE 2 bedroom
frame and brick on large lot has electric heat, utility and
garage, nice shade, less than 1 block from university campus.
11
/
2 MILES EAST OF MURRAY ON 94 HIGHWAY we have
1
2acres of land, has central
this nice 3 bedroom house on 8/
gas heat, basement, car garage,nice pony barn, city water.
Will sell with I1
/
2 acres for $19,250.
-JUST LISTED THIS 140 ACRE FARM with 2 houses approximately 80 acres of good crop land. This farm is located
approximately 7/
1
2 miles from Murray and is priced at only
$75,000.

WE HAVE THE BEST SELECTION OF BUILDING LOTS in
town they are priced from $2250 up, we have 21 nice commercial lots for sale located on South 3rd and South 4th
Streets. These lots are priced from $3250.
ON KIRKWOOD BEAUTIFUL 3BEDROOM brick with large
family room with fireplace, central heat and air, carpet,
range, dishwasher, disposal, carport and outside storage all
for $28,000.
ONE OF THE VERY BEST BUYS IN 30 ACRE FARM with 3
bedroom brick house worth the price asked for all the farm.
It has gas heat, carpet in living room, halt, Natalia air con-,
ditaxier, screened porch, smoke house with sterage room,
small cattle barn,tool house and all for $20,000.

*Member at Mii1IIpIe-t
- Selling - Appraising - Managing

Rent A New
Blue Luster
SHAMPOOER

Hoyt Roberts - 753-3924

Sanders-purdom Motor Sales, Inc.

Exte
Con
FOR YOUR
contact Otto
Service, 4
oplete auct

LARGE APARTMENT HOUSE WITH 5 APARTMENTS,
now renting for over $400. This place has gas heat , paneled
throughout, carpet, can be bought for $21,500.

SALES REPRESENTATIVE
103 N. 4th St
needs lady full time, preferably
25-40 years old to conduct
Murray, Ky.
telephone survey. Phone (502)
•
554-_2895 collect after 7:00
_
WE HAVE TWO VERY GOOD BUSINESS OP- WE ALWAYS NEED GOOD LISTINGS AND WILL GET
WILL MOW lawns, now, and all FOR ALL your home additions
FOR better cleaning, to keep p.m.
PORTUNITIES,if interested in going in business it will pay YOU THE VERY BEST RESULTS,We have 3 full-time men
=tuner. --Ptione
75T-8550- -after alterations, remodeling, etc
colors gleaming, use Blue Lustre
ready to serve you so give usa call."'
6:00 p.m.
you to investigate.
- _
May3C Free Estimates.Phone 753cc
.
TFC
shampooer $1. Begley Drug proximately four hours per day,
LLDOZER WORK, trucking,
days per week, 1:30-5:30 p.m. also bank gravel, fill dirt 'and INTERIOR,
Store,Central Shopping Cen-TERIOR
ter.
If none of'the abovi is
- what you have in mitt, call us... we have -many other fine listings
AIX Will consider retired person. topsoil. Phone Hardin, 3544569, painting; any size job. All work
in person at
s
icp
-pTi354-8138, or 3548161 after 6:00 guaranteed. Use first quality
and are members of the Multiple Listing Service. We will be glad to assist you in finding just
Textile, 111 East Poplar.
Al5C p.m.
TFC paint. Free estimate. Call Steve
1971 BOAT AND trailer, 1972-65
Todd,753-3495.
what you want. WANT TO SELL? . . . Then give us a ring! The Spring buying season is nearly
TFC
H.P. Johnson motor. Phone 753- WANTED BABY-SITTER 7:30
PLOWING
and
8263 after 6:00p.m.
A17C a.m.-4:30 p.m. Must furnish own GARDEN
here, so let us assist you in selling your property.
discing. Also Bushhogging. Call PAINTING INSIDE and out and
irsaugxelation. _ Phone_ 753-7353
for -appointment. Knight's genera repair. Phone 435Al5C
after 5:00 p.m.
_ WE.ALWAYS NEED GOOD USTINGS!
Al9C
Shop,753-4035,
Al8C 5173.
mobile-home,tudurniahed.Phone
days 7624280, nights: 753-9274. WANTED RESPONSIBLE baby- WILL 1)0 baby-sitting in my EXPERIENCED -WORK in
See at8 Riviera Courts. May 15C sitter weekdays for summer home. Prefer ages from 2 to 5. landscaping, mowing, planting,
months. Phone 7534812 for phone 7534821). .
Al4C pruning, and the making of
information.A15
further
flower beds. Phone 753-6051. Ala
(
'
8 H.V. HUFFY electric start
riding tractor lawn mower with
WHEN IT COMES TO REAL ESTATE . .
FOR RENT
FOR RENT
FOR RENT
36" cut. Used one season. Sale
SEE
priced $295.00. Phone 753-1686 for
TWO BEDROOM duplex with
appointment.
TFC EATLY FURNISHEDstove, refrigerator, air conoom apartment, carpeted
ditioner, washer and
dryer.
. air conditioned. May be seen
Couple only. 1714 Wells ExKelly's Pest Control, located
FAB-N-TRIM
tendel. Phone 753-3696.
A15P
100South 13th Street.
Al7C
314 Main
Fri.-Sat. Only
FURNISHED ONE bedroom
MOBILE HOME on Kentucky
WINTER TRIM
apartment, air conditioned, one
Lake, 10 miles from Murray and
10 Per Yd.
block from campus. Couples or
505 Min Street
Two
Shores.
WESTERN AUTO
Panorama
Call 753-1651
singles only. Available May 1st.
bedrooms, 15'x15 living room,
Home of
Also new two bedroom furnished
TAPPAN GAS range, good separate dining room, kitchen.
duplex, central heat and air
condition. May be seen at 1102 Central electric heat and air
L-1 L
The Wishing Well
E L L-1
conditioned, carpeted. Available
Vine after 4:00 p.m.,753eonditioning, all new appliances
May 12. Phone 753-9135 or 7531981.
Al7C including washer. On private lot.
AUTOS FOR SALE
AUTOS FOR SALE
4478.
TFC
Phohe 436-5571.
A17C TWO
IN CANTERBURY Estetes; 3 IN LAKEWAY Shores, two
duplex,
BEDROOM
NEW PLYMOUTH garden
house,
bedroom brick; fully carpeted; 2 bedroom
paneled
Westwood Subdivision. Stove,
1il1erS,51i.P. Briggs andStratton
EXTRA NICE furnished one
baths; huge family room with basement. $15,500.00. Phone 436ORNISHED EFFICIENCY refrigeretor,dishwasher-,•
•
engine with forward and reverse partment,
apartment, at 'confireplace;* living room; utility;
A25C
dope to compoi: washer and dryer furnished. •
$139.95 Roby Sales, Highway 68,
ditioned.
Part of utilities furunique
Taxidly
kitc/fan
*lb
' 753-6534 for further in. Central heat and air. Carpeted.
all
1972
BUICK
RIVERIA, G.S.
Benton, Kentucky, phone 527built-ins; central heat and air; NEW CABIN on Kentucky Lake
Tpc Phone 753-4470 or 753-4421. A14C nished. Adjacent to University
ormation.
9368.
"
TFC
campus. Next to White Hall.
Center' Ridge
garage. Lots of beautiful brick. in
Lake
Vintage red, white padded roof, white
DUPLEX ON Monroe. Five rooms TWO BEDROOM
435.00 per month. Couple's only.
work in family room, kitchen, Development. Located on large
interior, 3,270 miles, cost $7,300.00,
modern
CAMPER AND long wheel base and bath, central heat and air,
A19C
patio, courtyard, and sidewalk. wooded lot with lots of privacy.
has everything: Stereo tape deck, automatic
apartment, nnfuinished with Phone 753-3805.
truck, $1300.00., Excellent con- carpet throughout, extra large
Lawn is landscaped. House only 1 Cabin has bath,, large comclimate control, automatic trunk lid, licensed
built-in oven and range, air
dition. Factory built camper. master bedroom, range. Days
year old. Shown by appointment. bination - kitcken-living area,
and sales tax paid in Calloway.
conditioned. $110.013 per month-, ULTRA MODERN mobile home,
Phone 753-7765.
Al5C phone 753-3648 or 753-6202 after all utilities
13'x63',
central
and
heat
air,
set
Call:
753-8603.
Al7C enclosed front porch, running
included. See at 7103,/2
-See This One Before You Buy Another5:000.m.
TFC. Poplar, Murray or phone Far- up on permanent foundation
water, electricity and partially
under shade. $110.00 per month
furnished. Will sell for $2750.00.
NINE PURE bred white face
-Brand New At A Used Pricemington 382-2299.
A17C
Includes all utilities, except
heifers, 5 Charoliat heifers, one GARAGE APARTMENT, two
MUST SEE to appreciate Phone 436-2448 for inleetrier Furnished or-partially
young cow and calf, 10 weaned bedrooms, unfurnished, near
Beautiful
3 bedroom brick home formation.
Al8P
BLACK;
-adorn
GTO,
1965
TRUCK4963--Citevrolet
AVAILABLE MAY 15tli. Two furnished. 753-3855.
,
calves. Must sell now. Phone 474- University. Phone 753-8941, at
A15C transmission. Best offer. Phone
2 baths,
Midwest,
1967
hoist.
Ford
2
ton
apartment,
central
air
bedroom
A14C
ITC 4:00p.m.
A17C without bed. Phone Farmington central heat and air, carpeting, NICE THREE bedroom brick.
conditioning. Wall to wall carpet. ONE BEDROOM furnished 753-9581.
built-in stove and dishwasher, $2500.00 equity and assume loan, _
382-2447.
apartment, private building, lots
Al5P formal
1968 DODGE TRUCK and 101-2' FIFTY ACRES of land for rent Best location. Phone 753- dining room, terraced. lefilhan 10 years to pay. Phone
1965 OLDS 88 two door. Power
a
of
storage,
1
4331.
May
air
conditioned, block brakes and steering, factory air,
camper, fully equipPed. Sleeps 6. for Soy Beans only. Phone
patio,
2
car
garage, large storage 492-8284.
•- TEC
FORD
RANGER,
1969
from-college, $75.00 month,
model /
1
2
Readyto go. Phone 753-6840 after Hardin, 354-8569, 3544138
area. Call 753-9556.
trailer hookup. $495.00. Phone ton pickup. Automatic,
A28e
available
power
immediately,
753• -MSC CARPETS A FRIGHT?
5:00p.m.
A17P steering,
Al7C 8161 after 6:00 p.m.
753-3966.
power brakes, air
3BEDROOM BRICK home,large
5074.
Al5P
Make them a beautiful
conditioned, 360 cubic inch
faniily room, carpeted, central
BUICK
SPORTS
wagon,
FOR SALE Ott TRADE
BUILDING FOR automotive 1965
WHITE TOY Poodle female, AKsight with
engine. Topper with full door in BY OWNER: Three bedrooms, air conditioning, two car garage,
condition,
full
poweeand
good
air
family,
living
business.
and dining room, large lot,
Air compressor furregistered, •nine months old. 25' NOMAD
rear. Clean Excellent condition.
BLUE LUSTRE
nice neighborhood, low
SELF contained
nished. Phone 753-3018.
A15C conditioned. $675.00. If interested 38,000 actual miles. Phone 753- 134 baths, utility room,-storage price.
Housebroken, good pet. With travel trailer and
Rent electric
1966 Olds 98
phone 753-2282or 753-7894. Al4C
room
and
carport,
fireplace, 210 acres 3 miles
papers. $75.00. Phone after 5:00 luxury sedan tow car. A complete
7707.
Al5P
1
east of New
shampooer Si.
large shady lot. Near University
FURNISHED • EFFICIENCY
Al7P unit in top condition, all
p.m. weekdays,753-4155.
Concord,
mile blacktop
for
and
apartment, near University. Air
Elementary
MURRAY HOME
school.
FOUND
Phone
_di
1964 FORD TWO door hardtop
frontage, Reasonably pelted.
$3,900.00. Will take land or lots as
.
conditioned, carpet,
private
Al4C 135 acres,
8 H.P. RIDING mower, 32" cut, part payment. Phone 436& AUTO
Galaxie XL 390 four speed. Extra 753-9770.
excellent house with
EE
LOST
T
month
old sharp. Will
entrance. All utilities included.
Briggs and Stratton Engine, 4 5587.
trade for pickup. See
central air conditioning,90 acres
A20C
puppy,
Shepherd
black
and
white
$85.00
month.
per
Phone
753-8452
speed. $329.95. 8 H.P. Electric
at 1605 Catalina Drive or phone
cropland, wells, ponds, bard:"
TRAILER 55'x10,twd miles west for appointment.
GOOD INVESTMENT property •
V.5C with red collar: Answers to the 753-9445.
start. $369.95. Roby Sales, 'Highgood fences, 'blacktop road
A15C
of Murray. Phone 753-1353. Al7P
Duke.
753Phone
of
name
nearly tw'o acres CnIe-a-rt of town,
way 68, Benton,Kentucky. Al7C
frontage located 'Nth east of
Al7C
NICE TWO bedroom Mobile 6640.
near 8th and Sycamore and .the
New Concord.
TWO BEDROOM duplex apart- home, all electric, 2/
966 OLDSMOBILE • Luxury hospital. Niee retirement
1
2 miles
home Claude L
CLF.AN SMALL trailer. meMiller Real Estate
n with air. Top condition and sight. Buyer gets
ment, furnished of unfurnished. South of Murray. Also five room LOST IN Hazel, brown leather
land, old 9 room 418
' conditioned. Ready to live In.
Main Street
Also two bedroom trailer, rent house, unfurnished, two
w
mileage.
return
Reward
for
the
of
Wilftrade
billfold.
for
lot
or
home,
and
miles
remodeling material.
Or will real 11)0(ke 4119.
reasuaalile. Phoye 4894.5'and billfold. Phone -492- nd or sell for $950.00. Phone 436- A sound buy at $9,850.00. Phone 753-5664 Res. 753-3059 .
South.on •641.
_
- Pflone 753-4645 after papers
John C. Neubaoer, Assoc. prbker
..
.
c. 75346211or_7153.9912.' .
8796,,P•0..801144 NIFI431
' •Al4c
34..99Pm.
• „•
• AprilISC 753-7537 "
- P
-ars...........arear.YragaMV25,41.7117114L,717„---•
.
•_ Al4C

Ray Roberts - 753-5583

team

Harold Sw
in water-•

Harold
Murray.
VA LOANS; n
nualifiexi
y. Your ot
be financed
Homes, 3900
way, Paduca
443-6150.

ELF.2TRO
vices, Box 2
Sanders,
mington,K

NOM
Wa

Bill Page - 753-3672

Fi
Stan
wan
mak
ride
get
man
A b
insu
avai

Sherif
day on
for the
their ta
vertised
except
'to five p

ill: 140972
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AGE ELKV

CLASSIFIED ADS

FOR S IJE:

NOTICE

Guy Spann Realty.
For Buying and Seiting_ROW Estate Contact
lified
_MP have _the largest staff of Qua
-----you.
ve
ser
-10
nty
Cou
*
ow
ll
Ca
n
Salesiniftvi
Murray. 63 acres of

_
water front
KENTUCKY LAKE-100o feet of year round
site. Enough said,
ng
buildi
iful
Beaut
lake.
main
on
rty
prope
come and see.
ES with 1 bedroom,
NICE COTTAGE AT PANORAMA SHOR
, but built for perhome
nd
weeke
Ideal
large family room.
- manent dwelling.

Another View

110W_OPEN

V%)

Shapemakeiliealth ClAprilub

IT IS HARD TO BELIEVE THIS IS A DU
Williams0e,esee if yo an tell
has thr bedrooms
ge. On's
a• all carpet
heat ( g
—
d has twq
en
is
ent
wooded lot.
,
range
uilt-in
tric beat,
bedrooms, ba
High
carted, near Robertson and New
disposal
School,Call to see.

OPENING SPECIALS now available until
15 on both the Health Club and Reducing Program.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
THESE OPENING SPECIALS
* CALL 753-2962 *

dFieed,
W $150
d floor
carpet
20,000.

BRICK VENEER house
LOOKING FOR A TWO BEDROOM
18th Street is a real
North
800
At
0'?
on a large lot 80'x25
bargain for $19,000.00.
VENEER HOUSE and five
THREE BEDROOM BRICK
of Kirksey with central heat
North
miles
half
acres one and
ted with built-ins.
and air, two baths, fully carpe

Steam Bath and Massages Also Available
We Have ...
Extensive Line of Physical
Conditioning Equipment

lot in
several
any lot

0oTi
00:13-

BEDROOM brick
ALMO HEIGHTS- A NICE THREE
Must
veneer house with wide frontage along Highway 641.
see-Has good potential.

0 I 9`

GE SALE, starts SaturFOR YOUR auction sale needs GARA
day, April 15, 9:00 a.m., 206 South
cantact Otto Chester's Auction
Street. Chest of drawers
..15th
.
Grove
Lynn
Se-vice, 435-4042,
tor, desk and other
igera
.refr
Complete auction service. April
A 140
r;-

ick with
and one

miles from
N.E. OF MURRAY about 8
top
round creek. Lots of black
year
with
land
farm
good
to
d
Price
pond.
co base Fish
frontage. Corn base and tobac
sell.
land,
ACRES, MORE OR IF-SS of
10'x.55' TRAILER AND 4
on.
built
room
9'x12'
of Almo. Extra
- located_two miles East
Price $4,400.00.

._—______

on 641 S. across
PRIME LOCATION. Large commercial lot
Ideal for most
deep.
extra
and
from Holiday Inn. 150'frontage
types of businesses. Call for details.

"THEY /RE UPSET OVER ONIE ALAS
KAN PIPELINE. I GOT A BUDGET
PROBLEM FOR A CITY THAT'S PULL
OF THEM."

Hwy. 94.
OF MURRAY ON
'22 ACRES ONE MILE EAST
Ready for developing.

ER HOUSE with one acre
TWO BEDROOM BRICK VENE
of Murray. Completely
land, three miles Southeast
0-00.
322,50
for
sell
will
and
d
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qeorge Meany might be
Nixon's toughest foe
The battle primula to be a Official who helped organize the
General Motors plant at Trenrough one.
For Meany it will be iiiiruu- - ton, N.J.)
5. The National Right to Work
gle not only for the-Whiteasked PresWASHINGTON — His name House, but for the kind of labor Committee has
public hearseek
to
Nixon
ident
he
t
has
primary
movemen
any
helped
in
entered
is not
excessive
"the
into
ings
any
on
shape.
election. It won't appear
Friends and foes alike be- monopoly power" of unions.
November ballot.
6. The AFL-CIO's 180-degree
However, George Meany of lieve the AFL-CIO has reached
away from free trade toturn
s:
a
Md.,
crossroad
Bethesda,
City,
New York
high tariff protectionism
ward
the
in
be
power
1.
Its
Congress is deand Washington could
has pitted organized labor
toughest opponent Richard clining.
2. Questions are being asked against the powerful, fast- '
Nixon faces in his bid for a secits financial role in polit, growing multinational cor-•
about
ond term.
d
At 75, the crusty, cigar- ical campaigns. ( Republican porations and export-minde
chomping plumber who heads sources claim labor is ready to farm organizations.
7. Internal problems also
the AFL-CIO entertains no no- spend upward of $70 million
Meany. Despite the vast
beset
himfor
y
presidenc
of
Demothis year on behalf
tions of the
self, but he is determined to cratic pro-labor candidates.) outpouring of political funds,
3. Forced unionism is becom- surveys over the last eight
oust Mr. Nixon from the White
House. He is equally deter- ing repugnant in many sectors years indicate that Republican
candidates continue to get from
mined that the Democrat of a changing labor force.
4. Rep. Sam Steiger, R-Ariz., 28 to 35 per cent of the labor
named to oppose Mr. Nixon will
be unequivocally committed to is pushing for House debate on vote.
For Meany, many believe,
a bill that would revise the NaAFLCIO goals
It may be the last battle for tional Labor Relations Act and the tangled Democratic prithe old, hard-knuckled labor the Railway Act to remove fed- mary picture left few alternaleader who slugged his way eral authorization of compul- tives. He has convinced the
,
Wthrough New York My and sqry uoionism. t Chairman AFL-CIO ExecittlYt---co
na tii indorse a candi.•
'••
• ••re•
nk ItorrtpSbn. D-N.S., of Iiiittee—
state
American Federatioh of Labor the Labor subcommittee, has date in advance, but he
in 1962 and became president of not called any hearings on the urged state labor organizations
the AFL-CIO when the two or- bill. Thompson is a former to back "uncommitted" deleUnited Auto Workers Union gates to the Democratic conganizations merged in 1955.
vention at Miami Beach in
July. The inference is that
.s
Meany would decide how they
would vote.
On March 21, Meany quit the
President's Pay Board. Three
of the other four union members followed suit.
"We have no hope for fairness ...," Meany told newsmen. He charged the White
House was favoring business,
•-•
banks and farmers at the ex- a.
pense of workers.
The White House In barn accused him of "sabotaging" the
President's anti-inflation
program.
"I think Mr. Meany has overstepped," said Mr‘ Nixon. "b
the latter part of the 19th Cere
tury this country determined
By RAY McHUGH
Chief, Washington Bureau
Copley News Service

By Dr. H. C. Chiles.

THE CHURCH ORGANIZED FOR ITS MISSION -According to the New Testament,the real mission or function of
a church is to proclaim the gospel of Christ, to make Christ known
to lost sinners, introduce the lost to Christ, to baptize the saved,
to teach the saved, to enlist the saved in doing God's will, and to
glorify the Lord Jesus Christ.
Acts 6:1-7
As the membership of the Jerusalem church increased with
tremendous rapidity, its problems multiplied speedily. The
simple organization, led by the apostles alone, soon proved
inadequate to care for the increasing number of new Christians.
Then, after coming through its first persecution victoriously, the
church had to face an internal difficulty.
Among the poor in the church to whom daily distribution of food
The Greekand money must be made were many widows.
speaking widows thought that they were not getting their proper
share of the alms which were distributed by the apostles. Quite
received their share, but they did not think so.
likely they
Thinking that they were the victims of discrimination, they began
to murmur about the way in which the apostles were handling the
daily ministrations. Various other Grecians also joined in the
circulation of the charge of discrimination in the distribution of
alms.
When the complaint of partiality and unfairness in the
distribution of alms reecho:Ow ears of the.aeostles, without e
'word qf rebuke they called the church together and laid before the
assembly a suggested plan for the solution of this problem. This
plan was suggested not only to avoid all suspicion, but also
because the apostles recognized the necessity of the division of
Jabor. They knew that their major task was prayer and the
ministry of the Word. They were convinced that it was wrong for
them to neglect prayer and the ministry of the Word for this
Important but less vital task, which could be performed more
efficiently by laymen.
The Apostles suggested that a special group should be selected
to give their specific attention to this work of charity. They
recommended that the church select seven men of unquestioned
integrity, in whom the members had implicit confidence, to look
after the distribution of church funds and other kindred matters.
this procedure, when followed, would allay all suspicion and
would also enable the apostles to give their undivided attention to
the weightier matters.
In compliance with this proposal,seven reputable, spiritual and
wise men were chosen and set apart as "helpers" of the apostles,
whose time was being consumed unduly by material affairs. That
action was exceedingly wise. What a pity that many of our
ministers and churches today do not exercise similar wisdom!
It is interesting to note the men who were selected as "helpers"
of the apostles were chosen from the Hellenistic (Greekspeaking) group from which the compaints had been coming.
Frequently, it is not amiss to select people for certain positions
____ishaura-oans;ineed,-4hei-ihey-ean-d.rnveetreetter
have been filling them to the best of their ability. When the church
concurred in the recommendation of the apostles, they enabled
the latter to major on prayer, and preaching, whereupon many
additional people came to know Christ as their Saviour.
Ephesians 4:11.111
Christian discipleship is expressed best within and through the
fellowship of a church. According to Christ's plan, church
members are to be instructed, indoctrinated, and trained for
service. It is our Lord's desire that each of His followers shall
have a part in the work which He assigns fix the_advancement of
Ins cause.
Among Christ's gifts or bestowments of grace to His churches
are the following: "And he gave some. , apostles; and some,
prophets; and some, evangelists; and some, pastors and
teachers". Apostles are those who are called, separated, endowed, ordained, and sent forth as ambassadors for Christ.
Prophets are men who have had a peculiar insight into the will of
God and have received a definite commission to speak for Him.
Evangelists are those itinerant preachers who go into regions
where churches have not been established and proclaim the
gospel to those who have never heard it, introduce the people to
Christ, and then establish churches. Pastors and teachers(twt..
functions of the same office) have the oversight of churches and
seek to give spiritual guidance and instruction. Each of these is
given in a qkspwsibility which he should regard as a sacred trust.
These efts are not just for our personal enjoyment, or for the
glorification of man, but they are to equip the saved to intoduce
the lost to -Christ, to edify the believers, and to serve the Lord

-
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take the attitude.'The public be
damned.' In the latter part of
the 20th Century,that applies to
neer,both business and labor
leaders."
What kind of man is George
Meany?
"gruff and tough like an old
bear, but honest as hell." says _a
we old adversary. "He feels
Y
the Pacific Ocean is reflected hi the flimsy clouds oYsr,Jha_-4-e.he.j the spokesman for the
workingman in this country;
050e flitaris- area an Aha north coast of 01.4011..
he tells it like he sees it. ..
and
and
d,
effectively. Believers in Christ are to be instructe equipped,
"He might not always be
trained for Christian service in order that the body of Christ may right, he might be ignoring othstrengthened. Growth in grace and the
be enlarged and
er people's interests and probedification of the saved can be accomplished only through the lems, but he believes what he
faithful preaching and teaching of God's Word.
says."
While it is obvious that the ideal set forth in verse thirteen will
A lifelong Catholic, Meany
in
of
not be fully realized until we enter the presence our Lord
always worked closely with
has
glory, too much stress cannot be laid on the fact that every child the National Catholic Welfare
on
earth.
Have
Him
you
for
to
do
work
definite
of God has a
Conference.
discovered what He wants you to do? Are you doing it? Strive to
It might surprise many of his
do your best for Him Who gave Himself for you.
rank and file, but the old
much
but
,
physically
grow
to
fails
one
It is distressing when
plumber has taken up art in the
more so if one remains for years only a babe in Christ. What a pity
last 15 or 20 years — and his
that so many church members are such stunted and un- work is pleasing to the eye. His
developed Christians!
stylized landscapes are remiIt is important that they grow into spiritual maturity and be
niscent of the work of another
amateur artist, Gen. Dwight D.
established in the truth.
Eisenhower.
Each morning Meany leaves
his suburban Bethesda home in
a chauffeur-driven limousine
for his 16th Street office that
looks across Lafayette Park to
the north portico of the White 7
House. He wears his dark business suit like a uniform, refusing ti shed the coaton even the
warmest summer days.
-Bankers and businessmen
don't, so I don't," he once
snapped.
Family photos of his three
daughters dominate the office
and a golf club in the corner is a
clue to his exercise habits.
Golfing partners refuse to discuss his score, but they say he
refuses to play for money.
Gin rummy is a different
proposition. Meany plays the
game for a fourth of a cent a
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longer.
ten
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1970, Mr. Nixon honored Meany
with
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Iwo,
And
at a formal White House dinosd loosi fort
•Fedtp•o'.
no' included
ner, the first such tribute to an
American labor leader.
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Meany's power cannot be
overestimated But neither can
t•
,
thaLaf
Meany quit the Pay Board
essentially because he could
not convert the public members to his philosophy. That re$OO Chestnut Street, Murray • Phone 753-11150
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Vitamin D Lowfat Milk

THE VALUE OF MILK PROTEIN
The protein portion of milk contains unusual nutritional qualities because of what
the scientists call its "biological value.'
Fact is, the biological value of milk protein
is second only to eggs and stands ahead of
meat and cereal proteins.
This means that milk protein is of high nu
tritional value and contains the vital ele
ments of a complete protein.
It is further scientific fact that milk from
the Jersey Cow IS "naturally" higher in pro
tein than that of other dairy breeds. In fact
Jersey milk normally contains up to 20%
more protein than some other milks from
lower testing breeds.
To make "MAGIC ONE," we at Ryan Milk
reduce regular Jersey milk.to 1% butter
fat, leaving in all the nutritious goodness
of the protein and other non-fat food
elements.
"MAGIC ONE" gives you the same great
Jersey flavor, and added nutritional value.
but with significantly less calories,
GREAT FLAVOR.
EXTRA NUTRITION ...
LESS CALORIES ...
From the Jersey Cow... Naturally!
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EDUCATION NOTEBOOK

GREATEST SEA TRAGEDY

Editer's Note: Do- April 14,
1912, the most luxurious vessel
of that time, the SS Titanic,
rammed into an Iceberg in the
North Atlantic. This is an anniversary account of the tragedy.
By BILL HILL
Copley News Service
Sixty years have passed
since the SS Titanic plunged to
the bottom of the Atlantic. With
each passing year there have
been reports of planned efforts
to refloat the sea giant to recoyer the gold bullion and treeBuie of diamonds reputed to
tuive been deposited in the'
ship's safe by a score of social.
ites aboard.
with
But nobody has come

some of the finer suites of
rooms.
Other features included a Parisian cafe and palm room,
Turkish baths, a swimming
pool, a finely fitted gymnasium
and a squash court. In the main
dining room, 600 passengers
could dine in comfort at one
time. There was a French restaurant where 200 others might
dine a la cart&
ITOD3 among
en
Wes pasierigers amid crew, 745
were saved, mostly women and
children. All were picked up by
the liner Carpathia, which
reached the scene of the trege117 am* 1,600 miles northeast
of New York just before dawn
an that fateful April 15.

project, though technology has her colors flying, the survivors
advanced to the point where re- reported. Capt. Smith was on
covery of the ship's remains no the bridge and the band was
longer is a question of know-. playing "Nearer My God to
how-just a question of money Thee"
In one of the initial accounts
and return on the investment.
printed
after the Carpathia had
Titanic was a way of saying
brought the survivors to New
huge many years before 1912.
___The word derives frein__Titani______York. it was reported,-`In
told of the splendid
who, according_ to Greek voice they
myftragy,wasa ratifoionis
---- herot.1171
of those *Mi remain
•
put in its place by Zeus and his
The
following facts stand out
compatriots on Olympus.
relief: The Titanic was
But in 1912,'Titanic became a in bold
making
21 knots. None at first
household word denoting disaster. That was the year the thought she would sink. She reWhite Star luxury liner plowed mained afloat two hours after
into an iceberg in the North At- an iceberg had ripped her bowlantic and sank with 1,517 peo- els below the waterline.
Capt. Smith averted instant
ple aboard. It was the greatest
panic by a terse appeal to his
marine disaster of all time.
As the great ship plunged to crew, "Be British, my men!"
A small number of steerage
the bottom, she took with her
one of the wealthiest men in the passengers tried to rush for the
world - at that time - Benja- lifeboats but were held back by
the crew and other passengers.
min Guggenheim. Isador The Titanic turned her nose to
Straus, millionaire merchant, the bottom when the last lifewas among those lost,'So was boat was less than 100 yards
John Jacob Astor and Presi- away, reared her stern high in
dent William Taft's personal the air and trembled a moment
aide, Archibald Butt.
before sinking.
The fact that it was a maiden
There were two explosions
voyage lured many prominent when the brushing waters
people aboard. The size of the reached her boilers.
ship - the biggest thing ever
The survivors reported that
launched -appealed to others..., all the women were saved ex/
2 feet cept those who refused to leave
The Titanic was 8881
long. Its four funnels rose some their husbands. One of the most graphic
81 feet above the tipper deck.
It offered for the first time in stories related by the survivors
maritime_history a private was that of Col. Archibald Grapromenade deck for passen- cie, U.S. Army,"who swam in
gers who cared for -and could the icy sea until he found a cork
afford - such luxury. This life raft."
"After sinking with the
deck was in connection with

company witnesses who testiThe Federal Price Commission fied in person Tuesday „and
is_in effect leaving it up to the.. Wednesday.
----- •
individual states to control utiliFollowing this series of hearident that ciune into office Court decision declaring local ty rates, a Washington econo- ings, the PSC will decide
By KENNETH J. RABBEN
whether to allow South Central
pledged to support capitalism property taxes unconstitutional mist testified Wednesday.
Copley News Service
Robert R. Nathan made the Bell to keep on a permanent
3nly to turn around months 1st- for financing schools as if it
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. - r and tell Howard K. Smith of were the law of the land. It and statement during the second basis the $25.5 million rate in- •
The U.S. Commissioner of ABC-TV News, "I am now a similar decisions have a long day of a Public Service Com- crease which went into effect
Education is trying to convince Keynesian in economics," and
way to go through federal and- mission hearing on south Cen- March 20 on an emergency
schoolmen that loss of local dictate wage and price con- or state appellate courts before tral Bell's requestor a 625.5 basis.The- PSCIElluered-tht- RIR-million increase in
telephone increase last month subject to
control of schools is similar to trols
becoming final. '
•
The superintendent Of a
refund later_if it,subsequently,
having a tooth pulled.
A similar New Jersey case rates in Kentucky.
Nathan said the biggest prOb- decides it is not all jutIfed 3"T'
Once it is gone, you forget small Kentucky school system has been rejected by---the U.S.
about it, become a better per-'' -said Tieither he nor- the people Supreme Court. New York's lem facing utility companies is
Matheson. said Wednesday__
son and live happily ever after. wIth whom he had spoken at the highest court overruleda lower the interest cost of money they that South Central Bell cannot
Like the child about to visit the convention were buying the court decision similar' to Cali- borrow. Interest rates are not continually finance its construcdentist, schoolmen who at- commissioner's assurances, .lomies,_ -saying-no --constitu= -controlled by the Price Coral tion program on borrowed mon- We just don't believe it Con; _banal issue was at stake and mission, he said, and so ap- ey but that higher rates ale
tended the American Associa- - "
bon of School Administrators' :--trol follows the money. It SI- would not be until the U.S. Su- proves nearly all requests for needed in order for it to attractAASA convention here rOL... ways has and it alwaya,wilL" preme Cturt revises Its earlier -utility rate increases resulting investors to buy its common
Marlandrs speech *as re- decisions the New -York-judge---from such costs.
cently remained unconvinced
stock.
markable for its amazingly says clearly answer these_
and frightened.
Nathan made the observe*,
The -company Would"leelt to 'stateand
contradictory
Jr.,
the
naive
P.
Marland
Sidney
questions.
tions in response'to 'questioning finance its expansion programs
commissioner, predicted that ments and what it left unsaid.
Marland ignored the federal by PSC Chairman William Lo- by selling more common stock,
He theorized that relieving
Uncle Sam would assume 30 to
sUp," he said, "it appeared as 40 per cent of public school local authorities of raising court decision in Richmond, or- gan. Nathan has testified - be- instead of borrowing money, he
dering that city and neighborat said.
if I was being propelled by
costs. He estimated the federal school funds would give them mg counties to form a metro- fore the Price Commission
=
through
the
tigla616
great
force
more_iirne Log _educatianla
uataa---setabr-rwift-g,
someovrent would„need_13
But the_relativelit_poor equity
The only other witness testi-water.Imas moat fearful of hee. on frt. bararelb *in. mar_
y no onger wou nave
offered
integration.
He
prove
earnings
from the stock of
fying Wednesday, the final day
ing.boiled to death and Int- -lahd-Velieves that local proper- "joust" with state legislatures
greatest difficulty was in hold.: ty taxes will be eliminated in and conduct levies, referenda sweeping generalizations about for South Central Bell to put its American Telephone and Telethe financial plight of nonpublic
graph, South Central Bell's paring my breath until I came w favor of statewide property and and bond issues. With local offi- schools, saying it was "another case before the commission,
ent company, have depressed .
the surface. I reached the sur- other state and federal tithes to cials no longer involved, where
was
J.
D.
Matheson,
an
assistdebate."
grave issue for ...
face after a time that seemed
ant vice president of the com- its market value to the point
pay school bills. He mentioned else but the state Capitol and
Nixon
reportedly
President
that it can be sold only below
unending. There was nothing in
for
disresponsible
pany.
the value-added tax recently Legislature
sight save ice, which dotted the deemphasized by the adminis- pensing funds would schoolmen has been seeking a solution to
Opponents of the increase book value, Matheson said.
that problem and there have Will
ocean, and a large field of tration. .' "To assure marketing new 7_
begin cross-examination
go?
wreckage. There were dying
When the federal govern- been contradictory statements April 26, taking up statements equity on a sound basis," he as..Locatrontrol is not really a
men and women all about me, negotiable issue in the eyes of ment provides more education Iron the President and Mar- -profiled with the commission at serted, "an improvement in-crying piteously. --the President or the Office of--hinds, the nation's Capitol will- land on this Issue.
groaning and
thattime. On May 10, the oppo- earnings performance is ur"I saw wreckage every- Education. For the President become a second home for
During a press conference, nents will cross-examine those gently needed,"
where.All that came within my , haksaid thatiederal Wiry-in-- achoolmen. They had a field the commissioner admitted he
reach I -clung to...A:great crate-- educational finance, must be day there recently when major has not been consulted by the
like block of woOdiloated"with- *consistent with the principle of education organizations, such White House in its current dein my grasp and I grabbed it. preserving the control by local ...4 as the AASA,exhorted superin- liberation on school busing.
It seemed to be sufficiently school boards over local tendents to march on Washing- Some disagreement may exist
753=9960
753-9909
large to keekme afloat At thin schools.'
--ftdrfuntling of bete, Too, with Marland be
1, 19
New Office -Hours riginning
to be far more suppormoment, however, I saw An
=r
The-nurnber-jour---r-tteved
-4t-i&my-elief-thatewoMonday
12 noon - 8 p.m.
overturned boat and swam to such threat exists," Marland
neying to Washington at public tive gf busing than the presiTuesday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
it.
declared, "because money, expense will multiply rapidly if dent.
Wednesday
Rhetoric and empty prom9 a.m. - 12 noon
the 1:Wh•-al government's share
from
not
whatever
source,
is
'On this raft, it was really a
Thursday
ises are some.of the roots of the
9 a.m.- 8 p.m.
of
collapsible boat that was called ,4ienthe essence
in„,___educa:__ torn ta clucco
reu
st 'seviseninorcreasif per current Tack of-confidence, in,
Friday
9 a.m.•5 p.m.
a raft, there were already lyinL
Saturday
declarations of devo- -- cent- to 30 or 40 per cent:i -Public schools. histead of using
9 a.m. - 12 noon
more than 20 men, one in
The commissioner discussed weed killer here, the commistion to local control must be
bow and the other in the stern,

DR. D. CHRIS EMMERT
-cmitopRE-TOR

April

wreckage with pieces of wood
which answered for oars.
"Presently the raft became
so full that it seemed as if it
would sink if more cams
aboard, and the crew,for selfpreservation, had to refuse to
permit others to come aboard.
This was the
most horrible scene of all. The

Touch us
Wanting a new car

still ring in my ears and I will
remember them to my dying
day.
"'Hold on to what you have,
old boy,' we shouted to each
man who tried to get aboard.
'One more of you aboard would_
sink us all.'
"And many of those who
were refused answered as they
went to their death,'Good luck,
and God bless you.'

about financing one7 Worry no more
the lowest cost auto loans are at your
friends at Peoples Bank! We have the
extrAUTOnary loan to end your worrying.

with an

"And so we passed the night,
with waves washing over us
and the raft buried deep in the
water under our feet.
"Did we pray? Men who
seemed to have forgotten long
ago how to address their Creator recalled the prayers of
their childhood and murmured
them over and over again. We
said the Lord's Prayer again
and again together.

e
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$4.90 Add-on

NEW CAR FINANCING
-

Year round low costs

Interest

Payment

Interest

, 36 Months

24 Months

12 months

Amount of loan

Payments

$4.90 per year
per $100 of
unpaid balance

FREE Credit Life
Insurance
on new cars

---

$31.86

_ 68•62

220.44

47.7s

244.88

114.37

367.40

79.65

294.00

137.25

440.88

95.58'

160.12

514.36

$48.92

$87.41

$98.00

$45.75

1500

7144

131.12

146.88

2500

122.48

218.54

3000

147.00 •

262.25

3500

171.40

305.95

.

-

342.00

8.92 percent

9.14 percent

The Extraordiliar, Rank
PEOPLES IBANK.

the

SPEED- You're
Geni•r nf

looking at the circular terminal building with
r,rh sit ittea lriternational Airport be;n‘g built in kansas City

Main Branch
511 „

,

III
--'51

•

,
-

parking

Payments

$146.96

81000

EFFECTIVE
ANNUAr RAT

STYLED FOR

Intervet

h.

.

sw„

Touch us at any of our three

locations and go with that new auto.

"All this time we were
buoyed up and sustained by the
hope of rescue. We saw lights in
all directions. They came from
the Titanic's lifeboats.

"An age seemed to have
passed when we first saw the
twinkling lights of the. Carpsthia."

. . . but worried

MURRAY
Mernher of F: b. I. t.
tOcations........
tinyenient
Three
- •
South Branch
12th & Story

9.13 percent
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LATE, BEETLE!!
—YOUR CAPS CROoKEDA,
'AVUR POcKETh UNBUTTONED!!
you NAvENIT &NAVED!!
•Atrulitt

Flander says press proce- can soireirconfidiwithit Reain -California
By MICHAELO'CONNOR in all Senate offices gan is certain to make the race.
dures
will eventually ask Cranston to
Over-all, there is an embryonic
Copley News Service
from time to time and
change
be on his delegation. Cranston
plan building in the adminisgoing
now
that Cranston is
WASHINGTON - Seri. Alan
will only say that he expects to
tration to cultivate strong conFOR SATURDAY APRIL 15, 1972
II."
Phase
own
"his
through
Cranston, one of California's
parbe in Miami Beach and to
servative challengers to inlaziest political animals, is
There is evidence, however, cumbent liberal Democrats in
Look in the section in which CAPRICORN
ticipate in the convention.
very
continuing to maintain a
also is keeping hands off that Cranston has lost none of
your birthday comes and find (Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 Vi
the 1974 raEls.
low profile on the national preacurrent Controversy within his gut political instincts and is
what your outlook is, according
the
4
Some will be pleased, some
Cranston, according to the
7
scene.
idential
California over the ITT-Repub- looking far beyond the 1972 sources, will be a prime target
to the stars.
won't-with results of your
presidential
windup
With the
lican convention incident. A campaign to his own reelection
AR I ES
decisions, plans. Be careful to
for the conservative assault
preference primary in his own
central issue in that controver- effort in 1974. It is becoming in- two years from now
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
consider the opinions of all
ever closer in
looming
state
Don't yield to "wanderlust" concerned in conclusions. Work
the Senate should ,creasingly clear that CranJune, Cranston stillis not ready- W7-whetilgr.
or daydreaming when con- for effectiveness.
Richard Kleindienst as ston's opponent then will be
confirm
FOR CORRECT
candidates
the
of
any
to indorse
sistent effOrt--at- chores and AQUARIUS
attorney general - also finds Gov. Ronald Reagan.
44'•
field.
Democratic
big
a
in
V-1•••
told
-has
Privately, Cranston
TIME and
other affairs is in order. You (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Cranston uncommitted. —
Cranston says his decision
could be dilatory now without
"I'll wait until the hearings his staff and state Democrats
Insure results by capitalizing
TEMPERATURE
to indorse until after the
not
(
realizing it.
to make my deci- that he expects Reagan to opupon your fine talents and
primary, perhaps not even un- are closed
pose him. He concedes no straTAURUS
said.
he
sion,"
W\ iir NIGHT
energies, and keep your pace
til the Miami Beach convention
t Apr. 21 to May 21)
The new low profile look of tegy on what type of campaign
constant but not hectic. In all
—
stands.
still
July,
lirSysidleete
Nallews
Effective action will win effort, keep the future in mind.
the Cranston office is apparent that might be.
It is known that all of the_ma"I am doing nothing differapproval of associates. Inin other ways. The outflow of
WHEN EVERYTHING GOES WRONG!
soughtjor candidates have
courtesy
ently to prepare for a Senate
secretary
telligent discussion will help to PISCES
press
from
releases
X
Some days nothing seems to go right. Sarge and Beetle Bailey
Cranston's indorsernent, hophe
said.
1974,"
in
campaign
to
slowed
has
crystallize next moves. Ra- (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Flander
Murray
can testify to that. In such cases, there's only one thing to do:
ing it would help galvanize supSerious thought should be
PEOPLES BANK
tional analysis of all issues
in recent weeks with "My record is there and I will
Jake a vacation. And when you do, take BEETLE BAILEY and
purt within the state's liberal a trickle
Insteps.
serious
to
given
run on it.
policy
a
adopting
,important.
now
office
the
EY
MUIRti,
Our
the
you.
of
Camp
alonggang
Swampy
with
rest
from
the
Democratic bloc.
sufficient knowledge is no exTwo highly placed RepubliGEMINI
of responding primarily to indius
753-1916.
Give
ring
a
and
phone
Beetle
is
he
will
salute
number
you
column
this
told
Cranston
to
try
not
Do
cuse for failure.
VIdW.'reporter queries.
(May 22 to June 21)
would retain his frequently '
your at your vacation address.
- Where expedient, accelerate justify the flaws in
an
avoiding
of
position
stated
New Drugs; New Life
-your pate, hut where a slowing thinking. Eliminate them.
••7
open indorsement before the
•
down is necessary, do not fight
Research has developed-new
primary while holding an opit and cause unrest. Emphasize
YOU BORN TODAY are a
tion to back any candidate who chemicals that have hrought
more years of life to leukemia
poise and perseverance.
progressive, straight-thinking
.
emerges to suit his retpdreHelp them add to
Patients.
Paris, Tennessee
CANCER
individual, with both the will
merits before the June 6 runoff: these years by supporting the
to.July 22.)
(June
and the stamina to week toward
Cranston holds strong party American Cancer Society.
—
Step lightly, with measured the highest goals. You are Says
cards in California and seems,
gait. There may be a few extremely self-reliant and inefforts
NITE
FRIDAY
8-12
the
over
far from ruffled
The public support the
delicate spots, perhaps a detour dependent Also being one of
and other sp1a1fss.1"- he says. _ of his Senate colleague, John_ American-Citacer Society
QUISVILV. KY.•
,
t
you can take. Don't chafe at the rare persons who combine
-- Saturday Night Featuring
Tanney, to plunge tritothe fees-ollstingettnetreMEM
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to
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in
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be
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of
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early
to "buy the bigtwand-qiiiet deliberation.
you could sliteeed in either the Gregory s place? the driver says he's`going
wipe out cancer in your lifegest farm out in the country Sen. Edmund Muskie.
LEO
business or art worlds, asked. - .
timeprimary
any
that
clear
is
It
"Never heard of him," re- and raise buffalo."
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
depending upon your leanings
plied a local filling station atA change in rhythm, a dif- and education, of course. In
ferent pace may be in the business, you would do best as tendant.
making. Take steps to con- an executive or promoter;
"Do you know where the buftribute to----already eminent would also -Make *-successful ---file--farm is?" the driver
record. The "little" thinks Could banker. Creatively, you could *skid.
shine as a writer, painter or
- Oh-yeah. You take this road
"
he said.
of: to the
VIRGO
musician. Birthdate
The three buffalo whach(71.
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Leonardo da Vinci, renowned
Present aspects suggest keen Ital. artist; Henry James, year-old Marion Gregory
observance of conditions and Amer. author; Elizabeth brought back to a truck from
situations before launching new Montgomery, TV star.
Lawton, OkLa, in 1953 are no
projects. Make oertain that you
• • •
longer around.
about.
know what you are
Two died and one was sold,.
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
LIBRA
FOR 1972 — including a detailed dab,
like many of the some 400 aniby day forecast, complete guide to
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
love and marriage,. and a corn
malsraised-and collected-as-1r,
enensiye charicket—analvsis -- is
-New awl-gradually changing
_now available. FOr your parsoriai
•
indicated.
influences, trends
forecast, S4170 SI 00 (PUS 25 .cents in
But there areitill Sicily burfor postage and handling to the
You won't like them all im- coin
nee...seeder, care of HorosCOPe SO*
•
ros, peacocks, Welch and quarDepartment. box 173. OW GIMPIANI
mediately, but many are better
Station. New York, N Y 10011 Print
ter horses, wild geese, pigeons,
than they appear at a glance.
your NAME. ADDRESS with ZIP. and
DATE OF BIRTH
ducks, guinea hens, barbary
Study everything carefully.
and Persian Sheep and goats at
SCORPIO
Pony Heaven Ranch or the buf(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 111"
Akins signed ..
W
know
falo farm as most.
Give your best, then await
HOLLYWOOD - (IJPII
I
ti
wilhhi the family group With Charlton Heston and
-The animals roam free over
fir Without, preserve equili- Yvette Mimieux in MGM's 21 acres dotted with a red,
"Skyjacked."
Win% perspective, humor.
white and blue windmill which
still pumps water, a large
ALL
CARRY
SAGITTARIUS
pond, two fake cannons and
Only the U.S. Air Force C-5
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
balls, horse corrals and
cannon
Adopt a no-sooner-said-than- Galaxy can, and does, airlift two barns.
done policy if you would net top any of more than 600 different
Gregory, a warm, personable
like tanks,_
items
rewards now. A good day in on
With a dreep love for aniMan
Camwhich TO- trY out new ideas, missiles, helicopters, and
vans.
munications
4eftla•
years ago.
"I loved it. I was trying to
build up a kid's zoo but I over
bought," he says.
Gregory; a former concrete
vow
Phone 753-1273
mason, never built the zoo but
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
•
_
people from all over the world
[We Have It— We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Had
Ford Mustang Hardtop with
wrote and came to see his big
Sprint Decor Option Group
"every
blue bull from India.
kind of. Pheasant," the threebuffalo from Oklahoma, pet
crow, white
coons, talking
squirrel, badger, goat, reindeer, ducks, elk, Japanese Siki
deer and llama from Peru.
"A pair of ostriches and zebras were the only things I
elefr..• •
wanted but didn't have," says
Ford Maverick 2-Door Sedan
Gregory, who lives with his
with Sprint Deeor Option Group
daughter in a spacious house
•
in April
filled with antiques atop a large
'0
hill.
and get central air conditioning.
think
still
"A lot of people
I'm in the business but I.can't
FOR ONLY
manage anymore," he says.
Ford Pinto Runabout with
uwevel,tt spry andRVely
Sprint Decor Option Group
animal-lover still rides his
INSTALLED.
horses and feeds the animals
every day at eight in the' morning and 4:30 in the afternoon.
HURRY TO GREEN ACRES.
"Hey come on let's
Aouts Gregory andthe 200 or Spitlafty equipped Pintos, Mavericks and Mustangs
so animals and fowl scurry
Ford Team's Spring Surprise Sprints will brighten
sprint has Tutone ralrie-style hood, whitewalls,
from all directions to eat the
your driving pleasure all year-round. All come with
color-keyed interior. Maverick sprint has GrabberFREE
corn and hay.
accent Stripes, deluxe 2-spoke steering wheels,
style Frood treatment, wide-tread whitewalls, color"When it comes to feed time
DELIVERY
blackout grilles, dual racing mirrors, USA emblems.
keyed interior!
they're here in droves," he
In addition, Mustang sprint is decked, out with- a
says.
Free flag decal! Free flag pin!
FREE
Gregory's annual feed bill
Tutone hood, wide-Tread whitewalls, color-keyed
Hurry! Supply's limited. Just visit
runs about $2,000.
interior.(And in a special package:"mag" wheels,
your local Ford Team. This offer's
SET-UP
In earlier years Gregory was Competition suspension, F60 wide ovals.) Pinto
free to all licensed drivers.
BANK
bothered by vandalism. A
mule, sheep and goat were shot
FINANCING
near the railroad tracks which
run by his property, and a reinV.A.
deer was killed with a double
barrel shotgun 500 yards from
FINANCING
his house.
MOI$11..e
WRITTEN
The incidents have saddened
HO 125
Gregory but he's not bitter. He
WARRANTY
still lets kids skate on the pond
FDAP
in winter and welcomes people
SERVICE AFTE
seeing the animals.
Hwy. 79E
"If I had my way every
THE SALE
school in the country would
Paris
QUALITY
have a small barn, a tw sheep

Frances Drake

er

0
11

DIAL

753-6363

nostifr

* DANCE.*

Animal -Collector
s He--0

RAINBOW- INN

- GLENN LITTLETON

SUE & THE DELTA_DIRT
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Buy A New Mobile Home
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morning Wors
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Evening
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Morning WorS
Evening
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Morning Wors

Evening Wors
Morning Wors
Evening Wors
Sinki
Morning Wors
Evening Wors
Mal
Morning Wors
Evening Wors
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Morning Wors
Evening WorS
Gra
Morning VYorS
Evening Wors
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Morning wors
wars

Evening

Kirk
Morning Wors
Evening Wors

Memo
Morning WOr
Evening Wors
New Mt. Ca
Morning WOrS
Even.ng wo
Fli

Morning Wors
Evening Wors
Cher
Morning Wors
Evening Wors
El
Morning Wors
Evening WOf

Sale
Morning Wors
Evening Wors
Su
Morning wor
Evening wor
Owe
Morning Wors
Evening Wars
Lone 0
1st. Sunday
3rd. Sunday
Fait
Morning Worsh
Evening Worsh

Pool Offi
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Dun
Ile South 171

Insur
Hwy 641 5 (

SALE EVE'"?

GREEN ACRES

$29.95

-T41S Mile

REBUILT
A COM
605 Maple S

PARIS, TENN.

PREDM
ANDBWE
SPRINTS

GREEN
ACRES

PP

*-seiew •

•

HOMES
LARGE
VARIETY

Open 6 Days-.
Dosed Sunday's

READ the
-WANT
= 4DS

.PARKER FORD Inc
_

Corner of 7th 8 Main

Five

Pain

Hutso
"FOR AL
Murray, Ky

Peck's U
MR
Custo
604 S 4th
P41:150554,
A complete Ii
Accessories-St
N. 12th Exton

11,

$
Phone 753-5273

flair
Co
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY
•

Church
Of Christ
New

ment in Your future

ScottSerowe
Ww•ho*-Setvice
11:00 a.m.
Evening worship
7:30p.m.

that Rea* the race.
embryoriic
t adminisSnag eters to innocrats in

LL'

West Fork

Providence
Morning Worship
'
11 a.M.
Evening Warship
6:30

(utiULUtLi

grawanuel Missionary
Morning Worship
Ham
Evening Worshie
7:30nm

•

•

Morninit Worship
Evening Wor7Nip
ng to the
line target
re assault

Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Northside
Morning Worship
Evenino Worship

11 a.m
7p.m

Sinking Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.m
Evening Worship
730p.m

6363
rtesy

Nazarene
--Methodist

1.1 a.m.
I p.m.

JANK

P•Pgar Wings
Morning Worship
11 a.m
Evening Worship
6 30p.m
Grace baptist
Morning Worship
10 45 a.m
Evening Worship
7p.m

Bethel United
Blood River
Worship Services at 11 a.m. 1st
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
6:30 p.m. 2nd
Sundays,
4th
and
Evenfilo Worship
6:30p.M. Sunday, S. 9:30 a.m. 3rd Sunday
Kirksey Baptist
Morning
11 a.m
Loor
Evening:
\Vsilc.rshii)
p
i
7:30 p.m.

•

. ..Me11804411_11dpliSt
nong Worship
4050 a.m.
Evening Worship
630p m.

Independence United
Worship services at 7 p.m. 1st &
3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd Sunday,
930 arm 4M Sunday

"lariat*
Morning Worship

United, 310 Irvan Ave.
Sunday School
10 a m
Evening Worship
7p.m
United, New Concord
.
10a.rri.
Sunday School
-worship StorviCet T1
7p
Calvary Temple
Sunday School
10a m.
Worship Services
11 a m ,730
m

— :—

1,111,•
I.. 211

leo Wet. Ies.es

Temple Hill United
Flint Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.

10 a.M.
11 a.Tel

Momma Worship
Sunday School

Second Street
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Friendship
'
Sunday School

Morning Worshio

- First Methodist
Worship
0450.10 50a.m.

Presbyterian

Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School
TO a.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass 0 a.m., Ha m..4.30
m.
riat
,
IX
M
km.
skirWeeirce Worship Service
11 a.m
Jehovah's Witnesses
Watchtower
10 30 a.m
Bible Lecture
9 30 a.m.
Wayman Chapel A.M.E.
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7 p m
St. John's Episcopal
Sunday Schooi
10:30a.m "
Morning Worship
9:30

Elm Grove
Morning Worship
'Evening Worship

11 a.m.
7p.m.

Goshen Methodist
Worship Services at 11 a m 1st &
3rd Sundays. 7 p.m 2nd & 4ffi
Sundays
Lynn Grove
service at 9:!
it.m. 15t
& Trd Sundays, 11 tn., d & 4th
Sunday

Salem Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a m.
Evening Worship
715 p.m.
Sugar Creek
Morning worship
11 a.M.
Evening worship
7:15 p.m.
•
Owens Chapel
Morning Worship
11:00AM
Evening Worship
5:30 PM
Lone Oak Primitive
' 1st Sunday
10:30 A.M.
3rd. Sunday
200 P.M.

Morning Wur,tiip
evening Worship

•

U

I.

.

Shady Oaks

crairsi.as'•
.4/

.

di,

Int

Mobile Home Courts

So, CO.:Dt
i
us go onto Kw koorro
of rt, Lord. Lee
o•

All -

Mayfield Hwy. 121

Of

9

PRA,

Dexter-Hardin Anited
Worship Service 107d6 a.m.
1st & 2nd Sundays, 11:00 a.m
1st e.

Immanuel Lutheran
Sunday School
9 15a syl
First Chriitian
Worship
Morning
10 30a m
Worship Services
10 30a m .7
m
Seventh Day Adventist
10-00 a m.
Sabbath school
Murray Christian
9:30 a.m
Worship Service
Worship Services 10 45 a m., 7 p m
Yee h The Cliorek''
nie Garth is.

•

Coles's Camp Ground
Worship Service at 11 a m. 2nd
Sunday. 10.45 a.m, 4th Sunday

11 A.M.
6:30P.M.

Christian

rance

Russells Chapel United
Sunday School
10 a.m
Morning Worship
11 a.m

Kenlake Marina

filk

J. W. WILHAM-MGR.

r

3rd & Ith Sunday

*HOUSE BOAT RENTALS*
Ky Lake State

Pool Office Equiprnont & Supplies
.t
RANTALS

SALE.' ,

Dunn TV & Appliance
SALES AND SERVICE
Admiral & Whirlpool
118 South 12th

Phone 753-3037

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

ip with

Group

Tria'''ngle Inn
Wells'Electric

BERT, ALTON AND NED JONES
COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work. Free estimates.
Hwy. 641S, ( Hazel Hwy.)
11Th. 753.7150

Murray Livestock Co.
SALE EVE3Y TUESDAY AT 1 P.M. — PH. 753-5334

A Breakfast Anytime A

60p. ,
Murray Warehouse CGRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn, Wheat & Soybeans
WE HAVE REGISTERED YORK & HOOD SEED
BEANS ALSO KENT AND WAYNE
1401MeS Ellis, Mgr.
E. W. Outland, Supt.
Phone 7S3-0220

WM E. DODSON, OWNER

Corvette Lanes, Inc.
"'BOWLING AT ITS BEST**

94 E. at Murray Bait Co

Phone 753-3734

Grecian Steak House
TOM ANDREWS • YOUR HOST

•cr.f 4005115
MURRAY. KC

REBUILT ENGINES . RADIATORS REPAIRED
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
Ph 753-4424

605 Maple St.

Edwin Cain Construction Co.
COMMERCIAL

RESIDENTIAL

Sb

Buildings

ewalls,

Phone 171-2202
71134357
1.144 71134MMo

Si.

So. 12th & Story
753-6655

Chestnut St.
7534715

I
I

RIKKELR

PRINTING SERVICE

The Businessmen's Choice For Fine Printing
Murray, Ky.

102 N 4th

Master Tire Service, Inc.

Boone's Incorporated

union

THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

Ifni American
•Motors
Cain & Treat Motor Soles
Five Points

Top Quality Used Cars
Phone 753441

Ward-Elkins

Five

Phone 753-7992

Points

502 N. 4th St.

Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.

403

753-3251

Colonial House Smorgasbord

Maple

Murray, Ky

Phone 753-1933

Peck's Upholstery & FobricShop
MR. & MRS. WM A. JONES, OWNERS
—Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics
604 S. 4th

—Furniture & Auto Upholstery
Ph. 753-7494

liiiw RICIOSSISCA

Allied Radio Shack
"WE SPECIAk,lZE IN SOUND"

A complete line of Electronic Componeht Parts a.
Accessories-Stereo SysteMS*
Ph. 753-7100

K. 12th Extended

fr
qr
a
-

Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service - Open Sundays
Hwy 641 North

JAS. D. CLOPTON

Phone /53 1713

SALES

SERVICE

PARK RENTAL

Phone 753-2700
DIV

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
HEATING - SHEET METAL - Ala CONDITIONING

Ilvsy 94 1 Mi E Murray

Ph 453 6685

Kentucky fried Ckicktot
"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham

0th at Chestnut

Phone 753 4832

Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air Conditioning Heating Commercial Refrigeration
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut

•

Phone 753.1111

1210

main

Moore

Ph 753 3080

Custom

mbrs

ose eirressomo

1.1[PAINWID

Lingigs *hop

Funeral Horne

'OLD

10,mb Iorgrb

753-4800

Yr I' AL

The Hitching Post
*See the Old Country Store*
Unique Gifts--Novelties
Mi. West of Kenlake State Park

Aurora, Ky.

paints

ntmurs

Blalock-Coleman

Ph 474 2266

Carroll Tire Service
YOUR UNIROYAL TIRE DEALER

MAYTAG

John D. Grogan Mobile Homes

A Choice Selectlon of Relishes - Salads- Meals
"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"

TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR
COVERING

riser
".
GE

NE

131.ACKSFITTII..
KNIGHT

orsoo..".

TOot.

Bob's TV Service
SERVING MURRAY & CALLOWAY COUNTY
SINCE 19S0
—2-way Business Radio Installation & Service
—Aerotron Sales & Service
Dixieland Center Chestnut St, Ph. 753-5191

641 Super Shell
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY

RCA VICTOR - FRIGIDARIRE

MEMBER F.T.D.

SALES S. SERVICE
Authorized Mercury Out Board Motors Dealer
Fiberglass & Aluminum Boat Repairs
West End Eggners Ferry, U. S. 611
Aurora
Ph. 474-2344

Benjamin

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

color-

Mack & Mack

RECAPPING
Hwy 121 W (Coldwater Rd ) Ph 753 3164

Shirley Florist

Palace Drive-In

abber-

I
I

753-3914

On Hwy. 611 at Aurora

Ambassador-Hornet-Mat4dor-Gremlin-jeep

Phone 753.1675

100 So. 13th St.

753-1751

2

621 So. 4th

"Every Day You Delay Lets Bugs Have
Their Way".

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS

Residential --Commerciat - Farm — Building Lots and
Lake Property—Buying Selling- Leasing
Phone 753-7724
518 W. Main

Phone 753-2202

Murray Auto Parts

500 Main
753-3231

Ph. 474-2211 Ext. 171

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant

"THE EXTRAORDINARY BANK"
Member FDIC

Rudy Lovett Distributing
Co.
Distributing Gulf Products
in

V

-Complete Automatic transmission Service.
.Front End Alignment..
• Complete Tune-up & Repair Service.
209 So. 7th

Park

KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
CONTROL

753-8082

Gerrald Boyd Owner

Sales, Parts, Service-Compete Boating Supplies

SOUTH 2..o ST

with
.7.iroUp

1206 Chestnut

Sholar's Auto Repair

YOUR JOHNSON MOTORS DEALER,

Ttd•eli

1415 Main Street

We Deliver From 4:00 To 11:00 p.m. Week Days And
All Day Sat. & Sun.
ICE CREAM OF ALL FLAVORS

Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: Mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Steak
Wed.,Ground Sirloin- Thurs.. Chicken- Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext. 641 -Call In Orders to 753-4419

Hogs bought daily

Dairy Cheer

RESTAURANT 8 CAFETERIA
YOUR CHOICE•Have a seat & order or Use our
cafeteria line

Typewriters . Adding Machines and
Calculators
753-1743
115 So. 4th

sissr7,:.
-------

Ph. 753-5209

•••la•Odol modlro, • dart, boloro rood
orel *Had seniors
roopolorly

fp

Sandwiches

Sycamore at 12th Call in Orders 745-7181

1105

Pogue

1 2

Open 6:00 a.m. Close

Block E of S 12th. Phone 753-1489

Trenholm's Drive-In
HENNY PENNY CHICKEN

• PIZZA

SPAGHETTI

& Chestnut

Southside Restaurant
BERT S. GLENDA T I OWELL-Owners-Operaters
Fresh Ky. Catfish, 7 days a woes
Plate Lunches Daily-Banquet Room Facilities for
Churches. Clubs and All Social meetings.
So. Side Manor Shopping Center

*HOT POINT APPLIANCES**FLOOR COVERINGS & FURNITUPE*
Open 0:00 To 5:30-4 Days

U.S. MI North

Kentucky Lake Oil Company
JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
Murray
753-1323

753-5979

"Invites you to the Private World Of
Luxury Living-At No Extra Cost"

Ph. 7534566

National Hotel .Building

Phone 753 2997

Wiggins Furniture Co.
641 No 2 Mi.

so •

Susie's Cafe

„FlitE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OF S? 00 OR MORE
17th

12:09 p.m.

South 12th Street—Phone 7531131

Plsone-502-7S3-32110

Mayfield
217-1487

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association
SERVING FARM FAMILIES SINCE 1834
lndustr &Road

753_2924

A

WrialrerifkTRiirall're-dircCo-Operativ‘e Corp.

Storey's Food Giant

Stokes Tittior& IrtipTerriont Cb
MASSEY FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE

mu
Phone 753 Sell

10:00a.m..
11:008.m.

Other
Denominations

•
Cherry Corner Morning Worship
11 a.m
Evening Worship
7p.m.

Ila.m.
3 P.M.

First Assembly Of God
Church School
10 00
Worship Service
11 00

Liberty Cumberland
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship Service
North Plesant Grove
Sun4ay-Sc4soo4- 104i,rov.
,
1111431.819131119•99Mr•svwc
Oak Grove
loam.
Sunday School
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7 p.m.
Mount Plesant
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
7p.m.
Evening Worship
First Presbyterian
9:300.m.
Church School
Worship service
10.45 a.m

Onto.

11:00a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00p.m.
Coldwater United
Church School
10:03
Worship Service
11:00

. ' New Mt. Carmel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:30 p m.

- Pentecostal

Eagerly we await each new season arid the crop of fruit from our trees.
We know the harvest depends On the quality of those trees. The Good Book
plainly tells us•that.goOd fruit comes only from good trees and bad fruit
from bad trees.
A human-life is like that. And the need is great for good People who will
produce good fruit for the common g0013 . . fruit of the spirit!
Love, by, peace, humility, temperance anctl faith to live by.
We have too much immorality, licentiousness, enmity,
strife, anger and
selfishness already. These are the fruits of bad trees. One would do well
not to allow too much of this harvest on his fruit bowl.
Is your life producing fruit of the flesh because it is world-centered?
Or is your life God-centered and producing Fruit of the
Spirit?,The Apostle Paul ref-runt:IS us that good.
fruit is expected from us. What is the
quality of fruit in your fruit bowl.
WhaCkind of tree are you?. .

South Pleasitt Grove
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6p.m.
Geed Sheoherd united
Worship Service
9:30a m.
Sunday School
10 30a m
Brooks Chapel United
Worship services at 9:30 a.m. 1st
& 2nd Sundays, 11 a.m. 30
Sunday, & 6 p.m. 4th Sunday

'
Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30 p.m,.

Union Grove
10:508.m.
Morning Worship
EveningWiesiiip
3013114,
Seventh & ropier
Worship Service
10:40 a.m.
Evening Service
6p.m.
New Concord
- Morning Service
-- -10710a.m:
Evenino Worship
7p.m.
Plesant Valley
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6p.m

Murray Church- Sunday School
10 a m
Worship Service
11 a.m
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship
Ham
Evening Worship
7 p.rr,

7ruit Of 7Ae SPirit

Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a.m
1st
Sunday, 10 a.m 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel Ain_044
Sunday School
Worship Service
11 a.m.

university
Morning Worship .
'030a .rt1
Evening Worship
6:00111-m•
Green Plain
Morning Worship
10:45a.m.
Evening Worship
7p.m.
West Murray
Morning Worship
10:50
Evening Worship
6 p.m.

#

for *heft tOill male Is, awe WI yter-bat le Ike

lla.m.'
630p m.

First Baptist
Morning Winship
10- 45 a.m.
Evening warship
7:30 pane

ORREGT
E and
RATURE
r NIGHT

:6X

Col. and Mrs. Thomas Brown—Owners

Air Shopping Center
Industrial Road

Phone 731-1319

641 N.

753-6025

Phone 06-2343 and 436-1376

In A
down, and wash your dog, ant I apologize to the neighbor and
I'll be out." She said, scold Brewester. And if they'll
"Agreed."
call me, I'll even go over and
So it was up and out into the clean it up."
A hot-tempered matron lady
The matron lady's complaint
living deep in the heart of crisp morning and off to the
shadiest suburbia with her hus- manicured heart of shadiest is that the owners of dogs with
band and a dog, read-iwthe pa- suburbia for. coffee and hot poor manners deserve less critper about a grass roots move- cross buns with a hot-tempered icism than the parents of chilment to do something about the matron lady and her mild-man- dren with poor manners.
indiscriminate conduct of nered dog, who had just had a
"Weput.up with a lot that the
1Ei&lbuI hood dogs Who tiee-er bath. The dog was the same parents just wouldn't believe —
erybody's lawn but their own, color as the toilet,paper strung in fact, when you tell them,
and the hot-tempered matron through the gracefully swaying they won't believe you," ;be
lady went through the ceiling. elm tree.
I said,"Who put the toilet pa- said. But i believe her because
"That's ,it!" she howled in a
—
per
in your elm tree, matron I saw the elm tree.
most. unmatronly manner.
She said she has had six laviti
lady?"
-"I've had it — that does it!"
She said, "Kids!" I. said. jobs. "A lawn job is what we
Thereupon she slammed the
when they run over the'
paper onto the carpet, reached "But why?" She said, "Who call- ii 0(0w yard in their
corner
for the telephone and called the knows why? Who knows why
cars,4 she explained. She also
idiot at the newspaper who was they run over my lawn with mentioned a six-year-old who
picking on dogs.
their radial tires! Who knows liked to play mailman with real
"You think something should why they tramp through my mall,taking the Smith mail and"
be done about the. ronduct of shrubs! Who knows why they
it to the Jones- and
neighborhood dogs?" she don't eat their lunch at school delivering
Johnson boxes.
yelped, not waiting for an an- and stop and eat it on my front
"I went to the boy's father
swer."Well,I'm tired of people lawn on the way home! Who and told him what was happenpicking on the poor little dogs knows why they stole so many ing," the matron lady said.
— I want to know when some- of Mrs. Dobenspeck's bulbs off
"The father laughed arid said,
body's going to do something her Christmas tree in the front 'Oh, my little boy is just playabout the conduct of neighbor- yard, Mrs. Dobenspeck cut the ing post office. Isn't that cute?
hood kids! How would you like - tree -down! Who knows why
What's wrong
to tome Ont-to My hod* at
kids act the- Way they do 'to: with parents today? Don't they
look at the toilet paper in my day!"
realize kids are getting away
tree?"
The matron lady went on to with murder? You can't talk to
Now what would you do if a explain that she has been expe- the mothers. You tell a mother
Lady invited you out to her riencing some difficulties with
her little boy has been playing
house to look at the toilet paper the neighborhood kids. She mumblety-peg on your front
in her tree?
said,"Lord,don't use my name lawn, ands& says,'Oh, my titI said, "Listen, matron lady, — last thing I need is more toi- tle boy would never do anything
I'll give you 24 hours to calm let paper in my tree."
'
like that!"
She shook her finger at me.
People find ways to control
"What gripes me is the way the neighborhood dogs. One
people like you are always yell- woman recently circulated a
ing about the dogs. OK,I'T?e got petition against the dogs. Ana dog. The first two years he other man threw rocks at the
on,
was quite a lover, and the man matron lady's dog and threatAn Exciting 2 Week Tour down the street with a, female ened to shoot him if he caught
dachshund threatened to shoot him on his front lawn again.
June 1216, 1972
Brewester — that's our dog's And you can always call the
name,Brewester — if wedtdn't---tingca
CORtilebit
1"-keepidin away frost the-1We - "Well; -sniffs- the---matrott--1& MIL
dachshund. So we had Brew- lady. "I'm not going to circaester operated on."
late any petition against the
Wayne & Lamb
Brewester is no longer a children who tear up my front
for Information Contact threat to the sexy dachshund yard and throw toilet paper in
tree And I certainly don't
-down the street, but he's upset
MATE A. LAMB
some neighbors by giving of recommend throwing rocks at
himself to their shrubs and them or shooting them. I try to
110 Ogburn
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he does-mander off," said the
matron lady. "When he does
something to upset a neighbor,

Charles
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the Linen look is here, and we have famous "Shirley's"
SERRANG at The lowest price ever anywhere. A guaranteed
machine washable linen suiting with a soft hand for any type
--gar_merit-,---74W0-Rayen7-2-1-1/FCotten,45"wide-414u14-botts,all first quality in a selection of 22 fashion cis.Sever before has this fine fabric been offered at this low, low price.
B*.there early-Monday for best selection! -
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don't understand childien or
parents anymore."
Calmed by the removal of
something heavy from her
chest, the hot-tempered matron
lady smiled and said quietly,
"I'm just tired of people complaining about neighborhood
dogs while their children run
we need him?

and Try Our
—Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
—Country Hams and Steaks
—All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
6a.m.to 10p.m.,7days a week
— J C GALLD/ORE —

exciting gifts,from
The Carriage House

start conversation

Ethan

1.401...•1

n.

Curious? Visit our Gift Boutique today.
Some have that certain look, others, you want
to touch ...but all boast a uniqueness that only
Ethan Allen can offer. They say something!
So come see our entire collection. And if you
need advice, lust tell us your problem, well show
you an idea! We've made gift giving that easy.
For :listened: You can make any wall arrangement
you desire with versatile, practical Ethan Allen
Old Tavern Pine shelf sets. Show your favorite
china, bric-a-brac or your most precious possessions. Set consists of two 8" x 36" shel‘es, four
brackets, two supports.
41141TID HOME FURNISHINGS

Carriage house
U4 North Third gr. Paducah Ky. That 4434257
Largest Selection of
Accessories In Western KfltRtuCicY
- -Opfer Everrfrida1-044M-ii4i4.30
FREE! AI& for your Ethan Allen Treasury.
• ass page decorating Idea book.
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Hospital Report
April 11, 1972
ADULTS..107
NURSERY..7
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Clayton (Mrs.
Sandra Lee Clayton), Rt. 3,
Murray, Baby Boy Potts (Mrs.
Jane Stubblefield Potts), Rt. 2,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Donna Jean Reavis and
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs.
Denise Alice Duncan and Baby
Boy, Rt. 5, Benton, Mrs. Ardee
Annie Riley, 200 E. Walnut,
Murray, Mrs. Georgia Enna
Bailey, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Debra Sue Compton, Rt. 3,
Murray, Luther Harold Evans,
160942 Hamilton, Murray, Mrs.
Shirley Jane Freeman, Rt. 4,
Benton, Miss Carla Jo Henderson, Dexter, Mrs. Melvie
Garland, 1623 College. Farm
Rd., Murray, Ruford Perry, Rt. •
1, Alma,Charles Eugene Tubbs,
223 S. 13th St., Murray, Mrs.
Ward, 214
Hilda
Ruth
Woodlawn, Murray, Jimmy
Tebe Suiter, 406 S. 10th St.,
Murray, Mrs. Ida Williams, Rt.
1, Buchanan, Tenn., Ray Hill
Lyon, Rt. 2, Murray, George
Raymond Maugy, 201 Maple St:,
Murray; Mrs. Gladys Mable
Atkins, Hardin, Mrs. Auda May
Thweatt, Rt. 3, Benton.

the popular Summer Fabric now at a mere fraction of regular
price. A tremendous selection of new Summer prints in
the wanted fashion colors.. 65% Dacron Polyester, 35% Cotton, 45" wide, full bolts, First Quality, all machine washable,
drip dry. ,
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Sinatra honored
1101.1.)%10111) il PI I Frank Sinatra has been named
humanitarian of the .,ear
the. Friars Club of California
and will he honored at a
churn). dinner Sept. 23.
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